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Editorial

Preface of the Special Issue on the Role of Extracellular Matrix
in Development and Cancer Progression

George Tzanakakis * and Dragana Nikitovic *

Laboratory of Histology-Embryology, School of Medicine, University of Crete, 71003 Heraklion, Greece
* Correspondence: tzanakak@uoc.gr (G.T.); nikitovic@uoc.gr (D.N.); Tel.: +30-2810394557 (D.N.)

The consecutive steps of tumor growth, local invasion, intravasation, extravasation,
invasion of anatomically distant sites, and immunosuppression are obligatorily perpetrated
through specific interactions of the tumor cells with their microenvironment. During
cancer progression, significant changes can be observed in the properties of extracellular
matrix (ECM) components, which deregulate the behavior of stromal cells, promote tumor-
associated angiogenesis and inflammation, and lead to the generation of a tumorigenic
microenvironment. Thus, mediators originating from the ECM have a vital effect on all
cellular functions implicated in cancer development and progression. ECM components,
including fibrillar proteins, proteoglycans (PGs), and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), modu-
late the bioavailability of active mediators, control the stiffness of the stroma immediately
correlated to cancer cell invasion, and regulate the metastatic processes and angiogen-
esis. Various ECM-derived components can also modulate the immune response and
affect the response to therapy and thus need to be taken into account when designing
efficient anticancer treatment. Indeed, the ECM effectors regulate processes correlated to
chemoresistance, including autophagy and apoptosis.

The Special Issue of Biomolecules entitled “Role of Extracellular Matrix in Development
and Cancer Progression” focuses on recent findings in the structural and functional char-
acterization of ECM components and how they relate to the processes involved in cancer
pathogenesis and response to therapy. The Special Issue focusing on the crosstalk between
the ECM and cellular processes features original research and review articles. These articles
address several relevant topics, including HA roles in cancer, MMPs regulation of carci-
noma progression, and proteoglycans mediation of cancer growth, invasion, angiogenesis,
and response to therapy. Furthermore, the role of ECM effectors as diagnostic tools and
targets is elaborated.

1. Hyaluronan in Breast Cancer

HA, the unique nonsulfated GAG, and its CD44 and RHAMM receptors have been
strongly implicated in cancer progression. HA, as elaborated by Tolg et al., also has a major
role in tissue injury by sequentially promoting and then suppressing inflammation and
fibrosis, a duality that is featured and regulated in wound repair [1]. Tolg et al. thus focus on
the hijacking of the essential response-to-injury functions of HA by tumor cells to promote
their invasion and avoidance of immune detection. This is followed by a discussion of how
HA metabolism is deregulated in malignant progression and how targeting HA might be
used to better manage breast cancer progression.

While HA is the only GAG not normally substituted with sulfate groups, several
studies suggest that sulfated hyaluronan (sHA) exhibits promising antitumor results. Kout-
sakis et al. show that sHA fragments attenuate breast cancer cell proliferation, migration,
and invasion while increasing adhesion on collagen type I in a manner related to their
estrogen receptor (ER) status [2]. Furthermore, sHA modulates the expression of epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) markers and downregulate matrix remodeling enzymes
such as the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). Since sHA exhibits a stronger effect on the
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breast cancer cell properties than the nonsulfated counterpart, a deeper understanding of the
mechanism of its action could contribute to the development of novel therapeutic strategies.

2. MMPs Regulate Carcinoma Progression

MMPs are endopeptidases characterized by a broad range of substrate specificities
and are important in ECM remodeling. However, as MMPs also have a high affinity for
membrane receptors, ligands, and signaling molecules, these enzymes can be defined as
cell signal regulators. In the skin, the expression of MMPs is increased in response to
various stimuli, including ultraviolet (UV) radiation, one of the main factors involved in
the development of basal cell carcinoma (BCC). Tampa et al. discuss the role of MMPs in
the pathogenesis and evolution of BCC, as molecules involved in tumor aggressiveness
and risk of recurrence, to offer an updated perspective on this field [3].

During tumor progression, elastin fragments, including a nonapeptide, AG-9, are
released in the tumor microenvironment. AG-9 affects tongue squamous cell carcinoma
invasive properties. Bretaudeau et al. demonstrated that AG-9 stimulates tongue squamous
carcinoma cell invasion, increasing MMP-2 secretion and MT1-MMP expression [4]. The
green-tea-derived polyphenol, (−)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG), abolished AG-9-
induced invasion, MMP-2 secretion, and MT1-MMP expression. The feasibility of utilizing
matrix-derived signaling axes to develop novel anticancer therapeutics is underlined here.

3. Proteoglycans Regulate Cancer Growth, Invasion, Angiogenesis, and Response
to Therapy

Syndecans, a family of transmembrane heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs), are
involved in key biological processes, such as cell proliferation, adhesion, and migration,
supporting homeostasis. Still, their expression/activities are often deregulated in cancer.
In addition to their roles as transmembrane PGs, syndecans’ extracellular domain can
be “shedded” from the cell surface by the action of MMPS, converting them into soluble
molecules capable of binding distant cell and ECM molecules. Sousa Onyeisi et al. discuss
the input of the syndecan-4 member in the pathogenesis of various cancer types as its
expression is commonly aberrant [5]. These authors elaborate on the point that anticancer
drugs modulate syndecan-4 expression. Therefore the “take-home” line is that the syndecan-
4 emerges as an important target for cancer therapy and diagnosis.

Bertriou et al. focus on the role of syndecan-1 and -2 in the progression of pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), a fatal disease with a poor prognosis [6]. Furthermore, in
this review, the authors explore the potential of syndecans as therapeutic targets for this
devastating disease.

Lumican, a small leucine-rich (SLRP) PGs member, is a secreted PG. Notably, this
PG is involved in cellular processes associated with tumorigeneses, such as EMT, cellular
proliferation, migration, invasion, and adhesion. Furthermore, lumican is expressed in
various cancer tissues and is reported to have a positive or negative correlation with tumor
progression. Giatagana et al. discuss the effects of lumican on cancer cell growth, invasion,
motility, and metastasis, together with the repercussions on autophagy and apoptosis [7].
Finally, in light of the available data, the authors propose novel roles for lumican as a cancer
prognosis marker, chemoresistance regulator, and cancer therapy target.

4. ECM Effectors as Diagnostic Tools and Target

In addition to cell signaling functions, the ECM molecules determine the mechanical
properties of the tumor and stroma tissues. Indeed, the stroma’s mechanical properties,
e.g., stiffness, are directly correlated to the pathogenesis of cancer. Ahmad et al. note that
the PDAC is characterized by a dense, fibrotic stroma composed of ECM proteins that
poses a significant physical barrier that is immunosuppressive and obstructs penetration of
cytotoxic chemotherapy agents into the tumor microenvironment (TME) [8]. These authors
discuss the significant contribution of fibrosis to the pathogenesis of pancreatic cancer, with
a focus on the crosstalk between immune cells and pancreatic stellate cells that contribute to
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ECM deposition. Furthermore, the therapeutic strategies that target the stroma and hinder
immune cell promotion of fibrogenesis, which led to mixed results, are summarized.

Extracellular vesicles (EVs), comprising exosomes, microvesicles, and apoptotic bodies,
are released by all cells into the ECM and body fluids. They play important roles in inter-
cellular communication and matrix remodeling in various pathological conditions. Jamadi
et al. characterized the tumor heterogeneity and extracellular vesicle diversity in pleural
effusion exosomes as diagnostic or prognostic markers for malignant pleural mesothelioma
(MPM) [9]. The corresponding ratios of mesothelin, galectin-1, osteopontin, and VEGF
were higher in MPM effusions exosomes than those in the benign group. Therefore, these
authors suggest that relevant diagnostic markers can be recovered from exosomes.

5. Conclusions

The articles featured within this Special Issue freshly highlight the multifaceted roles
of ECM molecules in cancer pathogenesis. In addition to their roles as signaling mediators,
ECM molecules define the mechanical aspects of the formed tumor tissue directly correlated
to the disease progression. We thank the authors for their timely contributions and hope
that the “Role of Extracellular Matrix in Development and Cancer Progression” Special
Issue will form an incentive for further focused research.
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Abstract: Signaling from an actively remodeling extracellular matrix (ECM) has emerged as a
critical factor in regulating both the repair of tissue injuries and the progression of diseases such as
metastatic cancer. Hyaluronan (HA) is a major component of the ECM that normally functions in
tissue injury to sequentially promote then suppress inflammation and fibrosis, a duality in which
is featured, and regulated in, wound repair. These essential response-to-injury functions of HA in
the microenvironment are hijacked by tumor cells for invasion and avoidance of immune detection.
In this review, we first discuss the numerous size-dependent functions of HA and emphasize the
multifunctional nature of two of its receptors (CD44 and RHAMM) in regulating the signaling duality
of HA in excisional wound healing. This is followed by a discussion of how HA metabolism is
de-regulated in malignant progression and how targeting HA might be used to better manage breast
cancer progression.

Keywords: hyaluronan; RHAMM; CD44; wound repair; breast cancer

1. Background

Decades ago, Dvorak concluded that cancer is spawned in chronic non-resolving wounds,
implicating a role for the status of the host microenvironment in cancer initiation, and
focusing attention on identifying the processes of wound repair that are coopted by mutant
cells to initiate tumors and support their progression to metastasis [1]. Subsequent studies
have identified the processes of inflammation and fibrosis, which are critical to efficient
wound repair, as key microenvironmental factors that promote cancer progression [2–4].
Hyaluronan (HA) has emerged as an important extracellular matrix (ECM) regulator of
inflammation and fibrosis in the setting of excisional wound repair [5–11], and this polymer
is also implicated in breast cancer progression [5,8,12–15]. Here, we review the well–
regulated inflammatory and fibrogenic functions of HA polymers and two HA receptors—
CD44 and RHAMM (HMMR)—in cutaneous wound repair and consider evidence that
these functions also contribute to the progression of breast cancer.

2. The Hyaluronome

The collection of genes that controls the synthesis, metabolism, and signaling proper-
ties of the tissue polysaccharide, HA, are collectively called the hyaluronome, and include
HA synthases responsible for the production of HA, HA receptors, which bind HA and ac-
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tivate cellular signaling cascades; and hyaluronidases, which break the native HA polymer
into fragments that differ from the native polymer in their signaling functions [5].

2.1. Hyaluronan

HA is a simple linear polysaccharide consisting of repeated saccharides (N–acetylgluco-
samine and B–glucuronic acid disaccharide units form the HA polymer), which was his-
torically considered to be an ‘inert’ structural component. At that time, effects on cell
behaviour and tissue homeostasis were postulated to result from the physicochemical char-
acteristics of HA that provide tissue hydration, expansion and elasticity [16–18]. Although
these physicochemical characteristics of HA are impressive and critical to the homeostasis
of organs such as skin [19,20], the demonstration that HA activates kinase cascades in
cultured fibroblasts [21] and binds to specific cell receptors such as CD44 [22] and RHAMM
(HMMR) [23] provided initial evidence of its signaling properties. HA has since been
shown to regulate MAP kinase, PI3 kinase, Hippo, and multiple growth factor signaling
networks [5,24]. The complex functional information provided by this simple linear poly-
mer is due in large part to metabolism related changes in both its expression level and in
its molecular weight. For example, the native newly synthesized HA polymer (defined
here as high molecular weight HA, HMW–HA, >500–700 kDa) blunts cell proliferation and
migration and is anti–inflammatory as shown by studies demonstrating its functions to
suppress an M1 and enhance M2 polarization of macrophages [14,25]. These properties of
HMW–HA are considered important for maintaining tissue architecture and homeostasis
particularly in skin. In contrast, smaller HA polymers created by enzymatic and/or chem-
ical degradation of HMW–HA (e.g., low molecular weight HA, LMW–HA, 10–250 kDa;
and oligosaccharides, O–HA, <10 kDa) function as ‘danger alerts’ (DAMPs [26,27]) that are
released by cell death/stress and are strongly immunogenic. These tissue damage–induced
HA oligomers provide pro–inflammatory (e.g., support M1 macrophage polarization),
proliferation and migration signals [5,28,29] (Figure 1), and are critical for initiating a
response to injury. It is intriguing that DAMPs released in response to tumor cell death,
are also implicated in breast cancer progression [30], providing another example of the
similarities between wounds and breast tumors.

Figure 1. Hyaluronan contributes to inflammation and resolution of excisional wounds. Native (high
molecular weight, HMW–HA) hyaluronan production is increased upon and throughout tissue injury.
Low molecular weight (LMW–HA) and oligosaccharide (O–HA) fragments are rapidly generated
from HMW–HA hyaluronidases and ROS/NOS, resulting in a mixture of HMW and fragmented HA
polymers. LMW– and O–HA promote macrophage and fibroblast influx into the wound that initiate
inflammation while HMW–HA restrains the extent of inflammation. At later stages of wound repair,
HMW–HA predominates and supports macrophage polarization into the immunosuppressive M2
phenotype. Created with BioRender.com (accessed on 12 September 2021).
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2.2. Hyaluronan Synthases

In mammals, HA is synthesized by one or more of three genetically distinct cell mem-
brane isoenzymes, hyaluronan synthases 1–3 (HAS1–3). These synthases differ in their
enzymatic properties, regulation by stimuli, and contribution to normal and pathological
processes. For example, whereas HAS1 and 2 synthesize HMW–HA (avg. 2 × 103 kDa),
HAS3 synthesizes shorter HA polymers (avg. 2 × 102 kDa). HAS2 is expressed during
early embryonic development and its genomic deletion leads to embryonic lethality re-
sulting from cardiac defects [31]. In contrast, Has1–/–, Has3–/–, and Has1:Has3–/– mice are
viable [32–34]. HAS2 is expressed in most tissues including skin and mammary gland
ductal epithelial and stromal cells [35], and elevated HAS2 expression has been linked to
promoting breast cancer progression [13,36]. HAS1 and 3 are also expressed in the epider-
mis and dermis of the skin [37] although keratinocytes primarily express HAS3 [13,37,38]
while dermal fibroblasts primarily express HAS1 [39,40]. All three HA synthases are upreg-
ulated during cutaneous wound repair and in some cancers [34,39] but, primarily, HAS2 is
upregulated in breast cancer [41,42].

2.3. Hyaluronidases

HMW–HA produced by HAS1–3 is degraded into heterogeneously sized fragments
by both hyaluronidases (HYALs) and cell metabolism by–products such as reactive oxy-
gen and nitrogen species (ROS/NOS). HYALs are hyalurono–glucosidases that cleave
the beta–(1,4) linkage between N–acetylglucosamine and glucuronate [43]. The human
genome encodes HYAL1–HYAL5 and one pseudogene (HYAL6). Out of these, HYAL1
(present in lysosomes) is mainly responsible for HA degradation into oligo–, di–, and
monosaccharides while HYAL2 (localized to the cell surface via a GPI linker) degrades HA
into fragments of about 20 kDa. These HYAL2 created fragments are either released into the
microenvironment or internalized by HA receptors such as CD44 to be further degraded by
HYAL1 [44–46]. Two additional proteins with hyaluronidase activity have more recently
been discovered that process HA into intermediate–sized LMW fragments: the transmem-
brane protein TMEM2 [47] and KIAA1199 (CEMIP, HYBID) [48]. TMEM2 is a widely
expressed membrane protein that can digest native HA into 5kDa fragments [47]. Pro–
inflammatory cytokines that are released early in cutaneous repair such as IL–6, regulate
KIAA1199, which is expressed by activated skin fibroblasts [49] and macrophages [50–52].
IL–6 and the resulting HA fragments [28,53] promote leukocyte infiltration into the wound.
However, IL–6 also plays a key modulatory role in the switch from a pro–inflammatory to
immunosuppressive microenvironment required for wound resolution [54]. The increased
expression of IL–6 is also linked to breast cancer progression [48], where it performs both
immunomodulatory functions similar to those in wound repair [55]. This cytokine has also
been shown to modulate tumor cell plasticity, which impacts breast cancer progression and
chemo–resistance [55]. Therefore, deeper analyses of the links between CEMIP and IL–6 are
potentially important for understanding the commonalities between wound repair and cancer
metastasis, as well as providing potential therapeutic targets to control both of these processes.

2.4. Hyaluronan Receptors, CD44 and RHAMM

To date, characterized HA receptors include CD44 [56], RHAMM (HMMR) [23],
LYVE1 [57], TLR2/4 [29,58], STAB2/HARE [59], and LAYN [49]. CD44, LYVE1, and
STAB2/HARE bind to HA via link modules [56,60]. In contrast, the HA binding domain of
RHAMM has been localized to alpha helical clusters of positively charged residues [61,62].
TLR2 and 4 contain similar clusters of positively charged amino acids as RHAMM. Al-
though these receptors are required for responses to HA fragments there is controversy as
to whether or not they directly bind to this polysaccharide [60]. LAYN has been shown
to bind directly to HA but contains neither link module nor clusters of positively charged
amino acids, and the sequences responsible for this interaction have presently not been
reported [5,28]. In this review, we focus upon the biology of CD44 and RHAMM because—
unlike LYVE1, STAB2/HARE, and LAYN—these receptors have been studied in detail in
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the context of cutaneous wound repair and breast cancer [8] and because they are well
characterized to directly bind to HA [60]. Readers interested in the biology of these HA
receptors are directed to additional reviews [15,59,63–67].

Although CD44 and RHAMM clearly differ in key biochemical and structural prop-
erties, some commonalities include a likely evolution from heparin–binding ancestors,
complex functions due to isoform expression generated by alternative mRNA splicing and
coordinated intracellular and extracellular functions. CD44 is a non–kinase cell surface
HA receptor that contributes to the proliferation, migration/invasion, adhesion, polar-
ity, plasticity, and differentiation of many cell types, including resident skin cells [68,69].
CD44 is constitutively and widely expressed in tissues such as skin, and binds to HMW,
LMW, and O–HA via a link module, which is distinct from the HA binding sequences of
RHAMM [61,70]. The signaling properties of CD44 result not only from its association
with HA polymers but also its interactions with other cell surface and extracellular pro-
teins (e.g., growth factor receptors, osteopontin, metalloproteinases, and collagens) [71].
The small, intracellular domain (ICD) of CD44 additionally binds to intracellular adaptor
and cytoskeletal proteins [72]. The binding of HA polymers to CD44 promotes homotypic
CD44 clustering that can activate or impede oncogenic signaling cascades depending upon
the HA polymer size and its partnering with other proteins. As an example, HMW–HA
stimulates tumor–suppressive Hippo signaling by clustering CD44, which recruits polarity–
regulating kinase (PAR1b) to the intracellular domain of CD44 and leads to activation of
Hippo signaling [73]. In contrast, LMW–HA inhibits this Hippo signaling by disrupting
HMW–HA/CD44 clustering. However, the interaction of CD44 with HMW–HA [74] and
RHAMM can also result in expression of genes such as MMP9 that are utilized for both
cutaneous wound repair and breast cancer progression [71].

In contrast to CD44, RHAMM expression is low and primarily intracellular in most
homeostatic tissues but expression and extracellular export increases with pathologic stress,
injury, and neoplastic transformation [8]. Under injury conditions, small amounts of intra-
cellular RHAMM are released from cells, which bind to LMW and O–HA via alpha–helical
clusters of positively charged amino acids [8,61,75]. The three–dimensional organization
of these clusters is similar to those located in the alpha–helical glycosaminoglycan bind-
ing sites of lectins (e.g., GRO cytokines) [76,77]. RHAMM: HA complexes associate with
integral HA receptors such as CD44 and TLR4 to activate signaling cascades (Figure 2),
initiating an early response–to–injury through the NRLP3 inflammasome and other signal-
ing cascades [14,28,29]. The functional and physical association of RHAMM with CD44
is influenced by the presentation of HA polymers in both soluble and ECM–immobilized
form [78]. These interactions regulate cell motility and gene expression. The intracellular
functions of RHAMM are complex and multifunctional, and include regulation of micro-
tubule stability, mitotic spindle dynamics, intracellular signaling complexes, and gene
transcription (Figure 2). Collective study of CD44 and RHAMM signaling predict that
binding preferences for HA polymer sizes (which regulate receptor clustering), as well
as mode of HA presentation, are two mechanisms for how cells detect and differentially
signal in response to HMW–, LMW–, and O–HA polymers.
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Figure 2. HA receptors CD44 and RHAMM regulate signaling that control skin cell migration, prolifera-
tion, plasticity, and differentiation during response–to–injury. CD44 is an integral membrane protein
that coordinates signaling through growth factor receptors (e.g., EGFR) and cell surface RHAMM.
The intracellular domain (ICD) of CD44, which can be released under injury conditions, forms part of
transcriptional complexes that regulate expression of injury response genes. RHAMM also occurs in
multiple intracellular compartments including the microtubule and actin cytoskeleton and, like CD44,
is a component of transcriptional complexes regulating expression of extracellular matrix proteins that are
required for wound repair. Created with BioRender.com (accessed on 12 September 2021).

3. Functions of Hyaluronan: Size Matters in Cutaneous Repair and Breast Cancer

Are the functions of the hyaluronome in excisional wound repair replicated in breast
cancer progression? While skin wound healing is a tightly regulated and orderly phys-
iological response to injury, breast cancer is not. For example, cutaneous repair can be
reproducibly simplified into three sequential stages: inflammation, fibroplasia, and the
final immunomodulation/tissue remodeling required for wound resolution [79] (Figure 3).
In contrast, during breast cancer initiation and progression, inflammation and fibroplasia
are simultaneous and chronic with an evolution towards immunomodulation/remodeling
that culminates in progression to metastasis (Figure 3). HA affects all three of the wound
repair stages, particularly targeting immune and fibroblast functions (Figure 1). In general,
HMW–HA is anti–inflammatory, anti–fibrotic, and pro–regenerative while HA fragments
are pro–inflammatory, support fibroplasia, which results in scar formation in excisional
wound repair [8,80] and alter the immune landscape of cancer microenvironments [15].
Nevertheless, some sizes of LMW–HA can be useful therapeutically since they can promote
the rapid closure of wounds and reduce infection [15].

3.1. HA and Cutaneous Injury

In injured tissues, HMW–HA synthesis is closely coupled to the generation of LMW–
HA fragments that initiate a robust inflammatory and fibrogenic response resulting in the
rapid wound closure and control of opportunistic pathogens [81]. However, the reliance on
inflammation as the initial response–to–injury results in a dermal scar that compromises
skin elasticity and strength [25,80,82]. In contrast to adult tissue repair, embryonic wound
repair, which occurs in a sterile environment, and proceeds in the absence of extensive
HMW–HA fragmentation or immune cell influx, is regenerative, healing without a scar.
Elevated expression of HAS1,2 by skin cells is responsible for the increased production of
HMW–HA, which occurs throughout the repair stages [34,83]. ROS/NOS, in combination
with released hyaluronidases, rapidly fragment a portion of the newly synthesized HMW–
HA into a highly heterogeneous pool of LMW and O–HA polymers [81]. Thus, a mixture
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of HMW–, LMW–, and O–HA collectively contributes to the repair and resolution of
excisional wounds.

Figure 3. HA polymers, CD44 and RHAMM, regulate wound repair and promote breast cancer progression. During
early stages of wound repair and during breast tumor progression, expression of HAS2, Hyal’s, CD44 and RHAMM is
upregulated, providing optimal conditions for infiltration of immune cells and cell proliferation. During later stages of
wound repair, Hyal and RHAMM expression is reduced, resulting in a prevalence of HMW HA and signaling via CD44.
At the final stage of wound repair, HA production and HA receptor expression return to levels seen in unwounded skin.
In contrast, HA synthesis, fragmentation and HA receptor expression remain high throughout breast cancer progression.
Created with BioRender.com (accessed on 12 September 2021).

The properties of HMW–HA perform multiple functions during excisional wound
repair. HMW–HA provides a source for the generation of LMW– and O–HA polymer sizes,
activates specific immunogenic signaling pathways and regulates fibrogenesis. As a source
for generating HA fragments, HMW–HA contributes to inflammation. However, as a
native polymer, it restrains HA fragment–induced inflammation by inhibiting MAP kinase,
NFkB and other pathways, which blunt the expression of pro–inflammatory cytokines—
such as TNFA, IL1B, IL–6, and CCL2 [84]—thereby suppressing the M1 pro–inflammatory
polarization of macrophages [84,85]. HMW–HA also inhibits wound fibroblast expression
of pro–inflammatory cytokines, e.g., IL–6 and other chemokines [86]. HMW–HA further
contributes to dampening inflammation by promoting the polarization of M1 macrophages
into an immunosuppressive M2 macrophage with the concomitant expression of cytokines
such as TGFB1, IL10, IL11, and ARG1 [84]. These immunosuppressive cytokines are
required for wound resolution [80,84,85,87]. For example, the HMW–HA/IL–10 axis affects
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adaptive immune response by modulating CD4+ effector T cells and promoting T regulatory
cell function to reduce both innate immune activity and wound scarring [25,80]. In addition,
HMW–HA reduces innate immune cell and fibroblast migration [88,89] and proliferation [90,91],
which collectively control the extent of wound fibroplasia/fibrosis [92,93]. In contrast to these
effects on immune cells and fibroblasts, HMW–HA (2290 kDa) stimulates keratinocyte
migration and wound re–epithelialization [94]. These collective properties of HMW–HA
have been utilized clinically to reduce inflammation and fibrosis tipping wound repair to
a more fetal–like regenerative repair. Thus, injection of HMW–HA into keloids inhibits
fibroblast proliferation [92], and reduces the fibrogenic properties of keloid fibroblasts [95]
while topical application of HMW–HA [88] or forced overexpression of HAS1 to excisional
skin wounds speeds repair [96] and reduces scarring [83].

In opposition to HMW–HA, LMW and O–HA fragments drive inflammation and
fibroplasia during the early stages of excisional repair to enhance the speed of wound
closure. Indeed, topical application of HYAL2 to full–thickness wounds speeds their
closure [97]. SDS–PAGE analyses of wound and tumor HA reveal a continuous gradient of
polymer sizes that is a complex mixture of biological cues to responding cells [5,81]. Studies
have shown that HA fragments can have a precise size–dependent effect on excisional
wound repair. For example, 40 kDa LMW–HA inhibits while 6mer O–HA (≈1 kDa) [98] and
250 kDa LMW–HA [99] promote wound closure in vivo, and selectively regulate expression
of pro–inflammatory and immunosuppressive cytokines [100] as well as production of
chemokines that attract fibroblasts into excisional wounds [101]. Although some HA
polymer sizes have distinct functions during repair, others exhibit functional duality. For
example, 500 kDa HA exerts both pro– and anti–inflammatory effects on macrophages [84].
This mixture of distinct and overlapping functions likely provides an exquisitely subtle
control of inflammation and fibrosis. It is noteworthy that acute application of HYAL2 to
full thickness skin wounds speeds wound closure [97]; continuous application of large
amounts of O–HA to excisional wounds prevents wound repair [96], indicating that tight
control of fragmentation is necessary for normal wound repair.

3.2. HA and Breast Cancer

Currently, there are no clear genetic abnormalities associated with the critical transition
from DCIS to invasive cancer; however, there is emerging evidence linking this progression
to tumor–induced changes in the microenvironment [3]. In particular, evidence supports
a role for the immune/inflammation [102–104] and fibrogenic functions [12,105,106] of a
wound–like host microenvironment in providing conditions to support early breast cancer
cell spread and progression to a metastatic state. It is important to note that both host
and tumor cells contribute to a cancer microenvironment, and that the evolution of a
tumor–supporting microenvironment is chaotic in comparison to the defined stages of
wound repair. Furthermore, tumor cells are highly plastic making both their contributions
and responses to the microenvironment dynamic. These properties and the heterogeneity
of breast cancers complicate efforts to dissect the roles of ECM components in breast cancer
progression. Nevertheless, a change in HA metabolism has repeatedly emerged as one
of the microenvironmental factors linked to breast cancer progression (Figure 3). For ex-
ample, recent meta–analysis of published data from breast cancer patient tumors shows
that increased HA accumulation in the tumor stroma [107] and LMW–HA in tumor patient
plasma [108] are biomarkers for poor outcome. Experimental evidence shows that HA syn-
thesis contributes to tumor supporting microenvironment [109], blocking HA production
by knockdown of HAS2 [110] and the use of inhibitors such as 4–Methylumbelliferone [111]
inhibits tumorigenesis and metastasis of breast cancer cell lines. The concept that HA frag-
ments fuel breast cancer progression is also supported by evidence that elevated HYAL
expression (in particular CEMIP and TMEM2) is linked to breast tumor initiation [13].
However, the contributions of HMW–HA and LMW–HA to the wound–like inflamma-
tory and fibrogenic properties of the breast cancer microenvironment support rather than
resolve disease progression.
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Like wounds, tumors contain a heterogeneous mixture of HMW–, LMW–, and O–HA
polymers, which affect the function of both tumor and host cells [5]. However, unlike
the coordinated synthesis and transient degradation of HMW–HA evident during wound
repair [81], HA synthesis and HA fragmentation in tumors are deregulated, uncoupled
and remain elevated during tumor progression with consequences to both tumor and host
cells that support tumor progression rather than its resolution. For example, the beneficial
functions of HMW–HA that facilitate wound resolution are co–opted by breast tumor cells
to suppress immune detection and reduce exposure to therapy. Similar to its functions
in wounds, HMW–HA promotes an immunosuppressive M2 macrophage polarization,
particularly in the context of breast cancer [112,113]. While this function is essential for
wound resolution, it contributes to signaling that supports immune evasion and progres-
sion of breast tumors [114]. For example, HMW–HA stimulates in–trafficking and primes
tumor–associated macrophages to produce pro–angiogenic cytokines, which stimulates neoan-
giogenesis that contributes to disease progression [33,112]. HA also targets cancer–associated
fibroblasts to promote their migration towards tumor spheroids, where their close proximity
supports a paracrine tumor cell growth and migration [15,115,116]. The viscous properties
of HMW–HA, which concentrate essential growth and other signaling factors near mi-
grating cells to facilitate wound closure, also impedes therapeutic responses in cancer by
reducing drug perfusion of tumors [117,118]. Two potentially tumor–suppressive effects
of HMW–HA are its ability to arrest tumor cell proliferation [119,120] and increase breast
tumor cell apoptosis [120]. However, the anti–proliferation function of HMW–HA is a
two–edge sword since limiting tumor cell proliferation may actually attenuate the efficacy
of cytotoxic chemotherapy that best targets proliferating cells.

Tumor cells, such as wound cells, detect and differentially respond to various sizes of
HA fragments. The continual de–regulated synthesis of HMW–HA provides a constant
source of LMW–HA and O–HA, which sustains host inflammation and fibrosis [13,14,121],
and directly promotes breast tumor cell invasion and successful colonization of distant
tissues [5,122], an event that does not happen during wound repair. LMW– and O–HA
also promote expression of pro–inflammatory cytokines such as CCL2, which attract
pro–tumorigenic circulating monocytes and stromal cells into the tumor microenviron-
ment [33,123,124], and ECM regulators that support pro–tumor immunogenic and fibro-
genic functions [125]. LMW–HA notably promotes invasion and migration of breast tumor
cells, which is particularly observed in triple negative breast cancer [126,127]. Furthermore,
triple negative breast cancer cell subpopulations that bind high levels of LMW–HA are
more invasive and metastatic than tumor cells that bind only low levels [128]. Consistent
with these experimental results, high levels of LMW–HA in the serum of breast cancer
patients correlates with increased incidence of lymph node metastasis [108].

These collective observations predict that the wound–like functions of HMW–HA,
LMW–HA, and O–HA are oncogenic in the context of breast cancer but are chronically
sustained, which culminates in disease progression rather than resolution. However,
additional analyses of which HMW–HA, LMW–HA, and O–HA polymers exert immune
and fibrogenic functions [110,129], the cell types that are targeted by these polymers and
their functional consequence to cancer cells is needed.

4. Roles of HA Receptors in De–Coding HA Polymer Size

4.1. Cutaneous Wound Repair

To date, a mechanistic understanding of how immune and mesenchymal cells detect
and respond to differences in HA polymer size during physiological and disease processes
is not well understood [59]. CD44 is constitutively expressed in skin cells and performs
multiple functions during tissue injury, which can either promote or resolve inflammation.
This multifunctional property is likely context dependent, since CD44 binds to multiple
sizes of HA polymers. Total or basal keratinocyte–targeted (K14) loss of CD44 does not
detectably affect uninjured skin architecture [130,131] but embryonic deletion of CD44
mildly increases the inflammatory phase of excisional repair. Thus, neutrophils, M1 and
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M2 macrophages, and CD3+ T cells are slightly but significantly enhanced, and this
increase is accompanied by elevated IL1B and IL4 expression. In contrast to its mild
immunogenic effects, genomic loss of CD44 substantially alters the temporal profile and
wound distribution of SMA+ and FAP+ fibroblasts subsets resulting in increased fibro–
proliferation and scar formation relative to wildtype wounds. These results predict that
CD44 signaling suppresses fibroplasia and may contribute to the anti–fibrotic impact
of HMW–HA.

In contrast to CD44, RHAMM is not constitutively expressed in skin but is upregulated
with excisional injury [132,133] and preferentially binds to LMW and O–HA [98,134,135].
Genomic Rhamm–loss and RHAMM function–blocking reagents robustly reduce inflam-
mation and fibrosis [29,75,81,98,133,136]. Specifically, Rhamm–loss, RHAMM mimetic
peptides, which bind to and sequester LMW– and O–HA to limit access of these poly-
mers to RHAMM [75], and RHAMM blocking antibodies alter fibroblast heterogeneity,
reduce wound macrophage number/cytokine expression, blunt fibroplasia, and promote
expression of dermal markers such as Tenascin–C for regenerative repair [137,138]. The im-
munogenic and fibrogenic effects of RHAMM match closely with those of HA fragments.
For example, RHAMM expression is required for dermal fibroblast migration and wound
macrophage influx–promoting effects of 6mer O–HA [98].

4.2. Breast Cancer Progression

Several studies show that the functions of HA during tumorigenesis are associated
with the expression and display of HA receptors on tumor and host cells. For example, the
invasive/metastatic triple negative breast cancer cell subsets that bind to high levels of HA
display high levels of CD44 and RHAMM [128]. CD44 is widely used as a marker for breast
tumor–initiating cells [139,140] and experimental analyses show that CD44 contributes
to the pro–tumorigenic behaviour of breast cancer cells by stimulating cell proliferation,
migration, invasion, and plasticity [141,142]. These effects of CD44 expression are linked
to activation of pro–tumorigenic signaling pathways via partnership with growth factor
receptors and RHAMM. The oncogenic functions of CD44 are complex and are affected by
posttranslational modification and alternative splicing of this transmembrane protein as
well as its epigenetic regulation of gene expression. For example, CD44 mediates uptake
of iron–bound hyaluronan that supports the iron–dependent demethylation of histones
and upregulation of cell plasticity genes [143]. Intriguingly, CD44 can suppress or support
tumorigenicity in a context–dependent manner. Xenograft studies of human cell lines show
a role for CD44:HA interactions in promoting breast cancer progression [120] while con-
versely, lung metastasis is enhanced rather than suppressed in a CD44–/– mouse model of
mammary gland susceptibility [144]. These experimental differences suggest that CD44 can
be oncogenic or tumor suppressive depending upon the host immune microenvironment.
Despite these known oncogenic and tumor–suppressing functions of CD44, this HA recep-
tor is being explored as a therapeutic target, imaging agent and tumor marker in breast and
other cancers [145,146]. Successful use of its clinical potential, particularly for therapeutic
targeting, will likely require a greater mechanistic understanding for the biological and
molecular contexts of the tumor–supporting vs. tumor–suppressing properties of CD44.

High RHAMM expression in tumor cell subsets is a marker for increased peripheral
metastasis and poor outcome [147]. The wound–like functions of RHAMM that contribute
to breast cancer malignancy include increased cell migration, invasion, and proliferation [8].
Other functions which may or may not be linked to its HA binding properties include ef-
fects on cellular polarity, plasticity, genomic stability, chemo–resistance, and de–regulation
of oncogenic driver pathways. The tumorigenic consequence of de–regulated RHAMM
expression is influenced by the molecular subtype. For example, whereas RHAMM ex-
pression is increased in most breast cancers compared to adjacent normal breast tissue,
luminal A subtype breast cancers displays a relatively low RHAMM expression compared
to other breast cancer types [148] and RHAMM knockdown in cell lines derived from this
subtype increases rather than decreases migration and metastasis. However, blocking
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RHAMM signaling in triple negative breast cancer blunts invasion and metastasis and
ablation of the HA binding capability of RHAMM destroys its transforming potential [149].
These results and the restricted expression of RHAMM in normal tissues, which contrasts
with constitutive and widespread CD44 expression, predict that RHAMM is an attractive
potential cancer therapy target for the breast cancer subtypes that use this HA receptor to
promote invasion and metastasis.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the dynamic changes of HA concentration and fragment size distribu-
tion in the remodelling microenvironments of wounds and breast tumors provide cells
with important contextual information, that promotes but also limits specific immune and
fibroblast functions. This contextual information is “interpreted” by a dynamic expres-
sion of HA receptors in particular CD44 and RHAMM, which couple signaling pathways
that control cellular migration, invasion, proliferation, and immune regulation required
for both efficient wound repair and metastatic spread of tumors. Despite this functional
complexity, the medical and cosmetic use of the HA polymer is a growing industry, and
in particular experimental studies predict that targeting HA synthesis, hyaluronidases,
and HA receptors has enormous therapeutic potential for improving wound repair and
management of cancer. For example, application of HMW–HA and its modified deriva-
tives improve cutaneous wound repair [25,150]. HMW–HA is also being developed in
experimental models and clinical trials to target CD44 for both imaging and delivery of
therapeutics to cancer stem cells [145,151]. Conversely, blocking HA synthesis with 4MU
reduces tumor spread [152–155], increases exposure of tumor cell HER2 for PET imaging
of tumors [156] and sensitizes tumor cells to trastuzumab [157]. Modifying the remodeling
tumor microenvironment using stabilized hyaluronidases to remove HMW–, LMW–, and
O–HA is a novel method for improving delivery of therapeutic drugs to multiple cancers
including breast [158–161]. Targeting HA receptors has also met with success in moderating
fibrotic wound repair and managing cancer. For example, RHAMM peptide mimetics
that bind to LMW–HA and O–HA reduce fibroplasia in bleomycin–induced lung and skin
injury, and promote a regenerative repair in excisional wounds [29,75]. Finally, CD44–HA
interactions are actively investigated for their therapeutic potential in particular as a target
for HA–based drug formulations [162]. As well, CD44 monoclonal antibodies are being
assessed in pre–clinical and clinical trials for both imaging and treating cancers and cancer
stem cells that overexpress CD44 [145,146,163,164]. As knowledge of the hyaluronome’s
multifunctionality deepens, the number of medical uses, particularly in the realm of wound
repair and cancer, will undoubtedly increase.
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Abstract: Hyaluronan (HA) is an extracellular matrix glycosaminoglycan (GAG) that plays a pivotal
role in breast cancer. While HA is the only GAG not normally substituted with sulfate groups, sulfated
hyaluronan (sHA) has previously been used in studies with promising antitumor results. The aim of
the present study was to evaluate the effects sHA fragments have on breast cancer cells with different
estrogen receptor (ER) status. To this end, ERα-positive MCF-7, and ERβ-positive MDA-MB-231
cells were treated with non-sulfated HA or sHA fragments of 50 kDa. The functional properties of
the breast cancer cells and the expression of key matrix effectors were investigated. According to
the results, sHA attenuates cell proliferation, migration, and invasion, while increasing adhesion on
collagen type I. Furthermore, sHA modulates the expression of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition
(EMT) markers, such as E-cadherin and snail2/slug. Additionally, sHA downregulates matrix
remodeling enzymes such as the matrix metalloproteinases MT1-MMP, MMP2, and MMP9. Notably,
sHA exhibits a stronger effect on the breast cancer cell properties compared to the non-sulfated
counterpart, dependent also on the type of cancer cell type. Consequently, a deeper understanding of
the mechanism by which sHA facilitate these processes could contribute to the development of novel
therapeutic strategies.

Keywords: sulfated hyaluronan; extracellular matrix; breast cancer; estrogen receptors; epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transition; matrix metalloproteinases

1. Introduction

Breast cancer is characterized by high heterogeneity and constitutes one of the most
commonly reported types of cancer globally [1]. Throughout disease development, the
expression patterns of the estrogen receptors (ERs) are crucial for regulating breast cancer
cell properties, morphology, as well the expression of several effectors associated with
aggressiveness of the malignancy [2–4]. Depending on the ER status, breast cancer cells are
categorized into ERα-positive, with epithelial characteristics and low metastatic potential,
and ERα-negative, which exhibit higher metastatic potential and are associated with more
aggressive phenotypes [5]. During breast cancer progression, cellular phenotypes can
be altered due to epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), which leads to loss of cell
polarity and cell-to-cell junctions, thus facilitating cellular migration and metastasis [6,7].
As a result, the expression of epithelial markers, such as E-cadherin, is significantly down-
regulated, whereas the expression levels of mesenchymal markers, such as snail2/slug, are
elevated [8–10]. Additionally, overexpression of matrix enzymes, such as matrix metallo-
proteinases (MMPs) accounts for the extensive reorganization of the extracellular matrix
(ECM), further contributing to cell migration and invasion [11].
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ECM is a complex, well-organized, three-dimensional network of macromolecules,
which provides structural support to the cells and at the same time regulates their morphol-
ogy and function [12,13]. One major component of ECM is the polysaccharide hyaluronan
(HA), a linear non-sulfated GAG composed of disaccharide repeating units of D-glucuronic
acid (GlcA) and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNAc) [13]. HA is renowned for its role and
participation in various physiological processes, like embryogenesis, wound healing and
inflammation, as well as being linked to tumor initiation and development [14–16]. After
binding to its receptors, HA can induce intracellular signaling pathways, thus regulating
cell behavior. The most well-characterized HA receptor is CD44, which is implicated
in various cellular processes [17–19]. Three enzymes are responsible for HA synthesis,
the HA synthases HAS1–3, each producing HA of different sizes [20–22]. Moreover, HA
degradation into low molecular fragments is carried out by the action of the specific
hyaluronidases [23].

Depending on its molecular size, HA exerts different biological functions and regulates
specific cellular behavior. For instance, HA fragments of <10, 30, and 200 kDa affect breast
cancer cells’ functional properties and morphology, as well as the expression patterns of
several molecules in a size-dependent manner [24,25]. Moreover, high molecular weight
(HMW) HA is known for its anti-inflammatory, anti-angiogenic, and anti-proliferative
properties [26]. Although elevated levels of endogenous HA have been linked with an ag-
gressive phenotype in breast cancer cells, several studies have reported that low molecular
weight (LMW) HA (100–300 kDa) can attenuate cancer cell growth and metastasis [27–29].
Recently, the effects of modified HA molecules have come under focus. These molecules
have undergone modifications on their structure, such as the addition of sulfate groups.
The inhibitory role of sulfated HA (sHA) in cancer has been shown in prostate cancer cells,
where it attenuates the activity of HYAL1, decreasing cancer cell proliferation and inva-
sion [30]. Moreover, the antitumor capabilities of sHA have also been shown in pre-clinical
models of bladder cancer, where sHA fragments inhibited the proliferation, migration
and invasion of cancer cells, as well as angiogenesis [31]. Together, these observations
suggest the potential use of HA fragments as novel therapeutic approaches in malignancies.
However, studies regarding the direct comparison between the effects exerted by non- and
sulfated HA of the same molecular size are not available, according to our knowledge.

The aim of the present study was therefore to investigate the role of sHA on breast
cancer cells with different ER status. To this end, non-sulfated 50 kDA HA and sHA
fragments of the same molecular size were used to treat two breast cancer cell lines of
different ER status: the less invasive ERα-positive MCF-7 and the highly aggressive ERα-
negative/ERβ-positive MDA-MB-231 cells. Here, we demonstrate that sHA fragments
regulate the functional properties of breast cancer cells and modify the expression of EMT
markers, as well as key matrix effectors, such as MMPs and hyaluronan synthases.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. HA and sHA Fragments

The HA fragments of 50 kDa were isolated at Fidia Farmaceutici S.p.A as described in
a previous study of our research group [25]. The sulfated HA (MW = 50 kDa, degree of
sulfation: 2.6) was kindly provided by Fidia Farmaceutici S.p.A (Abano Terme, Italy).

2.2. Cell Cultures and Reagents

The MCF-7 (ERα-positive, low metastatic potential) and MDA-MB-231 (ERα-negative/
ERβ-positive, high metastatic potential) breast cancer cell lines were obtained from the
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). The cells were cultured
at 37 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 and 95% air. The cell culture medium
used was Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, LM-D1110/500, Biosera, Nuaillé,
France), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, FB-1000/500, Biosera, Nuaillé,
France), antimicrobial agents (100 IU/mL penicillin, 100 μg/mL streptomycin, 10 μg/mL
gentamycin sulfate and 2.5 μg/mL amphotericin B), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, and 2 mM
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L-glutamine (Biosera, Nuaillé, France). The cells were harvested using trypsin-EDTA 1× in
PBS (LM-T1706/500, Biosera, Nuaillé, France) at approximately 80–85% cell confluency.
All experiments were conducted in serum-free conditions using three separate biological
replicates. The cytostatic agent cytarabine was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis,
MO, USA). All other chemicals used were of the best commercially available grade.

2.3. Proliferation Assay

MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded on 96-well plates at a density of 7500 and
5000 cells per well respectively. After a 24 h incubation in complete cell culture medium,
the cells were serum starved overnight. The HA and sHA fragments were added at a
concentration of 200 μg/mL and the cells were incubated for an additional 24 h. In order to
evaluate the effects on breast cancer cell proliferation a crystal violet assay was performed,
as described in a previous study [32]. The cells were washed twice with PBS and stained
with 0.5% (w/v) crystal violet in 20% methanol/distilled water solution. After a 20 min
incubation on a bench rocker, the staining solution was aspirated, and the cells were
washed three times with distilled water. The plates were left at room temperature to air dry
overnight. The next day, methanol was added to solubilize the dye, followed by a 20 min
incubation on a bench rocker. Finally, the optical density of each well was measured at
570 nm using a TECAN photometer.

2.4. Wound Healing Assay

MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded on 12-well plates at a density of 3 × 105

and 2.5 × 105 cells per well respectively. The cells were cultured in complete cell culture
medium for 24 h and were serum starved overnight. The next day, the cell monolayer was
wounded by scratching with a sterile 100 μL pipette tip. The wells were then washed twice
with PBS to remove the detached cells. To minimize possible contribution of cell prolif-
eration to the migration results, serum-free medium containing the cytostatic cytarabine
(10 μM) was added and remained until the end of the assay. After a 40 min incubation, the
HA and sHA fragments were added at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL. The wound
closure was captured at two time points of 0 and 24 h using a digital camera connected
to a phase-contrast microscope. The cell migration was determined by quantification
of the wound surface area difference between the two time points using image analysis
(Fiji v1.52p) [33].

2.5. Collagen Type I Cell Adhesion Assay

MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded on 6-well plates at a density of 3 × 105

and 2.5 × 105 cells per well respectively. The cells were cultured in complete cell culture
medium for 24 h and were serum starved overnight. The next day, the HA and sHA
fragments were added at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL in serum-free medium.
Meanwhile, 96-well plates were prepared with 40 μg/mL collagen type I in PBS and were
stored at 4 ◦C overnight. The next day the solution was aspirated, the plates were washed
twice with PBS, and blocked with 1% BSA in PBS for 30 min. After a 24 h incubation, the
cells in the 6-well plates were harvested using 4 mM EDTA in PBS, before being centrifuged
and resuspended in serum-free medium containing 0.1% BSA. The cells were then seeded
in the pre-coated collagen type I 96-well plates at a density of 2 × 104 per well for the MCF-7
and 1 × 104 cells per well for the MDA-MB-231. After seeding, the cells were incubated at
37 ◦C for 40 min to adhere to the collagen type I. Subsequently, the cells were washed twice
with PBS to remove the non-adherent ones. To determine the adhesion rate, the adherent
cells were stained following the crystal violet assay, as described above (Section 2.3).

2.6. Collagen Type I Invasion Assay

To evaluate the HA and sHA fragments effects on breast cancer cells invasive capacity,
a collagen type I invasion assay was used. The cells were cultured in complete cell culture
medium for 24 h and were serum starved overnight. A collagen type I solution was
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prepared as follows: 5 volumes of CMF-HBSS were mixed with 2.65 volumes of complete
medium, 1 volume of MEM 10×, 1 volume of 0.25 M NaHCO3, 0.3 volumes of 1 M NaOH
and 4 volumes of collagen type I (stock concentration 5 mg/mL). The final concentration of
collagen type I was 1 mg/mL. The solution was spread homogeneously in 12-well plates
and the plates were left to gellify at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2 for 1 h. The cells were then seeded in
the plates at a density of 6 × 104 cells per well. The HA and sHA fragments were added
at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL and the cells were incubated for 24 h, after which,
images were taken using a digital camera connected to a phase-contrast microscope. The
quantification was performed using an image analysis software (Fiji v1.52p), as described
in a previous study [34].

2.7. Wound Healing and Adhesion Assays Using Hyaluronidase Pre-Treatment

The processes followed were the same as the wound healing and adhesion assays
(Sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively), with the distinctive step of adding hyaluronidase from
Streptomyces hyalurolyticus (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA, H1136-1AMP) in
serum free-medium at a final concentration of 1 U/mL. After a 1 h incubation at 37 ◦C,
5% CO2, the assays were conducted with the addition of the cytostatic cytarabine (wound
healing assay) or the seeding of the cells on collagen type I substrate (adhesion assay), as
described above.

2.8. RNA Isolation, cDNA Synthesis and Real-Time PCR

MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in petri dishes at a density of 60 × 104 cells
for 24 h and were serum starved overnight. In order to evaluate the effects hyaluronidase
in the expression of MT1-MMP, cells were first pre-treated with hyaluronidase for a 1 h
incubation at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2. Then, the HA and sHA fractions were added to the cultures
at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL. Following a 24 h incubation, the cells were collected,
and RNA isolation was carried out using the NucleoSpin® RNA II Kit (Macherey-Nagel,
Allentown, PA, USA). To quantify the isolated RNA, the absorbance of each sample was
measured at 260 nm and RNA purity was determined by evaluating the 260/280 nm and
260/230 nm ratios. For the cDNA synthesis, the PrimeScript™ 1st strand cDNA synthesis
kit perfect real time (Takara Bio Inc., Kusatsu, Japan) was used. Real-time PCR was con-
ducted using KAPA Taq ReadyMix DNA Polymerase (KAPA BIOSYSTEMS, Wilmington,
MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions in 20 μL reaction mixture. The
amplification was performed utilizing Rotor Gene Q (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). All the
reactions were performed in triplicate and a standard curve was included for each pair
of primers for assay validation. In addition, a melting curve analysis was performed for
detecting the SYBR Green-based objective amplicon. To provide quantification, the point of
product accumulation in the early logarithmic phase of the amplification plot was defined
by assigning a fluorescence threshold above the background, defined as the threshold cycle
(Ct) number. Relative expression of different gene transcripts was calculated using the
ΔΔCt method. The Ct of any gene of interest was normalized to the Ct of the normalizer
(GAPDH). Fold changes (arbitrary units) were determined as 2−ΔΔCt. The genes of interest
and the primers used are presented in Table 1.

2.9. Immunofluorescence

MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded on glass coverslips in 24-well plates at
a density of 6 × 104 and 5 × 104 cells per well respectively. The cells were cultured in
complete cell culture medium for 24 h and then serum starved overnight. The next day, the
HA and sHA fragments were added at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL and the cells
were incubated for 24 h. Following a PBS wash, the cells were fixed in cold methanol and
acetone for 5 min each. Afterwards, the cells were washed three times with PBS-Tween
0.01% and were permeabilized with 0.05% Triton X-100/PBS-Tween 0.01%. The coverslips
were blocked with 5% BSA in PBS-Tween 0.01% for 1 h, and were subsequently stained
with the primary antibody against E-cadherin (Takara, Kusatsu, Japan, ECCD-2, 1:200) and
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CD44 (Hermes-3) (Abcam, Cambridge, UK, 1:1000) in 1% BSA/PBS, overnight at 4 ◦C. The
secondary antibody (anti-mouse Alexa Fluor-594, 1:1000) (Biotium, Fremont, CA, USA)
was used in 1% BSA/PBS-Tween 0.01% for a 1-h incubation in the dark, and the coverslips
were mounted with DAPI on microscope slides. The stained slides were observed through
a 60× objective using a fluorescence microscope (OLYMPUS CKX41, Waltham, MA, USA)
and images were captured using the QImaging MicroPublisher 3.3RTV digital camera
(Adept Turnkey, Perth, Australia). Additionally, the intensity of the immunofluorescence
was calculated and quantified as corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF) with the formula:
CTCF = Integrated Density— (Area of selected cell × Mean fluorescence of background
readings) using image analysis software (Fiji v1.52p).

Table 1. Primer sequences used for the genes of interest in real-time PCR.

Gene Primer Sequence (5′–3′) Annealing T (◦C)

HAS2
F TCGCAACACGTAACGCAAT

60 ◦CR ACTTCTCTTTTTCCACCCCATTT

HAS3
F AACAAGTACGACTCATGGATTTCCT

60 ◦CR GCCCGCTCCACGTTGA

E-cadherin
F TACGCCTGGGACTCCACCTA

60 ◦CR CCAGAAACGGAGGCCTGAT

snail2/slug F AGACCCTGGTTGCTTCAAGGA
60 ◦CR CTCAGATTTGACCTGTCTGCAAA

MT1-MMP
F CATGGGCAGCGATGAAGTCT

60 ◦CR CCAGTATTTGTTCCCCTTGTAGAAGTA

MMP2
F CGTCTGTCCCAGGATGACATC

62 ◦CR ATGTCAGGAGAGGCCCCATA

GAPDH
F AGGCTGTTGTCATACTTCTCAT

60 ◦CR GGAGTCCACTGGCGTCTT

MMP9
F TTCCAGTACCGAGAGAAAGCCTAT

60 ◦CR GGTCACGTAGCCCACTTGGT

CD44
F ATAATAAAGGAGCAGCACTTCAGGA

60 ◦CR ATAATTTGTGTCTTGGTCTCTGGTAGC

2.10. Western Blot Analysis

MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded in petri dishes at a confluency of 90%.
The cells were cultured in complete cell culture medium for 24 h and then serum starved
overnight. The next day, the HA and sHA fragments were added at a final concentration of
200 μg/mL and the cells were incubated for 24 h. Following a triple wash with cold PBS,
the cells were lysed using lysis buffer (25 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 10%
glycerol, 1% Triton X-100, 0.5 mM sodium orthovanadate (Sigma-Aldrich) and protease
inhibitor cocktail 1× (Chemicon, Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA) at 4 ◦C for 30 min. Total
protein quantity was calculated using Bradford assay (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MO,
USA) and equal protein samples were reduced with β-mercaptoethanol and boiled at
100 ◦C for 3 min. The samples were then separated by 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred
to PVDF membranes (Macherey-Nagel). The membranes were blocked with 5% BSA in
TBS 0.1% Tween for 2 h at room temperature and incubated overnight with the Hermes-3
antibody (Abcam, 1:1000). The following day the membranes were incubated with HRP-
conjugated secondary goat anti-mouse IgG (Sigma-Aldrich) for 2 h at room temperature
and the subsequent protein detection was performed by Pierce ECL Western Blotting
Substrate (Thermo Scientific), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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2.11. Statistical Analysis

Reported values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) of experiments in
triplicate. Statistically significant differences were evaluated using the analysis of variance
(ANOVA) test followed by Tukey’s test to determine statistical differences between each
data set of the three groups (control, 50 kDa HA, and sHA treatments). Differences were
considered statistically significant at the level of p ≤ 0.05, indicated by an asterisk (*) for
the treatment and control group comparison and by a hash sign (#) for the comparison
between the two treatments. Statistical analysis and graphs were made using GraphPad
Prism 8 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Sulfated HA Affects Breast Cancer Cells’ Functional Properties

In order to evaluate the effects of sHA on the ERα-positive MCF-7 and the ERα-
negative/ERβ-positive MDA-MB-231 cell lines, the cells were treated with non-sulfated
HA and sHA fragments of 50 kDa at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL, based on a
previous study of our research group [25]. The first step was to determine whether sHA
affects cell proliferation. The obtained results indicate a slight decrease in the proliferation
capability of the MCF-7 cells for both HA fragments tested (Figure 1A). On the other hand,
the MDA-MB-231 cell proliferation exhibits a significant decrease, both following treatment
with the sHA fragments (ca 31%) and the non-sulfated 50 kDa HA (ca 22%) (Figure 1B).

A hallmark of cancer progression is the ability of cancer cells to migrate and metasta-
size [35]. For this reason, the migration, adhesion, and invasive properties of the breast
cancer cells were further investigated. Notably, treatment with sHA results in lower migra-
tory capacity for both MCF-7 (ca 20%) and MDA-MB-231 cells (ca 30%), while non-sulfated
HA of the same size do not exhibit a similar effect (Figure 1C,D,I,K). Next, the adhesiveness
of the cells on collagen type I was determined. According to the obtained data, treatment
with sHA leads to an increase of ca 35% for the MCF-7 (Figure 1E) and ca 76% for the
MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 1F). Lastly, the effects of cellular invasion on collagen type
I were investigated. Both the non-sulfated and sHA fragments show a decreased the
invasiveness (ca 38%) of the MCF-7 cells (Figure 1G), whereas in the MDA-MB-231 cells,
the invasiveness is affected significantly only after the sHA treatment, with a decrease of
ca 30% (Figure 1H), indicating that the various effects of sHA depend on the breast cancer
cell types bearing different ERs among other biomolecules.

3.2. Sulfated HA Competition with Endogenous HA Affects Cell Migration and Adhesion

As shown above, the sHA fragments significantly attenuate the migratory potential
of MDA-MB-231 cells and slightly the MCF-7 ones. To investigate whether this effect
could be attributed to competition between the exogenously added sHA fragments and the
endogenous HA, the breast cancer cells were pre-treated with hyaluronidase as to remove
the existing pericellular HA coating, and a wound healing assay following treatments with
HA and sHA treatments was subsequently performed. Notably, the obtained data show an
alteration of the previously observed effects, with no significant changes appearing in the
migratory capabilities in both cell lines following hyaluronidase treatment (Figure 2A,B).
To further evaluate whether hyaluronidase could affect adhesion, another major functional
property, the same setup with hyaluronidase was applied. It is noted that no significant
differences were observed upon such a treatment (Figure 2C,D). It is therefore plausible to
suggest that the effects of sHA fragments on the migratory as well as the adhesive potential
of both breast cancer cell lines could at least in part be attributed to competition with
endogenous HA.
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Figure 1. The effects of HA and sHA 50 kDa fragments on the functional properties of MCF-7 and
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. (A,B) Cell proliferation after 24 h of treatment at a concentration
of 200 μg/mL. (C,D) Cell migration after 24 h of treatment at a concentration of 200 μg/mL. (E,F)
Cell adhesion on collagen type I after 24 h of treatment at a concentration of 200 μg/mL. (G,H) Cell
invasion after 24 h of treatment at a concentration of 200 μg/mL. Each bar represents mean ± SD
values from triplicate samples. (I,K) Photos of the wound healing assays at time point 0 and 24 h. An
asterisk (*) indicates statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) compared to the control groups and
(#) indicates statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between the treatments.

Figure 2. The effects of HA and sHA 50 kDa fragments on the migratory and adhesive potential
of MCF-7 [(A,C), respectively] and MDA-MB-231 [(B,D), respectively] following treatment with
hyaluronidase at a final concentration of 1 U/mL for 1 h. Each bar represents mean ± SD values
from triplicate samples.
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3.3. Sulfated HA Modulates the Expression of EMT Markers

A vital process in cancer progression is the EMT, during which epithelial markers
such as E-cadherin are suppressed, while mesenchymal markers such as snail2/slug
are elevated [8]. For this reason, the potential implication of sHA in the expression of
EMT markers was investigated. Treatment with either HA or sHA fragments resulted in
upregulation of E-cadherin of the mesenchymal-like MDA-MB-231 cells, with non-sulfated
HA yielding a 1.3-fold change in the mRNA levels of the marker and sHA showing a 1.6-
fold change (Figure 3B). On the other hand, no differences are observed in the mRNA levels
of E-cadherin for the epithelial-like MCF-7 cells following the same treatment (Figure 3A).
The above results are further corroborated by immunofluorescence for the E-cadherin
protein (Figure 3E) and its subsequent intensity quantification analysis, calculated as
corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF) (Figure 3G,F). Additionally, the expression levels of
the mesenchymal marker snail2/slug were studied. Following treatment with non-sulfated
and sHA a significant downregulation of snail2/slug in the MCF-7 cells was observed,
both by non-sulfated HA (ca 66%) and sHA (ca 60%) (Figure 3C). Similarly, the mRNA
levels of snail2/slug are also diminished after treatments, with non-sulfated HA and sHA
causing a significant downregulation (ca 31% and 37%, respectively) (Figure 3D).

3.4. Sulfated HA Downregulates the Expression of Matrix Metalloproteinases

To further evaluate the changes caused by sHA in the functional properties of the
breast cancer cells, the expression of matrix metalloproteinases was studied. MMPs are
enzymes involved in ECM remodeling and are found significantly modulated in breast
cancer. Firstly, the expression of MT1-MMP, which has been linked with migration and
cell invasion in breast cancer cells, was investigated [23]. Treatment with non-sulfated
HA and sHA significantly decreased the mRNA levels of MT1-MMP in both breast cancer
cell lines. For the MCF-7 cells a decrease of ca 20% and ca 40% is caused by the non-
sulfated HA and sHA fragments, respectively (Figure 4A). In MDA-MB-231 cells these
suppressive effects were more profound (31 and 47%, respectively) (Figure 4B). These data
were further confirmed at the protein level using Western blotting (Figure 4E). It is worth
noting that the observed effects were abolished using pre-treatment with hyaluronidase,
demonstrating the importance of competition between the added HA and sHA fragments
with the endogenous HA (Figure 4C,D), even in the more profound inhibitory effect exerted
by sHA.

Moreover, the expression of MMP2 and MMP9, two key enzymes in ECM degradation,
was also investigated [11]. The mRNA levels of MMP2 are significantly altered upon
treatment with fragments, with non-sulfated HA causing downregulation in both MCF-7
(ca 33%) and MDA-MB-231 cells (ca 40%). sHA decreased the levels of MMP2 in the
respective cell lines ca 48% and ca 23% (Figure 4F,G). Following a similar pattern, the
expression levels of MMP9 were also downregulated after treatment, with non-sulfated HA
(ca 35% decrease in both MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells), while the sHA fragments caused
a more profound decrease (ca 42% and ca 60% in MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231, respectively)
(Figure 4H,I).

3.5. Sulfated HA Modulates the Expression of HAS but Not CD44

Considering the effects sHA of on the breast cancer cells’ functional properties, the
correlation between these changes and modulations to the expression of HA partners, such
as HA synthases (HAS2 and -3) and CD44, was investigated. HAS2 is the main enzyme
responsible for HA synthesis in MDA-MB-231 cells and its elevated levels have been linked
to EMT, invasive potential and metastasis, whereas HAS3 is the main HA active synthase in
MCF-7 cells [36–39]. Our data indicate that treatments with non-sulfated or sHA fragments
lead to significant downregulation of HAS3 and HAS2 in MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells,
respectively. Specifically, non-sulfated HA causes a decrease in HAS3 mRNA levels of ca
20%, and sHA decreases HAS-3 expression by ca 30% (Figure 5A). HAS2 mRNA levels
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in MDA-MB-231 cells were significantly downregulated by ca 38% upon treatment with
non-sulfated HA and ca 65% upon treatment with sHA fragments (Figure 5B).

 

Figure 3. The effects of HA and sHA 50 kDa fragments on the expression of EMT markers. (A,B) Quantitative RT-
PCR analysis of E-cadherin mRNA levels in MCF-7 (A) and MDA-MB-231 cells (B) following a 24 h treatment at a final
concentration of 200 μg/mL. (C,D) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of snail2/slug mRNA levels following a 24 h treatment
at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL in MCF-7 (C) and MDA-MB-231 cells (D). (E) Immunofluorescence imaging for
E-cadherin (red) after treatment with HA and sHA fragments for 24 h at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL. Nuclei are
shown in blue (DAPI). Scale bars: 20 μm. (F,G) Quantification of E-cadherin fluorescence, calculated as corrected total
cell fluorescence (CTCF) in both breast cancer cell lines following treatment. Each bar represents mean ± SD values from
triplicate samples. An asterisk (*) indicates statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) compared to the control groups and
(#) indicates statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between the treatments.
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Figure 4. The effects of HA and sHA 50 kDa fragments on the expression of matrix remodeling enzymes. (A,B) Quantitative
RT-PCR analysis of MT1-MMP mRNA levels in MCF-7 (A) and MDA-MB-231 cells (B) following a 24 h treatment at a final
concentration of 200 μg/mL. (C,D) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of MT1-MMP mRNA levels following hyaluronidase
pre-treatment in MCF-7 (C) and MDA-MB-231 cells (D). (E) Western blot analysis of MT1-MMP protein levels in MCF-7
and MDA-MB-231 cells. (F,G) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of MMP2 mRNA levels following a 24 h treatment at a final
concentration of 200 μg/mL in MCF-7 (F) and MDA-MB-231 cells (G). (H,I) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of MMP9 mRNA
levels following a 24 h treatment at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL in MCF-7 (H) and MDA-MB-231 cells (I). Each bar
represents mean ± SD values from triplicate samples. An asterisk (*) indicates statistically significant differences (p < 0.05)
compared to the control groups and (#) indicates statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between the treatments.

CD44 is one of the main HA receptors, and its overexpression correlates with cell
migration, EMT and metastasis in breast cancer [18,40]. Therefore, we evaluated whether
sHA plays a role in altering the expression of CD44. Following a 24 h treatment with
200 μg/mL HA and sHA in MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells, no significant differences were
observed in the expression (mRNA and protein) levels of CD44, except a slight decrease
seen upon treatments with sHA, in both breast cancer cell line tested (Figure 5C–F). These
data indicate that CD44 is sufficiently available for the extra signaling or other receptors
may be implicated.
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Figure 5. The effects of HA and sHA 50 kDa fragments on the expression of HA partners. (A,B) Quantitative RT-PCR
analysis of HAS3 mRNA levels in MCF-7 (A) and HAS2 mRNA MDA-MB-231 cells (B) following a 24 h treatment at a
final concentration of 200 μg/mL. (C,D) Quantitative RT–PCR analysis of mRNA levels of CD44 mRNA levels following a
24 h treatment at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL in MCF-7 (C) and MDA-MB-231 cells (D). (E) Immunofluorescence
imaging for CD44 (red) after treatment with HA and sHA fragments for 24 h at a final concentration of 200 μg/mL. Nuclei
are shown in blue (DAPI). Scale bars: 20 μm. (F) Quantification of CD44 fluorescence, calculated as corrected total cell
fluorescence (CTCF) in MDA-MB-231 cells. Each bar represents mean ± SD values from triplicate samples. An asterisk
(*) indicates statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) compared to the control groups and (#) indicates statistically
significant differences (p < 0.05) between the treatments.

4. Discussion

HA is a major macromolecule of the three-dimensional ECM network, playing a crucial
role in a variety of biological processes, including cancer development and progression.
Through its binding to the receptor CD44, HA regulates intracellular signaling pathways
and cell functional properties in a size-dependent manner [26]. Recent studies have shown
the role of HA fragments of different molecular size in modulating breast cancer cells
proliferation, migration, and invasion [24,25]. Furthermore, treatment with such HA
fragments results in significant alterations in the morphology and aggressive phenotype of
breast cancer cells. HA is the only GAG not physically modified by the addition of sulfate
groups [13]. Research studies, however, have previously demonstrated the potential of
sHA fragments to exhibit antitumor effects on prostate and bladder cancer cells [30,31]. In
the present study, we investigated the effects of sHA on breast cancer cells with different ER
status; the low metastatic ERα-positive MCF-7 and the more aggressive ERα-negative/ERβ-
positive MDA-MB-231 cells. To this end, non-sulfated HA and the sHA fragment of the
same molecular weight (50 kDa) were evaluated regarding their effects on the breast cancer
cell functional properties. Moreover, the expression of key ECM effectors was also studied.

Our data demonstrate that treatment with sHA leads to an attenuation of breast cancer
cell proliferation, migration, and invasion, while also increasing cell adhesion on collagen
type I. Notably, sHA exhibited a more profound effect compared to the non-sulfated HA
counterpart of the same molecular size, thus suggesting an anticancer regulatory capability
for sHA. Additionally, differences in the effects of sHA between the two breast cancer cell
lines suggest the dependency of its action on the type of cells, among other parameters,
the ER status is considered a key difference. These observations are further supported
by modulations to the expression of matrix metalloproteinases, which are typically over-
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expressed during breast cancer progression. Treatment with sHA, however, lead to the
downregulation of MT1-MMP, known to be involved in breast cancer cell migration and
invasion, as well as the downregulation of MMP2 and MMP9, two MMPs with pivotal
role in ECM degradation [23]. Additionally, sHA caused a significant downregulation in
the expression of HA synthases, which have been linked to breast cancer invasion and
metastasis [36–39].

In the study by Li et al. [41], the authors demonstrated that the CD44-mediated TGF-β1
and EGF signaling, and the co-localization of CD44/EGFR influenced the activation of EGF
signaling induced by TGF-β1 in lung and breast cancer cells. The effects were abolished
following inhibition of HAS2 by 4-MU. The 50 kDa sHA effects, as clearly demonstrated
here, may well be at least in part attributed to the competition with the endogenous HA.

An important process aiding in breast cancer metastasis is the epithelial-to-mesenchymal
transition [7]. Our findings show that sHA alters the expression of EMT markers, caus-
ing an upregulation of the epithelial E-cadherin for the mesenchymal-like MDA-MB-231
cells and downregulating the mesenchymal marker snail2/slug in both breast cancer cell
lines. Taking these changes in EMT markers expression into account, it would be of high
interest to examine whether sHA also affects the cell morphology, using scanning electron
microscopy. Based on the results obtained for the functional properties (migration and
adhesion) as well as in the expression of MT1-MMP using hyaluronidase, it is plausible to
suggest that the effects of sHA fragment could at least in part be attributed to competition
with endogenous HA. Adding to this, no significant changes in the expression of CD44 was
found following sHA treatment, possibly since the CD44 is sufficiently available and/or
other changes in intracellular signaling pathways play a role. This, however, requires
further elucidation.

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that sHA regulates breast cancer cells’ func-
tional properties and the gene expression profile of ECM effectors. The exact mechanism
by which the sHA fragments drive these actions has to be further elucidated in the fu-
ture. Consequently, our novel data open new avenues for further research in respect to
breast cancer targeting and designate sHA as a useful molecule in the development of
therapeutic strategies.
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Abstract: Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most common skin malignancy, which rarely metastasizes
but has a great ability to infiltrate and invade the surrounding tissues. One of the molecular players
involved in the metastatic process are matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). MMPs are enzymes that
can degrade various components of the extracellular matrix. In the skin, the expression of MMPs
is increased in response to various stimuli, including ultraviolet (UV) radiation, one of the main
factors involved in the development of BCC. By modulating various processes that are linked to
tumor growth, such as invasion and angiogenesis, MMPs have been associated with UV-related
carcinogenesis. The sources of MMPs are multiple, as they can be released by both neoplastic and
tumor microenvironment cells. Inhibiting the action of MMPs could be a useful therapeutic option in
BCC management. In this review that reunites the latest advances in this domain, we discuss the role
of MMPs in the pathogenesis and evolution of BCC, as molecules involved in tumor aggressiveness
and risk of recurrence, in order to offer a fresh and updated perspective on this field.

Keywords: BCC; MMP; TIMP; invasion; tumor progression

1. Introduction

Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most common form of skin cancer in humans, dis-
playing a worldwide increase in incidence. BCC may be considered the result of a complex
interaction between genetic and environmental factors, with exposure to ultraviolet (UV)
light being a key player in its pathogenesis. The incidence of BCC starts to increase within
the fourth decade of life, while young people are rarely affected. An exception to this
tendency is constituted by the patients with either genodermatoses (such as xeroderma
pigmentosum, Gorlin-Goltz syndrome, Bazex or Rombo syndrome) or different degrees
of immunosuppression [1,2]. BCC most commonly appears on the face in individuals
with fair skin; other possible locations are the trunk and extremities. According to some
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recent theories, BCC originates in hair follicles; therefore, it is rarely, if ever, diagnosed on
non-hair-bearing sites such as the mucous membranes (e.g. oral or genital mucosa) [3].

In spite of the fact that it is a slow-growing tumor rarely displaying local invasiveness
and metastasis, BCC causes, due to its ability to invade and infiltrate the surrounding tissue,
considerable morbidity; altogether, due to its high incidence, it represents an important
public health issue [1,2]. Hence, numerous efforts are made to discover new noninvasive di-
agnostic techniques [4,5] and new candidate molecules that can be used as both biomarkers
of progression and future therapy targets in BCC.

The pathogenesis of BCC is complex and incompletely deciphered. Matrix metallopro-
teinases (MMPs) create a suitable microenvironment for tumor development, representing
key molecules in tumor progression [6]. In this review, we aim to assemble novel data on
the involvement of MMPs in the pathogenesis and progression of BCC and underline the
role of these proteolytic enzymes in tumor aggressiveness, the risk of recurrence and as a
valuable source for scouting new BCC therapeutic approaches.

2. MMPs as Molecular Promoters in Carcinogenesis

MMPs are members of the metzincin protease superfamily of zinc-endopeptidases
and have traditionally been described as molecules that primarily degrade extracellular
matrix (ECM) proteins [7]. Other members of the superfamily are A disintegrin and met-
alloproteinases (ADAMs) and ADAMs with thrombospondin motifs (ADAMTSs), which
present, in their structure, a conserved methionine residue adjacent to the active site [7].
Nowadays, it is well-known that MMPs act on a wide range of substrates, including mem-
brane receptors, cytokines, growth factors, signaling molecules and ligands [8]. Recent
experimental in vivo studies have suggested that the main substrates of MMPs are nonma-
trix molecules [8–11]. Therefore, MMPs can be considered as cell signal regulators rather
than as destructive enzymes [8,9]. In the human body, MMPs are synthesized by numer-
ous cellular types, such as fibroblasts, macrophages, endothelial cells, vascular smooth
muscle, osteoblasts, etc. [12,13]. MMPs are grouped into several classes depending on the
organization mode of their structural domains (Table 1). The structure of MMPs includes a
propeptide, a metalloproteinase domain with catalytic action, a linker peptide of variable
length and a hemopexin domain [12].

MMPs can be grouped into soluble MMPs and membrane-bound MT-MMPs. Soluble
MMPs are released as inactive zymogens and, subsequently, are activated in the extra-
cellular space by other MMPs and/or other proteases. MT-MMPs display a basic amino
acid motif of RX(K/R)R at the C-terminal site of their prodomain, which is cleaved by
proprotein convertases (PCs) (e.g., furin), resulting in the activation of the enzyme [14–16].
Their activity is modulated by general protease inhibitors, including α2-macroglobulin,
and by specific inhibitors, such as tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs) [17].

Recent research has revealed new in vivo substrates for these proteases. MMPs are
involved in angiogenesis by modulating the bioavailability of angiogenic factors that are
sequestered by the ECM or the basement membrane. For example, VEGF is mobilized by
MMP-1, MMP-3, MMP-7, MMP-9, MMP-16 and MMP-19 through the cleavage of VEGF-
binding ECM proteins [8]. Another interesting observation is that MMP-14 overexpression
is associated with increased VEGF-A transcriptional activation [18]. MMPs increase cell
migration both by degrading the ECM that impedes cell motility and by breaking down the
proteins of adherens junctions, maintaining cellular cohesion [19]. In this case, E-cadherin
is an important target. Another MMP substrate related to cell migration is the γ2 chain of
laminin-5 [20]. MMPs also participate in the inflammatory process. The action of MMPs
on the ECM components leads to the release of chemotactic molecules. For example, the
fragments of elastin that results through MMP-12 cleavage may represent a chemoattractant
factor for the influx of macrophages. In addition, MMP-12 can act on the serine protease
inhibitor α1-PI, a non-ECM protein, resulting in components that act as chemoattractants
for neutrophils [8]. The discovery of new substrates for MMPs offers novel perspectives on
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the role of MMPs in disease pathogenesis. MMPs are deeply involved in cell differentiation
and proliferation, as well as in apoptosis, angiogenesis and the immune response [12,13].

The increased expression of MMPs in tumor cells and adjacent tumor tissue has been
associated with a more aggressive tumor behavior [21–23]. The sources of MMPs are multi-
ple; therefore, MMPs can be released by stromal cells, tumor cells or circulating cells [24].
The degradation of the ECM and basement membrane are important events in tumor
invasion and metastasis [25]. Certain proteins in the ECM structure, such as fibronectin
and laminin, promote cell migration and angiogenesis [26]. Basement membrane (BM)
disruption is a key event in tumor invasion. Cells employ various mechanisms to cross
the basement membrane; some of these events still remain incompletely elucidated. Cells
may use protease-dependent or -independent invasion programs. Protease-dependent
transmigration relies on the activity of membrane-type matrix metalloproteinases [27].
Using COS cells (i.e., an epithelial cell type that displays no BM degradative or invasive
activity), it has been shown that MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-7, MMP-9, MMP-11 and MMP-13
do not enable COS cells to degrade the BM. Conversely MMP-14, MMP-15 and MMP-16
endow COS cells with the ability to remodel the BM [27]. Collagens are most abundant
in the ECM. The degradation of type I and III collagens is catalyzed by MMP-1, MMP-8,
MMP-13, MMP-14 and MMP-16. MMP-2 degrades the solubilized monomers of collagens
I, II and III [28]. Regarding MMP-2 and MMP-9, Rowe and Weiss point out that MMP-2 or
MMP-9 can degrade in vitro type IV collagen; however, this ability is limited in vivo [27]. It
should be considered that some substrates identified in vitro do not necessarily predict the
activity of these enzymes in vivo; therefore, the studies performed in vivo should represent
the basis for understanding the physio/pathological roles of MMPs.

Moreover, MMPs modulate several signaling pathways that contribute to tumor
progression, activating cell signaling molecules, such as focal adhesion kinase (FAK),
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), Rous sarcoma oncogene (SRC), rat sarcoma viral
oncogene homologous (RAS) and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) [24]. It is known
that MMPs are involved in all stages of tumor progression and that they modulate crucial
signaling pathways [29,30]. For example TIMP-2 binds to MMP-14 on the tumor cell surface,
and this binding induces cell proliferation mediated through the subsequent activation of
extracellular-regulated kinases (ERK) 1/2 [31]. Similarly, MMP-7 and ADAM10 induce
antiapoptotic signaling events in cancer cells through the cleavage of the Fas ligand from
the cell’s surface [32]. In other types of cancers, MMPs in the absence of their inhibitors
activate canonical Wnt-signaling pathways, favoring the invasive capacity of cells [33].

In addition, MMPs can induce the shedding of the transmembrane precursors of
the growth factors and growth factor-binding proteins (GF-BP). When MMPs degrade
the insulin-like growth factor-binding protein (IGF-BP), IGFs are released [34]. Fibroblast
growth factors are released when the basement membrane-specific heparan sulfate proteo-
glycan core protein is cleaved by MMPs. Through these processes, MMPs contribute to a
pro-tumoral milieu [35].

MMPs also indirectly participate in the regulation of proliferative signals by inte-
grins [26]. MMPs can be considered angiomodulators, as they are involved in the activation
of proangiogenic factors and participate in the formation of new vessels, important struc-
tures sustaining tumor growth and progression [7]. Thus, many recent studies have high-
lighted that MMPs contribute to the main carcinogenesis steps, such as tumor progression,
angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis; therefore, these biomolecules may also be regarded
as potential target molecules in the prevention and treatment of neoplasms [36,37].
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Table 1. MMP classifications and their substrates.

Groups Substrates and Targets
MMPs as Activators

for Other MMPs

Collagenases [8,9,12,38,39]

MMP-1 (collagenase-1)

type I, II, III, VII, VIII, X and XI collagens [40,41], gelatin, nidogen [42], casein,
aggrecan [43], perlecan, serpins, tenascin-C [44], versican, vitronectin,

fibronectin, L-selectin, ovostatin, myelin basic protein, SDF-1 [45], pentraxin-3
[46], IGFBP [47], TNF precursor [48], VEGF-binding ECM proteins [49]

MMP-1 activates
pro-MMP-2 [50] and

pro- MMP-9 [51]

MMP-8 (collagenase-2) type I, II, III, V, VII, VIII, and X collagens [52], gelatin, aggrecan [53], elastin,
laminin [54], nidogen, fibronectin [55], ovostatin

MMP-8 activates
pro-MMP-8

MMP-13 (collagenase-3) type I-IV, IX, X, and XIV collagens [56–58], gelatin, plasminogen, fibronectin [58],
osteonectin, aggrecan [59], perlecan [35], laminin, tenascin [58], casein

MMP-13 activates
pro-MMP-2 and
pro-MMP-9 [60]

MMP-18 (collagenase-4) type I-III collagens, gelatin

Gelatinases [8,9,11,12,46,61]

MMP-2 (gelatinase A)

gelatin, type I-V, VII, X and XI collagens [40,62,63], elastin [63], aggrecan,
laminin [64], fibronectin, nidogen, versican [51], tenascin, vitronectin, myelin

basic protein, IGFBP-5 [65], follistatin-like 1 protein [66], follistatin-like 3 protein
[46], mHB-EGF, CCL7/MCP-3 [67], CX3CL1/fractalkine, galectin-1, galectin-3
[68], transglutaminase [69], osteopontin, big endothelin-1 [70], TNF precursor,

TGF beta, thrombospondin-2 and pyruvate kinase M1/M2 [71]

MMP-9 (gelatinase B)

gelatin, type IV, V, VII, X and XIV collagens [40,63,72,73], aggrecan [43], elastin
[63], fibronectin, laminin, nidogen, versican [51], decorin, myelin basic protein,
casein, vitronectin, cytokines, chemokines, mHB-EGF [74], interleukin-8 [75],

galectin-3 [68], interleukin-2 receptor-α [76], GCP-2/LIX [77], IGFBP [71], TNF
precursor, TGF beta, VEGF-binding ECM proteins [49], thrombospondin-2 and

pyruvate kinase M1/M2 [71]

Stromelysins [8,9,12,26,78,79]

MMP-3 (stromelysin-1)

type I-V [63] and IX-XI collagens, gelatin, aggrecan [80], ovostatin, nidogen [81],
laminin, elastin, casein [82], osteonectin [60], decorin [44], fibronectin, perlecan
[35], proteoglycans, versican [51], tenascin, myelin basic protein, osteopontin,
plasminogen [83], IGFBP-3 [84], TNF precursor, VEGF-binding ECM proteins

[49]

MMP-3 activates
pro-MMP-1 [85],

pro-MMP-8,
pro-MMP-13 [86] and

gelatinases [87,88]

MMP-10 (stromelysin-2) type III-V [63,89], IX and X collagens, gelatin [86], aggrecan [80], fibronectin,
casein [82], elastin [63], laminin, nidogen, proteoglycans, fibrilin-10

MMP-10 activates
pro-MMP-1 [82],

pro-MMP-8 [90] and
pro-MMP-10

MMP-11 (stromelysin-3) gelatin, fibronectin [91,92], aggrecan, laminin receptor [78]

Matrilysins [8,9,12,61]

MMP-7 (matrilysin-1)

type IV and X collagens [41,93], gelatin [93], aggrecan [43], decorin [94], elastin
[63], entactin [73], casein [93], transferrin [95], fibronectin [93], laminin [93],

plasminogen [96], vitronectin, tenascin [97], myelin, proteoglycans, β4-integrin,
mHB-EGF [98], E-cadherin [19], osteopontin, syndecan [99], FasL [100]

MMP-7 activates
pro-MMP-2 [101],
pro-MMP-7 and
pro-MMP-9 [102]

MMP-26 (matrilysin-2) type IV collagen [103], gelatin [103], fibronectin [103], fibrinogen, vitronectin
[104], casein, α2-macroglobulin

MMP-26 activates
pro-MMP-2 and

pro-MMP-9

Trans-membrane [8,9,12,46,105]

MMP-14 (MT1-MMP)

type I-III collagens [106,107], gelatin, casein, fibronectin, laminin, nidogen [107],
aggrecan, elastin, fibrin, perlecan, tenascin, vitronectin and proteoglycans

[106–108], fibrilin-1, α2-macroglobulin [106], dickkopf-1 and cysteine-rich motor
neuron-1 [109], galectin-1 [110], galectin-3 [111], syndecan-1, follistatin-like 3

protein [46], cyclophilin A [46], transglutaminase [112], pentraxin-3 [46]

MMP-14 activates
pro-MMP-2 [113],
pro-MMP-8 and

pro-MMP-13 [114]

MMP-15 (MT2-MMP) type I collagen, gelatin, fibronectin [107], laminin [107], aggrecan, perlecan [107],
nidogen [107], tenascin, vitronectin, transglutaminase [112]

MMP-15 activates
pro-MMP-2 [115] and

pro-MMP-13

MMP-16 (MT3-MMP)
type I and III collagens [116], gelatin, casein [117], fibronectin, aggrecan, laminin,

perlecan, vitronectin, syndecan [118], transglutaminase [112], VEGF-binding
ECM proteins [49]

MMP-16 activates
pro-MMP-2 [115],
pro-MMP-9 and

pro-MMP-13
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Table 1. Cont.

Groups Substrates and Targets
MMPs as Activators

for Other MMPs

MMP-24 (MT5-MMP) gelatin, fibronectin [119], proteoglycans [119], N-cadherin [120]
MMP-24 activates

pro-MMP-2 [121] and
pro-MMP-13

GP1-anchored [8,9,11,12,26,122,123]

MMP-17 (MT4-MMP) fibrinogen [124], fibrin [124], gelatin [125], TNF precursor

MMP-25 (MT6-MMP) type IV collagen, proteoglycans, gelatin [126], fibronectin [127], vimentin [122],
cystatin C [122], galectin-1 [122]

MMP-25 activates
pro-MMP-2 [128]

Other enzymes [8,9,12,38]

MMP-12 (macrophage
metalloelastase)

type I, IV [129] and V collagens, gelatin [129], elastin [130], fibronectin [129],
laminin [129], vitronectin [129], proteoglycans [131], elastin, entactin [132],
osteonectin, aggrecan, myelin, fibrinogen [131], α1-antitripsin [133], serine

protease inhibitor α1-PI, TNF precursor

MMP-19 (RASI-1) type I and IV collagens, gelatin [134], aggrecan [135], fibronectin, casein,
laminin, nidogen [136], tenascin, cartilage oligomeric matrix protein [135]

MMP-19 activates
pro-MMP-9

MMP-20 (enamelysin) type V collagen, aggrecan [135], amelogenin [121]

MMP-21 (Xenopus-MMP) -

MMP-23 (CA-MMP) gelatin

MMP-27 (human MMP-22
homolog) gelatin

MMP-28 (epylisin) casein

IGFB: insulin-like growth factor-binding proteins, SDF-1: stromal cell-derived factor 1, TNF: tumor necrosis factor, VEGF: vascular
endothelial growth factor, mHB-EGF: heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor, CCL7/MCP: 3-chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 7/monocyte
chemotactic protein 3, CX3CL1: C-X3-C motif chemokine ligand 1 and TGF beta: transforming growth factor beta.

3. UV Radiation as a Trigger for MMP Production

It is well-known that UV radiation causes genetic alterations in keratinocytes that
are responsible for skin carcinogenesis [1]. However, there are multiple mechanisms by
which UV light generates skin carcinogenesis [137,138]. There is a link between MMPs,
UV radiation, skin aging and carcinogenesis [139]. Sun exposure leads to the alteration
of numerous signaling pathways, such as the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK),
the nuclear factor-kappa beta (NF-kB), the JAK/STAT (signal transduction and activa-
tion of transcription) and the nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2), as critical
networks for modulating inflammation and cancer [140]. Epidermal keratinocytes ex-
posed to UVB secrete a plethora of mediators that, in turn, activate the release of MMPs
by dermal fibroblasts [141–143]. An important role in photooxidative damage is played
by proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6, IL-8 and tumor necrosis
(TNF)-alpha released by irradiated keratinocytes, which will activate the MAPK pathway
in dermal fibroblasts [144,145]. TNF and MMPs are important aggressiveness drivers in
skin cancers. In melanoma cell lines, an aggressiveness score based on TNF and MMP-2 has
been described [146]. Moreover, we have shown that the regression process in melanoma is
clearly associated with a reduced tissue expression of MMPs and that TIMPs modulate their
activity [147,148]. Moreover, TNF is a proinflammatory cytokine secreted by macrophages,
T-lymphocytes and mastocytes, inducing an overexpression of MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-
7 and MMP-9 in the tumor microenvironment, contributing to the invasive capacity of
malignant cells [149].

The protein-directed Ser/Thr kinases, extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK), cJun
N-terminal kinase (JNK) and p38 kinase are activated by proinflammatory cytokines and
further promote the expression of activator protein 1 (AP 1), which is a positive regulator
of MMP production [144]. The AP-1 transcription factor results from the dimerization
of Jun (c-Jun, JunB and JunD) and Fos (c-Fos, FosB, Fra-1 and Fra-2) proteins and is
activated through phosphorylation under the action of various stimuli, such as growth
factors, cytokines, UV radiation, etc. [150,151]. UV-induced apoptosis in dermal fibroblasts
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requires JNK for the release of cytochrome C from the mitochondria [152]. The P38 kinase
promotes COX-2 expression and, additionally, regulates the stabilization of genes that
encode for IL-8 and IL-6, inducing a proinflammatory milieu [153].

Increased AP-1 and NF-κB expression is associated with large amounts of proinflam-
matory cytokines, such as IL-8, that would induce tumor cell proliferation and survival in
squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck [154,155]. AP-1 promotes the transcription
of certain MMPs involved in ECM degradation (MMP-1, MMP-2, MMP-3 and MMP-9) and
inhibits the production of type I collagen. MMP expression and activity can be regulated at
many levels (gene transcription, proenzyme activation, post-translational modifications, ex-
tracellular inhibition and degradation) [156]. Primarily, the expression of MMPs is regulated
at the transcriptional level, resulting in low levels of these enzymes in physiological condi-
tions. MMPs share cis-regulatory elements in their promoter sequences, which allow the
stimulation/inhibition of their expression. There are many molecules that could modulate
the MMP expression, such as hormones, cytokines and growth factors. Post-transcriptional
regulatory processes have been also described to be involved in the modulation of MMP
gene expression (methylation, phosphorylation, acetylation, etc.) [156,157].

UVA promotes the activation of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-signaling
pathway and the tyrosine phosphorylation of β-catenin. Subsequently, β-catenin is translo-
cated into the nucleus and binds to T-cell transcription factor 4 (TCF-4), resulting in the
stimulation of MMP gene transcription [158]. The Wnt/β-catenin pathway regulates nu-
merous processes, including cell proliferation, migration and invasion [159]. Moreover,
B-catenin mediates several genetic transcripts, such as cyclin D, matrilysin metallopro-
teinase, survivin, etc., involved in tumor development [160]. UVA-induced EGFR expres-
sion promotes p70 (S6K)/p90 (RSK) activation by PI-3 and ERK kinases. The activation
of EGFR, in conjunction with PI-3 kinase or MAPK signaling, leads to the expression of
downstream effector molecules that affect the function of certain components of the mRNA
translation apparatus. The activation of the two molecules, p70S6K and p90RSK, induces
AP-1 expression and promotes tumor development [161]. EGFR overexpression has been
identified in various tumors, being involved in the modulation of various signaling path-
ways responsible for cell proliferation, invasion and metastasis. In BCC, the crosstalk
between the EGFR and Hedgehog pathways induces the activation of RAS/MEK/ERK
and JUN/AP-1 signaling [162].

4. Tumor Microenvironment—An Important Source of MMPs in BCC

MMPs are important components of the tumor microenvironment, having essential
roles in cancer progression by modulating cell growth, differentiation and migration. MMPs
mediate the release and activity of numerous molecules, such as cytokines, growth factors
and adhesion molecules, which regulate the function of the cells encountered in the tumor
microenvironment [163]. MMPs are involved in ECM degradation when the primary tumor
is initiated, but correspondingly, MMPs are involved in the metastatic process when a new
tumor niche in the secondary organ/tissue is established [123]. Cancer-associated fibroblasts
(CAFs) actively participate in the remodeling of the ECM, and besides secreting collagen
and fibronectin, CAFs actively produce MMPs (e.g., MMP-1, MMP-3, MMP-7, MMP-9 and
MMP-13); these MMPs concomitantly release growth factors (e.g., VEGF) from the ECM,
facilitating neoplastic cell migration together with the pro-tumoral action of CAFs [164].
At the molecular level, MMPs process adhesion and cytoskeletal proteins, favoring cancer
progression [165]. The intracellular roles of MMPs should not be neglected. MMP-2 is
representative for intracellular MMPs, and its roles are ancient and conserved [166]. It is
important to point out that both extra- and intracellular MMPs are involved in carcino-
genesis. MMP-1 was shown to promote tumor growth and chemoresistance. This can be
explained by the fact that MMP-1 was identified in the mitochondrial membrane and in
the nucleus and may inhibit caspase activation, conferring resistance to apoptosis [167].
In osteosarcoma cells, nucleolar MMP-2 induces ribosomal RNA transcription and prolif-
eration of malignant cells through the cleavage of the N-terminal tail of histone H3 [16].
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Nuclear MMP-3 is correlated with cancer progression in glioma. MMP-3 promotes the
transcription of the connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) gene, involved in cell migration
and tumor growth, by interacting with heterochromatin protein gamma [16,168]. MMP-9
accelerates the extravasation of VEGFR-1+ cells in the tumor niche. VEGFR-1+ cells will
activate integrin and chymosin to promote adhesion, survival and growth in tumor cells. In
the lungs of patients diagnosed with esophageal cancer, melanoma and ovarian cancer, a
high expression of MMP-9 was found, which suggests that primary tumors can stimulate
the production of MMP-9 in premetastatic areas [169].

Nevertheless, fibroblasts and inflammatory cells are important sources of MMPs
rather than malignant cells, thus demonstrating the clear role of inflammatory infiltrates
in tumor progression [170]. Plasminogen binds to its receptors and is converted to plas-
min by plasminogen activators, such as the urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA). Plas-
min may activate various proMMPs, including MMP-1, MMP-3 and MMP-9, and cer-
tain growth factors, such as VEGF and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β). There-
fore, plasmin has a proteolytic activity, being involved in the release of ECM compo-
nents, but may also activate intracellular signaling pathways [171] (Figure 1—parts of
the figure were drawn by using and modifying pictures from Servier Medical Art under
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/, accessed on 16 June 2021). The tumor
microenvironment represents the obvious results of several signaling pathway activations
that further induced a plethora of cytokine and growth factor releases, promoting tumor
progression, invasion and metastasis [172]. These mediators are released by stromal cells
(fibroblasts, macrophages, endothelial cells, lymphocytes, etc.), as well as by neoplastic
cells [173]. In the tumor microenvironment, two main types of macrophages have been
identified: anti-inflammatory M1 and proangiogenic M2 polarized macrophages, with a
predominance of M2 macrophages in aggressive tumors. Kaiser et al. pointed out that,
in BCC, the ratio between M1 and M2 macrophages is not involved in tumor aggression,
but other factors such as the expression of cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 would influence the
tumor aggressiveness [174]. However, Tiju et al. observed that, in aggressive forms of BCC
compared to those with milder evolution, there is a higher number of macrophages, which
can induce the secretion of MMP-9 in BCC cells and enhance tumor invasion through
the activation of a p38 MAPK/NF-kB/COX-2 cascade [175]. On the contrary, Padoveze
et al. did not reveal a relationship between tumor-associated macrophages and recurrent
BCC [176]. At least, in other cancers, in lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD), a comprehensive
proteogenomic characterization of the tumors in comparison to matched normal adjacent
tissues showed that, besides other molecules, MMP-8, MMP-9 and MMP-12 are correlated
with rich macrophage infiltration [177]. In pancreatic cancer, a recent work has shown an
association between the MMP-28 gene and immune cells infiltrating a tumor [178].

Data on tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes in BCC are scarce; however, histopathological
examinations have revealed a dense infiltrate that seems to correlate with a better course
of the disease [179]. CD4 + T-helper cells and FoxP3 + T-regulatory (Tregs) cells are
predominant in the intra- and peritumoral inflammatory infiltrates in BCC samples; the
number of CD8 + T cells, NK and immature dendritic cells is variable, depending on several
factors [180]. A high amount of CD8 + T cells represents a host antitumor response, and
a reduction in the number of CD8 + T cells is associated with an enhanced risk of tumor
recurrence [181,182]. Additionally, an increased number of Tregs is associated with an
unfavorable outcome [172]. MMPs have the ability to cleave IL-2Rα on the T-cell surface
and impede their proliferation. Additionally, MMP-11 can indirectly increase the survival
of malignant cells in the presence of cytotoxic molecules released by NK cells [17,183].

In the BCC stroma, as well as in the peritumoral area, numerous CAFs that exhibit
morphological alterations compared to normal fibroblasts and a loss of contact inhibition
are present [172]. As previously stated, CAFs can secrete various MMPs, including MMP-1,
MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-9, MMP-11, MMP-13, MMP-14 and MMP-19, which promote ECM
remodeling [123]. CAFs may also be involved in tumor escapes from the immune response
by releasing MMP-2, MMP-9 and MMP-14 [163].
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Figure 1. The interplay between MMPs and the tumor microenvironment. In the tumor microenvironment, MMPs are
released by fibroblasts and immune cells, as well as by tumor cells. Plasminogen binds to its receptors and is converted to
plasmin by urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA). In turn, plasmin may activate various MMPs and certain growth factors.
All these molecules create a suitable microenvironment for ECM degradation, tumor cell invasion and migration.

Tumor cells mitigate the immune response by releasing MMP-2, MMP-9, MMP-13 and
MMP-14, resulting in the inhibition of T-cell proliferation and antigen presentation [163].
Additionally, in BCC, there is an immunosuppressive micro medium characterized by
immature dendritic cells and Th2-type cytokines [184]. In contrast, in regressing BCC,
Th1-type cytokines are predominant [180].

5. The Role of MMPs in BCC Pathogenesis

Notwithstanding with the fact that numerous studies assessing MMP expression are
available, many of them provide limited data regarding the biologically relevant activity
of MMPs. Assays specifically designed to detect the activation, exposed active sites and
enzymatic activity of MMPs should be employed. Crawford et al. employed fluorescent
MMP substrates (both in vitro and in vivo) to characterize the patterns of MMP activity in
zebrafish embryos. By using conventional gelatin zymography, MMPs were identified in
the embryos as early as 3 somites, whereas in vivo techniques revealed type IV collagen
degradation at the somite boundaries in as early as 4 somites [185]. The association
between immunostaining and in vivo activity-based protein profiling (“a method that uses
a chemical probe that targets active MMPs and becomes covalently bound to the protease”)
can characterize MMP localization and MMP activity [186]. Most studies evaluating MMP
activation are based on tissue culture and biochemical assays. However, the native tissue
context influences the activity of MMPs [187].

Significant progress has been made in deciphering the pathogenesis of BCC, but there
are still numerous gaps in understanding the processes involved in the occurrence and
evolution of BCC. In recent years, numerous studies have deepened our understanding of
the role of MMPs in BCC.
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5.1. The Expression of MMPs in BCC

A study conducted by Yucel et al. suggested that MMP-1 plays the most important role
in the degradation of collagen in BCC [188]. The degradation of intact type I collagen results
in high molecular weight collagen fragments; these fragments are not further degraded, and
as MMP-2 and MMP-9 continue to degrade the intact collagen, high molecular fragments
accumulate in a high rate. The accumulation of high molecular weight collagen fragments
impairs the function of stromal fibroblasts. These events may underlie the increase in
MMP production associated with BCC development [188]. When the intact collagen is
fragmented, high molecular weight breakdown products are biologically active. Fibroblasts
in contact with large collagen fragments change from a pro-synthesis phenotype that
implies increased procollagen synthesis in association with a low MMP expression to a
degradative phenotype characterized by an increased MMP expression and a reduced
collagen synthesis [188,189]. The high expression of MMP-1 in the tumor stroma induces
structural changes at the tumor periphery, with a loss of the palisading arrangement,
which suggests a poor differentiation and a histological aspect that is correlated with an
unfavorable prognosis [190].

Chen et al., using RT-PCR, evaluated the expression of MMP-2 in independent cultures
and observed that MMP-2 is overexpressed in fibroblasts and melanoma cells and, to a
much lesser extent, in keratinocytes and BCC cells. In contrast, when the noncontact
cocultivation of fibroblasts with keratinocytes or BCC cells was performed, a decrease in
MMP-2 expression by fibroblasts was observed. When the cocultivation with melanoma
cells was performed, MMP-2 expression by fibroblasts was increased. Performing the same
steps for MMP-1, noncontact cocultivation with keratinocytes, BCC cells and melanoma
cells led to an increased expression of MMP-1 by fibroblasts. These results suggest the role
of epidermal–mesenchymal interactions and the host immune response in the progression
of BCC [191].

Monhian et al. showed a higher expression of MMP-1 and MMP-9 in the peritumoral
tissue compared to the areas of the skin located distal to the tumor and a significant correla-
tion between the presence of active gelatinolytic enzymes and broad fragmentation of the
collagen substrate. Several factors could be involved in the increased MMP expression in
tumor-associated tissue. EGFR agonists such as heparin-binding epidermal growth factor
and amphiregulin could promote cell proliferation and stimulate MMP expression. A role
was also attributed to proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, a significant amount of
IL-1 identified in the skin, which acts as an inducer of gene transcription for MMPs [192].
Manola et al. evaluated the role of MMP-2 and MMP-9 in the peritumoral cleft present in
the BCC samples, but they did not find a statistically significant correlation between the
MMP expression and the presence of the peritumoral cleft [193]. Varani et al. showed, by
analyzing 54 histological samples of BCC, different patterns of MMP expression. MMP-1
and MMP-2 were expressed both in tumor cells and normal epithelial cells, but their activity
was higher in BCC compared to normal skin. MMP-8 was expressed only in the stroma. In
contrast, MMP-9 and MMP-13 were expressed mainly in the healthy skin adjacent to the
tumor [189]. Zlatarova et al. conducted a study on eyelid BCCs that revealed an increased
expression of MMP-1, MMP-9 and MMP-13 in malignant epithelial cells but, also, in the
surrounding stroma (inflammatory cells, fibroblasts and endothelial cells). Moreover, a
significantly increased expression of MMPs was detected at the periphery of the tumor, an
area with local invasion potential [194]. Petterson et al. showed that the depletion of cell
surface CD44 was correlated with a high MMP-7 expression in BCC and SCC samples [195].

The study reported by Ciążyńska et al. was the first one to highlight the MMP-
8 expression in BCC, using RT-PCR and a Western blot analysis. They identified the
overexpression of MMP-8 mRNA in BCC; however, the Western blot analysis revealed
only a slight increase in the MMP-8 protein expression. The study also showed important
differences in the levels of mRNA and protein overexpression of MMP-1, MMP-3 and
MMP-9 in the tumor tissue compared to normal skin [196].
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Hattori et al. revealed that MMP-13 was expressed by the endothelial cells in 17 of the
20 BCC analyzed samples, at both mRNA and protein level, whereas MMP-1 was identified
in only two cases. MMP-13 was also detected in the microvessels of normal skin from
the edge of the surgical wound. These data suggest the role of MMP-13 in angiogenesis
and indicate that the endothelial cells in the skin represent a significant source. The study
pinpointed that MMP-13 expression is upregulated by IL-1alpha and, to a lesser extent, by
phorbol myristate acetate, a tumor promoter, and by tumor necrosis factor alpha [197]. El-
Havary et al. immunohistochemically evaluated the expression of MMP-13 and the cellular
marker of Ki 67 proliferation in BCC and SCC specimens from patients with and without
xeroderma pigmentosum. They did not observe differences in the MMP-13 expression
between the two groups, but when analyzing the Ki67 expression, they detected higher
levels in those with xeroderma pigmentosum, which may explain the more aggressive
behavior of these tumors in patients with xeroderma pigmentosum [198].

Boyd et al. compared the expression of several MMPs (MMPs-1, -7, -8, -9, -10, -13 and
-26) and their tissue inhibitors (TIMPs-1 and -3) in BCC samples from kidney transplant
recipients and a control group of immunocompetent individuals. The immunohistochemi-
cal analysis did not reveal significant differences between the two groups regarding the
expression of MMPs by BCC cells. However, MMP-1, MMP-9 and TIMP-1 were more
frequently expressed by stromal macrophages in BCC samples from immunocompetent
individuals, emphasizing the role of the tumor microenvironment in BCC behavior in
association with the patient’s immune status [199].

5.2. The Link between MMPs and BCC Invasiveness and Recurrence

The release of MMPs is one of the first events in the complex process of tumor invasion,
resulting in important cytoskeleton changes that will allow cell migration. This process is
governed by molecular interactions, cell-to-cell adhesion molecules such as E cadherin and
β-catenin and chemokine receptor ligands such as CXCR4 [6]. MMPs could play a role not
only in the aggressiveness of the tumor but, also, in its recurrence.

Histopathologically, BCC can be divided into six types: nodular, superficial, infiltrative,
morpheaform, micronodular and mixed. The most common types encountered in medical
practice are the nodular and superficial BCCs [179,200]. Based on its invasive behavior and
recurrence risk, BCC can be considered as high-risk BCC (the morpheaform, infiltrative
or basosquamous types) and low-risk BCC (the nodular and superficial types) [201,202].
Thus, depending on the histopathological type, BCC can be considered a more aggressive
or less aggressive tumor. However, in many cases, areas with aggressive growth patterns
and areas with a less aggressive pattern have been present in BCC samples [203].

Poswar et al. revealed that the protein expression of MMP-2 in the tumor stroma
was more extensive in high-risk BCCs compared to low-risk BCCs [201]. In line with
this, the same study showed that the protein expression of MMP-2 was higher in SCC
(parenchyma and stroma) compared to BCC, suggesting that MMP-2 could play a defining
role in the invasive nature of tumors [201]. However, a recent study did not find differences
regarding the expression of MMP-2 mRNA in infiltrative BCC compared to nodular BCC.
Interestingly, a higher expression of mRNA for MMP-2 and a lower expression of mRNA
for type IV collagen were observed in the tissue adjacent to the nodular type compared
to the infiltrative one. In the infiltrative type, the level of type IV collagen mRNA was
increased in the surrounding tissue, probably as a defense mechanism against tumor
infiltration [204]. Lower amounts of type IV collagen, a major component of the basement
membrane, were identified in SCC samples compared to BCC, which may explain the
higher invasiveness of SCC and can be considered as a marker of aggressiveness [105,205].
A study conducted by Orimoto et al. did not show significant differences in MMP-2 mRNA
expression when compared between the nodular, superficial and sclerosing BCC types;
however, they suggested that MMP-2 could be regarded as a marker for the differentiation
between BCC and the surrounding normal tissue [206].
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Zhu et al., using an immunohistochemical analysis, showed an increased expression
of MMP-9 in both primary and metastatic SCC compared to BCC and normal skin tissue,
highlighting the role of MMP-9 in tumor invasion and metastasis: MMP-9 degrades
collagen and elastin, allowing tumor cell migration [207]. Gozdzialska et al. detected a
higher expression of mRNA for MMP-9 in infiltrative BCC compared to nodular BCC [204].
Kadeh et al. analyzed the MMP-10 expression in BCC compared to SCC samples and
observed a higher MMP-10 expression in both the tumor epithelium and stroma in SCC.
In addition, in the case of SCC, there was a positive correlation between the MMP-10
expression and tumor grade. The authors concluded that MMP-10 may have a role in the
different invasive patterns observed in BCC and SCC, contributing to the tumor aggressive
behavior [208]. Cribier et al. indicated that MMP-11 expression is elevated in high-
risk BCC [209]. Consistent with this, Greco et al. detected that HMGA1 and MMP-11
mRNA expressions were higher, as well as the HMGA1 and MMP-11 protein expression
levels in the BCC and SCC samples compared to healthy tissue, and the levels of the
two markers were higher in SCC compared to BCC, suggesting their involvement in
tumor aggressiveness [210]. Greco et al. proposed that MMP-11 as a differentiation
marker between self-limiting skin tumors and more aggressive ones in nonmelanoma skin
cancer [210].

Kerkela et al. detected MMP-14 mRNA in stromal fibroblasts in fibrosing and ker-
atotic BCC samples but not in adenoid BCC samples, being the first study to evaluate
the expression of this MMP in BCC. In addition, MMP-10 was expressed only in epithe-
lial laminin 5-positive cancer cells [39]. Laminin 5, after being cleaved by MMP-2 and
MMP-14, promotes cell migration and invasion [105]. In the study by Kerkela et al., the
release of laminin 5 by tumor cells was observed only in sclerodermiform BCC [105]. Oh
et al. suggested that MMP-14 should be considered as a marker for high-risk BCC. The
mechanism by which MMP-14 could be involved in the pathogenesis of high-risk BCC is
the degradation of the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex and the activation of other MMPs,
such as MMP-2 [211]. Oh et al. attributed an important role to β-catenin in increasing
MMP-14 expression [211]. MMP-14 degrades type I collagen, the most abundant ECM
component, and modulates cell–ECM interactions, promoting cell migration and tumor
invasion [27]. ECM proteolysis mechanisms are involved in regulating epithelial cells, as
well as carcinoma cell trafficking in vivo. MMP-14 was identified as an important effector
of the matrix-remodeling processes in breast cancer. Feinberg et al. showed that MMP-14
regulates physiologic processes such as normal mammary gland branching morphogenesis,
but also, MMP-14 induces local invasion and metastasis, and they concluded that there is
a differential regulation of the normal and malignant mammary epithelial cell invasion
programs [212].

MMPs participate in the invasion process by degrading E cadherin, a molecule with a
pivotal role in cell–cell adhesion in epithelial tissues [213]. The role of the E-cadherin/β-
catenin protein complex in mesenchymal–epithelial transition is well-known and is strongly
implicated in cancer progression [214].

Rogosic et al. performed a study on 64 BCC samples and evaluated the expression
of MMP-1, MMP-2, MMP-9, MMP-13 and E-cadherin using immunohistochemical stain-
ing. They revealed that the expression of MMP-1 in tumor cells was five times higher
in morpheaform and recurrent BCC than in superficial, cystic or micronodular BCC. In
addition, the expression of MMP-9 and MMP-13 in stromal cells was associated with mor-
pheaform and recurrent BCC. Moreover, in morpheaform and recurrent BCC, E-cadherin
was absent [215].

Chu et al. analyzed 19 recurrent BCCs and observed an increased expression of
CXCR4. The study showed that stromal cell-derived factor 1a (SDF-1a), the CXCR4 ligand,
is involved in the invasive behavior of BCC. This mechanism is based on the upregulation
of mRNA expression and activity of MMP-13 by SDF-1a through the phosphorylation
of ERK1/2 and induction of the expression of the AP-1 component c-Jun [216]. CXCR4-
transfected BCC cells were administered to nude mice that developed aggressive BCC with
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an increased expression of CXCR4 and MMP-13 [216]. Ciurea et al. investigated the expres-
sion of CXCR4, MMP-13 and β-catenin in samples of facial BCC as following: metatypical
(six cases), infiltrative–morpheaform (eight cases), micronodular (six cases) and superficial
(five cases). CXCR4 expression was the highest in metatypical BCC compared to the other
subtypes, especially in the areas with squamous transformation. The same observations
were made for MMP-13 and β-catenin. In all cases, MMP-13 expression was higher in the
stroma (fibroblasts and inflammatory cells) compared to tumor cells [160]. As previously
acknowledged, MMP-13 can be regarded as a marker of malignant transformation in
keratinocytes and has a role in tumor invasion by degrading ECM [199].

El-Khalawany et al. performed a study on 22 samples of recurrent BCCs and analyzed
the expression of COX-2, ezrin—a cytoplasmic peripheral membrane protein—and MMP-9
compared to nonrecurrent BCCs. COX-2 expression was identified in 90.9% of recurrent
BCCs and 59.1% of nonrecurrent BCCs, the found difference being statistically significant.
In contrast, regarding the expression of ezrin and MMP-9, there were no statistically signif-
icant differences between the two groups [217]. Karahan et al. evaluated 30 BCC samples
and did not observe any significant differences between the histological types of primary
BCCs with respect to MMP-2 and MMP-9 expression. Moreover, the differences were not
significant between the primary BCC and recurrent BCC. However, a positive correlation
was identified between the COX-2 and MMP-9 expression. The COX-2 expression was
higher in recurrent BCC compared to primary BCC [218].

6. TIMPs—Tissue Inhibitors of Metalloproteinases—Potential New Agents in the
Management of BCC

TIMPs, endogenous inhibitors of MMPs that bind to their catalytic site, represent a
family of polypeptides that includes four members: TIMP-1 TIMP-2, TIMP-3 and TIMP-
4 [219].

The balance between TIMPs and MMPs plays an important role in cell homeostasis
and in the ECM remodeling process. The destruction of this balance leads to the appearance
of numerous pathological processes involved in various diseases, including malignant
tumors [220]. Structurally, TIMPs are composed of a large N-terminal domain that inhibits
MMP function and a smaller C-terminal domain. The N-terminal domain of TIMPs is able
to bind the majority of MMPs, while the C-terminal site of TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 binds to the
hemopexin domain of pro-MMP-2 and pro-MMP-9 [21,219]. The tissue expression of TIMPs
is both constitutive and inducible and is modulated by various molecules and growth
factors [221]. In addition to their role in maintaining ECM homeostasis, TIMPs have many
functions independent of metalloproteinases, being multifunctional proteins. They are
involved in cell migration, exhibit pro and antiapoptotic activity, are antiangiogenic factors,
etc. Recent studies have shown that TIMPs, in addition to their inhibitory effect on MMPs,
exert an inhibitory effect on integrin-metalloproteinases, ADAMs and ADAMTSs [222].

Of note, only a few studies in the literature have evaluated the expression of TIMPs
in BCC. The expression of TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 was detected in stromal cells, and TIMP-3
expression in tumor epithelial cells, in the infiltrative area [105]. Regarding TIMP-1, an
increased expression was observed primarily in morpheaform BCC, which was associated
with an unfavorable prognosis. Furthermore, an association between the increased ex-
pression of TIMP-1 in tumor cells and/or stroma and the recurrence rate of eyelid BCC
was identified [194]. TIMPs prevent tumor development by forming a fibrotic capsule and
by inhibiting angiogenesis; however, it should be emphasized that TIMPs can also act as
activators of MMPs; therefore, in some cancers, there may be an increase in the expression
of MMPs in association with an increase in the expression of TIMPs [194,223]. Fu et al.
revealed a higher expression of MMP-2 and MMP-9 and a lower expression of TIMP-1 and
TIMP-2 in SCC compared to BCC [224]. Regarding TIMP-3 expression, no differences were
observed when the samples of BCC, SCC and actinic keratoses were analyzed [201].

Recent research has suggested that TIMPs could be used as therapeutic agents in
carcinogenesis and influence the outcome and prognosis of neoplasms [223].. Mutagenesis
studies have revealed mutations that could improve the selectivity of TIMPs for MMPs.
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There are some studies with encouraging results; for instance, the affinity of TIMP-1 toward
MMP-14 was increased by replacing a single amino acid in the binding interface [225]. In
addition, in another study of selective MMP-14 inhibition, the authors created a mutant
TIMP that blocked the collagenase activity of MMP-14 in cell culture models of breast
cancer and fibrosarcoma [226].

7. Conclusions

Most of the studies in this field show that MMPs are overexpressed in BCC, where
they promote the release of numerous molecules, such as cytokines, growth factors and
adhesion molecules, which provide a favorable environment for tumor development and
progression. The majority of the studies investigating MMPs in BCC are correlative analyses
of expression data that is often based on mRNA levels or protein levels, and very few
studies have examined the biologically relevant activity of these proteases in the context
of their possible roles in BCC. Knowledge of the MMP profile in BCC samples could be
the basis for predicting the characteristics of tumor behaviors, particularly with respect
to aggressiveness and amenability to specific clinical interventions. However, data on the
substrates of these enzymes in vivo and their roles in processes other than ECM remodeling
are scarce; therefore, correlations between MMP expression and tumor aggressiveness are
difficult to interpret. This review gathered up and organized the newest studies on the
matter, an endeavor that has not been undertaken in recent years, although data on the
MMP involvement in BCC has been building up. Based on the aforementioned studies, we
believe that MMP-targeted therapies could find their place in BCC management; however,
further studies are needed.
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Abstract: Oral tongue squamous cell carcinoma is one of the most prevalent head and neck cancers.
During tumor progression, elastin fragments are released in the tumor microenvironment. Among
them, we previously identified a nonapeptide, AG-9, that stimulates melanoma progression in vivo
in a mouse melanoma model. In the present paper, we studied AG-9 effect on tongue squamous
cell carcinoma invasive properties. We demonstrated that AG-9 stimulates cell invasion in vitro in a
modified Boyen chamber model. It increases MMP-2 secretion, analyzed by zymography and MT1-
MMP expression, studied by Western blot. The stimulatory effect was mediated through Ribosomal
Protein SA (RPSA) receptor binding as demonstrated by SiRNA experiments. The green tea-derived
polyphenol, (−)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG), was previously shown to bind RPSA. Molecular
docking experiments were performed to compare the preferred areas of interaction of AG-9 and
EGCG with RPSA and suggested overlapping areas. This was confirmed by competition assays.
EGCG abolished AG-9-induced invasion, MMP-2 secretion, and MT1-MMP expression.

Keywords: elastin; ribosomal protein SA; tongue carcinoma; MMP-2; EGCG

1. Introduction

Head and neck tumors are a heterogeneous group of cancers occurring in the mouth,
nose, pharynx, larynx, salivary glands, and sinuses. Approximately 90% of those cancers
are squamous cell carcinomas [1]. They are typically characterized by a peak of incidence in
the elderly and a strong correlation with chronic exposure to risk factors such as smoking
and alcohol abuse [2]. Among head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC), cancers
of the oral cavity and pharynx display an increasing incidence since 1999, despite a decrease
in tobacco use [2,3]. Many subsites have shown a rise in the number of cases, especially the
anterior tongue [2]. Indeed, its incidence raised +1.8% per year on average between 2007
and 2016, particularly among young adults and especially in females [3–7]. Thus, in 2007,
the prevalence in the US was 4422 cases, rising to 6155 cases in 2016 [3]. Despite advances
in diagnosis and management of oral cancer in recent decades, the long term prognosis
of patients with advanced-stage squamous cell carcinoma of the tongue is generally poor,
with 5-year survival rates around 50% [8].

Elastic fibers are components of all mammalian connective tissues. Elastin, the major
protein component of elastic fibers, has unique elastomeric properties which provide
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reversible deformability crucial for arterial vessels, lungs, and skin [9]. Elastic fibers
are also stable components of tongue, providing the elasticity necessary to mechanical
resistance during mastication [10].

During tumor progression, tumor and stromal cells secrete a wide variety of prote-
olytic enzymes including matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), urokinase-type plasminogen
activator (uPA), a disintegrin and metalloproteinases (ADAMs), a disintegrin-like and
metalloproteinase with thrombospondin type 1 motif (ADAMTS), and cathepsins that are
activated to degrade extracellular matrix (ECM) components and to favor tumor growth
and cell dissemination. ECM-degrading enzymes also liberate active fragments from ma-
trix components called matrikines [11]. Proteolytic degradation of elastin results in the
liberation of bioactive elastin peptides, termed elastokines [12]. Elastases that degrade
elastin belong to the classes of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), aspartic proteases,
serine proteases, and cysteine proteases [13]. Elastokines containing the GxxPG motif
such as VGVAPG (VG-6) promote tumor progression by stimulating cell invasion through
the activation of proteolytic cascades, especially MMP-2 and uPA [14,15]. They also pro-
mote angiogenesis by stimulating the migration of endothelial cells through MMP-14
increase [16]. We have also demonstrated that an elastin nonapeptide of consensus se-
quence xGxPGxGxG, AGVPGLGVG (AG-9), favors the migration and invasion of tumor
cells through MMP-2 and uPA increases [17,18]. These effects are mediated through the
RPSA (ribosomal protein SA) receptor [19].

The 37/67-kDa laminin receptor was reported to bind elastin by Mecham et al. in
1989 [20]. The 37/67-kDa laminin receptor, RPSA, also referred as 67LR, LAMBR, LAMR1,
lamR, LRP/LR, 37LRP, LBP, LBP/p40, NEM/1CHD4, SA, ICAS, and p40 is ubiquitously
expressed. It allows cell adhesion to the basement membrane. The 37-, 53-, and 67 kDa
forms are the major forms reported but additional high-molecular-weight (HMW) forms of
32, 37, 45, 53, 55, 67, 80, and >110 kDa were also reported. The conversion of the 37 kDa
form to higher molecular weight species remains unclear [21]. RPSA not only localized on
the cell surface but also in the nucleus, in association with nucleolar pre-40S ribosomes,
small nucleolar ribonucleoproteins (snoRNPs), chromatin, histones, and in the cytosol as
a ribosomal component or as actin and cytoskeletal stress fibers partner. It was reported
to mediate cell proliferation, adhesion, differentiation, invasion, and angiogenesis. RPSA
prevents cell apoptotic escape, allowing tumor progression [22].

The green tea-derived polyphenol, (−)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG), is a small
molecule with anti-cancer effects [23–25]. It inhibits the invasion of human oral cancer
cells, decreases the production of MMPs and urokinase-plasminogen activator [26,27],
prevents epithelial-mesenchymal transition [28], suppresses cell proliferation, promotes
apoptosis and autophagy [29], and inhibits tumor growth [28]. Li et al. demonstrated that
the inhibitory effect on cell proliferation, apoptosis, migration, and invasion of tongue
squamous cell carcinoma was mediated through the hippo-TAZ signaling pathway [30].
EGCG inhibitory effect is mediated through RPSA receptor. RPSA antibodies block EGCG
anti-cancer activity but do not trigger the same effects, indicating that the polyphenol may
act agonistically or allosterically [21]. EGCG was reported to exert its anti-cancer activity
through the 10 amino acid sequence of RPSA, IPCNNKGAHS [31].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Peptide Synthesis

AG-9 was purchased from Proteogenix® (Schiltigheim, France). It was obtained by
solid-phase synthesis using a FMOC (N-(9-fluorenyl) methoxy-carbonyl) derivative proce-
dure. It was then purified by reverse phase high performance liquid chromatography using
a C18 column, eluted by a gradient of acetonitrile in trifluoroacetic acid and lyophilized.
Its purity (>98%) was assessed by HPLC and mass spectroscopy.
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2.2. Cell Culture

Human tongue squamous cell carcinoma CAL 27 (ATCC® CRL-2095™) were pur-
chased from ATCC. Cells were grown in DMEM (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium)
with 4.5 g/L glucose supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37 ◦C in a humid
atmosphere with 5% CO2 in air. At 70–90% confluency, cells were subcultured according to
ATCC protocol.

2.3. Cytotoxicity Assay

A total of 50,000 CAL 27 cells were seeded in 96-well plates in DMEM supplemented
with 10% FBS. After cell adhesion, culture medium was removed and replaced by FBS-free
medium. Cells were incubated for 24 h with or without effectors. Cells were then fixed
with 1.1% glutaraldehyde for 15 min and stained with crystal violet for another 15 min.
Dye was eluted with a 10% acetic acid solution. Absorbance was read at 560 nm using a
Biochrom Asys UVM 340 microplate reader (Biochrom, Yvelines, France).

2.4. Proliferation Assay

A total of 2000 CAL 27 cells were seeded in 96-well plates in DMEM supplemented
with 10% FBS. After cell adhesion, medium was removed and cells were cultivated in
DMEM supplemented with 2.5% FBS with or without AG-9 for 24, 48, 72, or 96 h. Cells
were then fixed with 1.1% glutaraldehyde for 15 min and stained with crystal violet for
another 15 min. Dye was eluted with a 10% acetic acid solution. Absorbance was read at
560 nm using a Biochrom Asys UVM 340 microplate reader (Biochrom, Yvelines, France).

2.5. In Vitro Invasion Assays

Invasion was assessed in modified Boyden chambers (tissue culture treated, 6.5 mm
diameter, 8 μm pore, Greiner-One, Courtaboeuf, France). Further, 5 × 104 cells were sus-
pended in DMEM containing 10% FBS and seeded onto membranes coated with Matrigel®

(10 μg/well). After cell adhesion, culture medium was removed from the upper compart-
ment and replaced by DMEM containing 0.2% BSA ± effectors. DMEM supplemented
with 10% FBS and 2% BSA was used as a chemoattractant. After a 72 h incubation period,
cells were fixed with methanol and stained with crystal violet for 15 min. Cells remaining
on the upper face of the membranes were scrapped. Crystal violet was eluted using 10%
acetic acid and absorbance was read at 560 nm using a Biochrom Asys UVM 340 microplate
reader (Biochrom, Yvelines, France).

2.6. Zymography Analyses
2.6.1. Cell Incubation with Effectors

At subconfluence, cells were washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline to remove
residual FBS and incubated for 48 h in DMEM, with or without effectors. Conditioned
media were harvested and centrifuged at 10,000× g for 10 min at 4 ◦C.

2.6.2. Gelatin Zymography

To study MMP-2 secretion by CAL 27 cells, conditioned media, diluted in 2× non-
reducing Laemmli buffer, were electrophoresed in a 10% polyacrylamide SDS gel containing
0.1% (w/v) gelatin. The gels were washed twice for 30 min at room temperature in a 2.5%
(v/v) Triton X-100 solution to remove SDS, then incubated at 37 ◦C for 24 h in 50 mM Tris-
HCl (pH 7.6), 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, stained for 30 min with 0.1% (w/v) Coomassie
blue (G 250) in 45% (v/v) methanol/10% (v/v) acetic acid and destained in the same solution
without dye.

2.6.3. Gelatin-Plasminogen Zymography

To study uPA secretion, CAL 27-conditioned media were electrophoresed in SDS-
poly-acrylamide gels containing 1 mg/mL gelatin and 10 μg/mL plasminogen. The gels
were washed twice for 30 min at room temperature in a 2.5% (v/v) Triton X-100 solution to
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remove SDS, then incubated at 37 ◦C for 24 h in 100 mM glycine, 10 mM EDTA (pH 8.3),
stained for 30 min with 0.1% (w/v) Coomassie blue (G 250) in 45% (v/v) methanol/10% (v/v)
acetic acid and destained in the same solution without dye.

2.7. Western-Blot Analyses

Samples were reduced by 10 mM of dithiothreitol and subjected to SDS-PAGE (0.1%
SDS, 10% polyacrylamide gel) (50 μg total protein per lane), then transferred onto Immobilon-
P membranes (Millipore, St Quentin-en-Yvelines, France). Membranes were blocked by
incubation with 5% non-fat dry milk, 0.1% Tween-20 in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, 150 mM
NaCl, pH 7.5 (TBS-T) for 2 h at room temperature. They were incubated overnight with the
first antibody (anti-RPSA polyclonal antibody, Abcam Ab99484, diluted 1/3000; anti-MT1-
MMP Ab38971 diluted 1/3000; anti-actin polyclonal antibody, Sigma Aldrich Biotechnology
A2066, diluted 1/2000) and then for 1 h with the 1/10,000 diluted peroxidase-conjugated
goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (GE Healthcare, NA931V) at room temperature. Im-
mune complexes were visualized using the ECL prime chemiluminescence detection kit
(GE Healthcare, Orsay, France).

2.8. Immunocytochemistry

Cells were seeded on glass slides and incubated in 10% serum-containing medium
for 16 h. Cells were incubated with an anti-RPSA antibody (Abcam, 137388) diluted 1/400
in culture medium supplemented with 1% BSA for 1 h on ice, washed and incubated for
30 min with the Alexa-488-conjugated secondary antibodies diluted 1/1000 in culture
medium with 1% BSA, and then fixed for 10 min with 4% paraformaldehyde at room
temperature. Immunofluorescence-labeled cell preparations were studied using a Zeiss
LSM 710® NLO confocal laser scanning microscope (Carl ZEISS SAS, Marly-le-Roi, France)
with the 63x oil-immersion objective (ON 1.4) coupled with CHAMELEON femtosecond
Titanium-Sapphire Laser (Coherent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Alexa 488 was excited by 488
nm line of Argon. Emitted signals were collected with 493–560 nm bandpass filter. Image
acquisitions were performed with ZEN Software (Carl ZEISS SAS, Marly-le-Roi, France)
and all acquisition settings were constant between specimens.

2.9. RNA Isolation and Real-Time PCR Analysis

Total RNA was isolated from cells using a RNeasy Plus Mini kit (Qiagen, Courtaboeuf,
France) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. The amount and integrity of isolated
RNA were analyzed using the Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 nano assay (Agilent Technologies,
Les Ulis, France) as recommended by the manufacturer. Total RNA was reverse transcribed
using the first strand cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo Scientific, Illkirch, France) following
the manufacturer’s instructions. Real-time PCR analysis was conducted in 20μL reaction
mixture, using Thermo Scientific Maxima SYBR Green qPCR Master Mix, following the
manufacturer’s instructions. Relative expression of different gene transcripts was calcu-
lated by the ΔΔCt method. The Ct of the gene of interest was normalized to the Ct of the
normalizer (EEF1A1). Fold changes (arbitrary units) were determined as 2−ΔΔCt.

RT-qPCR primers were designed according to sequence of RPSA (NM_002295). The
forward primer for RPSA was 5’-CCA-TTG-AAA-ACC-CTG-CTG-AT-3’ and the reverse
primer was 5’- CTG-CCT-GGA-TCT-GGT-TAG-TGA-3’ with a 144 bp product. The forward
primer for EEF1a1 was 5′-CTG-GAG-CCA-AGT-GCT-AAC-ATG-CC-3′ and the reverse
primer was 5′-CCG-GGT-TTG-AGA-ACA-CCA-GTC-3′ with a 221 bp product. All primers
were synthesized by Eurofins (Les Ulis, France).

2.10. SiRNA Transfection

SiRNA were transfected as previously described [19]. SiRNA specific to human RPSA
and negative control siRNA (non-targeting pool), which do not target any gene, were
purchased from Qiagen. The siRNA targets different regions of the RPSA mRNA: 1st
siRNA target sequence (5′-AGG-CTC-TTA-AGC-AGC-ATG-GAA-3′), 2nd siRNA target
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sequence (5′-TAC-CTG-GGA-TTG-CAT-ATC-AAA-3′), 3rd siRNA target sequence (5′-
TTG-CAT-ATC-AAA-GCA-TAA-TAA-3′), and 4th siRNA target sequence (5′-TCG-ACA-
TGA-GTT-GTA-CTT-CTA-3′). Expression of RPSA mRNA and protein was confirmed by
real-time PCR and Western blot.

2.11. Docking Experiments

Dockings of the AG-9 peptide and EGCG onto RPSA (RCSB Protein Data Bank 3BCH)
were performed using Autodock software (version 4.2) [32]. We performed preliminary
docking experiments to determine the relevant set of docking parameters. The software
was used with a fixed RPSA and flexible AG-9 and EGCG ligands. Since RPSA is a large
molecule, we performed several independent dockings targeting subvolumes of the protein;
we considered 80 overlapping boxes with a volume of 31.5 Å × 31.5 Å × 31.5 Å. The
spacing parameter used to compute the 3D maps in each box was set to 0.25 Å. The selected
search method was the Lamarckian genetic algorithm, and for each docking experiment,
50 solutions per box were generated with the default parameters of Autodock except for the
population size (200), number of energy evaluations (2.5 × 106), and maximum number of
generations (270,000), which were derived from the preliminary study. The identification of
the contacts between RPSA and the poses of each ligand was carried out by the evaluation of
the intermolecular atomic distances. Contacts were counted for distances lower than the 5 Å
threshold. Molecular models were graphed with VMD software, which is available online.

2.12. Statistical Analysis

Results were expressed as means +/− standard deviation. Statistical significance
between groups was assessed using unpaired Student’s t test.

3. Results

3.1. CAL 27 Cells Express RPSA Receptor

Elastin was reported to interact with invasive cancer cells through RPSA [33]. Previous
experiments from our laboratory identified RPSA as AG-9 receptor on HT-1080 human
fibrosarcoma cell surface [19], and on MIA PaCa-2 cell pancreatic adenocarcinoma cells [34].
We first checked for RPSA expression in CAL 27 cells, compared to MIA PaCa-2 cells.
By qPCR and Western blot analyses, we proved that RPSA was expressed by CAL 27 at
the mRNA and protein level (Figure 1A,B respectively). By immuno-histochemistry, we
confirmed that RPSA was present at the cell surface of CAL 27 cells.

Figure 1. RPSA expression was studied at the mRNA level by qPCR (A) and at the protein level by Western blot (B). RPSA
distribution at the cell surface was studied by immunocytochemistry (orthoslide) (C). Scale bar: 20 μM.
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3.2. AG-9 Increases CAL 27 Invasion through Matrigel®, MMP-2 Secretion, and MT1-MMP
Expression

Soluble kappa-elastin peptides were shown to regulate MT1-MMP and MMP-2 [14].
Both MMPs are largely involved in cell invasion. Recently, we reported that AG-9 peptide
stimulates tumor cell invasion at lower concentrations than the well characterized VG-6
peptide [18]. CAL 27 invasion was studied in vitro in the presence of soluble kappa-elastin
peptides or AG-9 peptide using the transwell invasion assay. After 72 h of incubation,
kappa-elastin peptides and AG-9 peptide increased cell invasion by +22 and +25%, respec-
tively (Figure 2A). The increase was independent of cell proliferation since the peptides
did not significantly modified cell proliferation as demonstrated using the crystal violet
assay (Figure 2B). MMP-2 secretion was studied by zymography. After 24 h of incuba-
tion, kappa-elastin peptides and AG-9 peptide increased MMP-2 cell secretion by +39 and
+139%, respectively (Figure 2C). Kappa-elastin peptides and AG-9 peptide also induced
MT1-MMP expression, studied by Western blot (Figure 2D).

Figure 2. Cell invasion was studied using the transwell assay system coated with Matrigel® as described in the Materials
and Methods section after 72 h of incubation with the different effectors: Kappa-elastin peptides 50 μg/mL, AG-9 peptide
10−7 M. **: p < 0.01 (A). Cell proliferation was assessed using crystal violet staining after 72 h of incubation with the effectors:
kappa-elastin peptides 50 μg/mL, AG-9 peptide 10−7 M (B). MMP-2 secretion was studied by zymography after 24 h of
incubation with kappa-elastin peptides 50 μg/mL or various amount of AG-9 ranging from 10−4 M to 10−8 M. *: p < 0.05;
**: p < 0.01 (C). MT1-MMP expression was studied by Western blot after 24 h of incubation with the effectors: kappa-elastin
peptides 50 μGg/mL, AG-9 peptide 10−7 M (D).
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3.3. AG-9 Proinvasive Effects Are Mediated through RPSA Receptor

CAL 27 cells were tranfected with control (non-targeting) or RPSA siRNA. RPSA
gene expression was measured by qPCR 48 h after transfection. RPSA gene expression
was decreased by 62% after RPSA siRNA transfection compared to control (Figure 3A).
RPSA protein expression was evaluated 72 h after transfection by Western blot. RPSA was
decreased by 36% (Figure 3B). We performed invasion assays, zymography, and Western
blot experiments. Even partial RPSA invalidation abolished the AG-9-induced effects on
MMP-2 secretion (Figure 3C) and MT1-MMP expression (Figure 3D). The results confirm
the involvement of RPSA receptor in AG-9-mediated effects.

Figure 3. Cells were transfected with control or RPSA siRNA. RPSA gene expression was measured 48 h post-transfection
(A) and protein expression was measured 72 h post-transfection (B). For MMP-2 secretion (C) and MT1-MMP expression
(D) studies, cells were incubated for another 24 h with or without 10−7 M AG-9 peptide. *: p < 0.05.
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3.4. In Silico Study of AG-9 and EGCG Binding on RPSA

EGCG was previously reported to bind RPSA [18,22,35]. EGCG may prevent AG-9
fixation on RPSA and represent a molecule of choice to limit AG-9 pro-tumoral effects on
oral tongue squamous cell carcinoma. Clustering the 50 best results for each ligand, we first
identified the preferred areas of interaction (PAI) with EGCG and then with AG-9 and found
overlapping areas (Figure 4A,B). The comparison of the associated distribution profile of
the free energy of binding demonstrated lower free energy of binding for EGCG onto RPSA
than for AG-9 onto RPSA, corresponding to a stronger binding of the polyphenol onto the
receptor (Figure 4C,D). The localization of the lowest free energy of binding pose of each
ligand highlighted a colocalization onto RPSA (Figure 4E,F). Finally, the analysis of the
RPSA residues making contact with the ligands evidenced common interactions with R117,
120RL121, and the region 140VNLP143 (Figure 3G).

3.5. In Vitro EGCG Cytotoxicity on CAL 27 Cells

The aim of this part was to determine EGCG maximal concentration that could be
used to counteract AG-9 stimulation without affecting cell viability. For this purpose, CAL
27 cells were incubated for 24 h with increasing amount of EGCG and cell viability was
measured (Figure 5). Cell viability was 97.4% for 10 μM EGCG. Comparable results were
obtained by Weisburgh et al. [36]. The same authors reported that cell viability of normal
oral fibroblasts was also around 95% at this concentration.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Docking experiments of green tea-derived polyphenol EGCG and AG-9 peptide onto RPSA were performed using
Autodock software and evidenced the existence of 4 preferred area of interaction (PAI) for EGCG (A) and 3 PAI for AG-9
(B). The color code used for the representation of PAI is linked to their population: the most populated one is represented in
pink, the second in green, the third in brown, and the fourth in blue. Comparison of the 50 best results of EGCG and AG-9
docking experiments displays an overlapping area (pink PAI). Frequence distribution diagrams of the free energy of binding
of the 50 best poses of EGCG onto RPSA demonstrated that those free energies of binding are comprised between −7.75 and
−4.75 kcal/mol. The most frequent poses have a free energy of binding of −5.5 kcal/mol (C). For AG-9 peptide, the free
energy of binding of the 50 best results of docking onto RPSA is comprised between −2.75 and +1.75 kcal/mol and the
energy of binding of the most frequent position of AG-9 onto RPSA is around 0.75 kcal/mol (D). The best docking poses of
EGCG (E) and AG-9 (F) are located on the same area at the surface of RPSA. Comparison of the frequency of contacts made
by RPSA residues with the 50 best results of EGCG (black line) and AG-9 (red line) reveals two favored regions (frequency
above the threshold of 0.2) of the protein (G). A focus on the poses associated with the first cluster of EGCG and AG-9
(G/close-up) allows the identification of the following hot spots (frequency above the threshold of 0.2 for the two ligands):
R117, 120RL121, and the sequence 140VNLP143.

Figure 5. Cell viability was assessed using the crystal violet assay after 24 h of incubation with
increasing concentrations of EGCG ranging from 1 to 300 μM.

We thus decided to use this concentration in the following experiments to try to block
AG-9-stimulatory effects without affecting cell viability.
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3.6. EGCG Prevents AG-9 Stimulatory Effect on CAL 27 Migration, Invasion, MMP-2 Secretion,
and MT1-MMP Expression

Incubation with 10μM EGCG slightly decreased CAL 27 migration (−11%; Figure 6A)
and significantly decreased cell invasion (−23%; Figure 6B) and it abolished AG-9 stim-
ulatory effect (Figure 6). It also slightly decreased MMP-2 secretion and MT1-MMP ex-
pression (Figure 6C,D). This is in accordance with previously published papers [37]. Incu-
bation with EGCG also prevented AG-9 stimulatory effect on cell migration (Figure 6A),
invasion (Figure 6B), as well as on MMP-2 secretion (Figure 6C) and MT1-MMP expression
(Figure 6D).

Figure 6. Cell migration was studied using the transwell assay system after 48 h of incubation with the different effectors:
AG-9 10−7 M and EGCG 10 μM. **: p < 0.01 (A). Cell invasion was studied in transwells previously coated with Matrigel®.
***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01 (B). MMP-2 secretion was studied by zymography after 24 h of incubation with the different
effectors: with the different effectors: kappa-elastin peptides 50 μg/mL, AG-9 peptide 10−7 M. *: p < 0.05 (C). MT1-MMP
expression was studied by Western blot after 24 h of incubation with the different effectors: kappa-elastin peptides 50 μg/mL,
AG-9 peptide 10−7 M (D).

4. Discussion

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is the most common malignant epithelial
neoplasm affecting the oral cavity. The treatment of choice for OSCC is surgical resection.
Adjuvant radiotherapy with or without chemotherapy is offered when there is a high risk
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of recurrence and after taking into consideration multiple factors, including patient’s age
and comorbidities, pathologic staging, margin status, the extent of nodal involvement,
and other histopathologic characteristics of the primary tumor [38]. Despite the advances
of therapeutic approaches, percentages of morbidity and mortality of OSCC have not
improved significantly during the last 30 years. Developing new therapeutic approaches is
thus challenging.

Cancer development leads to ECM degradation by tumor and stromal cells. Fragments
with biological activities are released during this process, named matrikines. Elastin is the
major component of elastic fibers. Its cleavage by elastase-proteinases such as metallopro-
teinases or leucocyte elastase is known to unmask cryptic sites within the macromolecule
and to release matrikines, called elastin derived peptides (EDPs) or elastokines. These EDPs
exert a wide range of biological activities. They influence cell survival, differentiation [39],
proliferation, chemotaxis [18,40], migration [18,41], tumor progression [15,17,19,42], an-
giogenesis [16], atherogenesis, and aneurysm formation. Among all the EDPs described
in the literature, two major consensus sequence were reported: the xGxxPG consensus
sequence including the VGVAPG, VAPG, VGVPG, VGAPG, (VGVAPG)n, and PGAIPG
peptides and the xGxPGxGxG consensus sequence with the AGVPGLGVG, AGVPGFGVG,
GLGVGVAPG, and GFGVGAGVP peptides. In vivo study showed that AG-9 peptide
promotes melanoma progression even more than the well described VG-6 peptide. These
results were confirmed by in vitro studies in proliferation assays, migration assays, adhe-
sion assays, proteinase secretion studies, and pseudotube formation assays to investigate
angiogenesis [18,34].

In the present paper, we report for the first time EDP-effect on oral tongue SCC. CAL
27 is one of the most frequently used cell lines in the field of OSCC studying [43]. Soluble
elastin peptides were obtained by partial hydrolysis of elastin in 1 M KOH in 80 per
cent aqueous ethanol (kappa-elastin). Additionally, 50 mM kappa-elastin increases CAL
27 invasion through transwell previously coated with Matrigel® which mimicks basement
membrane. AG-9 also significantly increased CAL 27 invasion, as previously reported for
MIA PaCa-2 pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma cells [34]. EDP were previously reported
to increase MMP secretion, especially MMP-2 [44,45]. These results were confirmed by
zymography analysis of conditioned media from CAL 27. AG-9 increased MMP-2 secretion,
as reported for MIA PaCa-2 cells; this effect was biphasic, with an optimal effect obtained
for 1.10−7 M AG-9. Moreover, AG-9 increases MT1-MMP expression. MT1-MMP is able to
degrade extracellular matrix by itself or to activate proMMP-2 at the cell surface.

The pro-tumor biological effects of AG-9 was previously reported to involve a lactose-
insensitive receptor, the ribosomal protein SA (RPSA) [19]. The 37/67-kDa laminin receptor
was reported to bind elastin by Mecham et al. in 1989 [20]. It allows cell adhesion to
basement membrane. RPSA does not only localize on the cell surface but also in the nu-
cleus, in association with nucleolar pre-40S ribosomes, small nucleolar ribonucleoproteins
(snoRNPs), chromatin, histones, and in the cytosol as a ribosomal component or as actin
and cytoskeletal stress fibers partner. It was reported to mediate cell proliferation, adhe-
sion, differentiation, invasion, and angiogenesis. RPSA also prevents cell apoptotic escape,
allowing tumor progression [22].

The green tea-derived polyphenol (−)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG), was re-
ported to affect cell behavior through RPSA binding [31]. We performed molecular docking
experiments to determine its potential preferred areas of interaction with RPSA and es-
pecially the area with the lowest energy of binding that means the highest probability of
binding. We did the same for the AG-9 peptide. The preferred area of interaction with
the lowest energy for EGCG and AG-9 was broadly overlapping. We then formulated the
hypothesis that EGCG could counteract the effects induced by the peptide AG-9. To test
this hypothesis, we performed the invasion experiments in presence or absence of EGCG.
We first observed that EGCG alone at 10 μM was able to decrease CAL 27 invasion. This
was previously reported by Chang et al. with a concentration of 25 μM EGCG [37]. EGCG
was also able to inhibit SCC-4, SCC-9, and SCC-15 cell [28–30]. other oral SCC and nasopha-
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ryngeal carcinoma cell invasion [46,47]. In addition, 10 μM EGCG also inhibits MMP-2
secretion as previously described for CAL 27 cells [37], nasopharyngeal carcinoma [47], and
buccal mucosa cancer cells [26]. This was also observed in other oral SCC. Further, 10 μM
EGCG prevents AG-9 induced invasion, MMP-2 secretion, and MT1-MMP expression.
As suggested by molecular docking experiments, this may be due to steric hindrance or
conformation modification as the PAIs of lowest binding energy of both molecules are very
close. Binding energy of EGCG for RPSA are lower than those found with AG-9, suggesting
that RPSA affinity for EGCG may be greater than for AG-9.

5. Conclusions

During cancer progression, tumor cells induce the expression of MMPs, such as MT1-
MMP and MMP-2, which degrade ECM macromolecules like elastin and release EDPs,
such as AG-9, that in turns stimulate MMP secretion, leading to an auto-amplification
loop. EGCG prevents AG-9 stimulation and represents a molecule of choice to limit cancer
progression in elastin-rich tissues.
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Abstract: Cancer is an important cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. Advances in research
on the biology of cancer revealed alterations in several key pathways underlying tumorigenesis
and provided molecular targets for developing new and improved existing therapies. Syndecan-4,
a transmembrane heparan sulfate proteoglycan, is a central mediator of cell adhesion, migration
and proliferation. Although several studies have demonstrated important roles of syndecan-4 in
cell behavior and its interactions with growth factors, extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules and
cytoskeletal signaling proteins, less is known about its role and expression in multiple cancer. The
data summarized in this review demonstrate that high expression of syndecan-4 is an unfavorable
biomarker for estrogen receptor-negative breast cancer, glioma, liver cancer, melanoma, osteosarcoma,
papillary thyroid carcinoma and testicular, kidney and bladder cancer. In contrast, in neuroblastoma
and colorectal cancer, syndecan-4 is downregulated. Interestingly, syndecan-4 expression is modu-
lated by anticancer drugs. It is upregulated upon treatment with zoledronate and this effect reduces
invasion of breast cancer cells. In our recent work, we demonstrated that the syndecan-4 level was re-
duced after trastuzumab treatment. Similarly, syndecan-4 levels are also reduced after panitumumab
treatment. Together, the data found suggest that syndecan-4 level is crucial for understanding the
changes involving in malignant transformation, and also demonstrate that syndecan-4 emerges as an
important target for cancer therapy and diagnosis.

Keywords: syndecan-4; heparan sulfate; cancer; prognosis; biomarker; signal transduction; proteo-
glycan; metastasis

1. The Syndecan Family of Cell Surface Heparan Sulfate Proteoglycans

Syndecans are a family of four transmembrane heparan sulfate proteoglycans (syndecan-
1, -2, -3 and -4) in mammals. Each syndecan has an extracellular ectodomain that displays
low sequence homology, except for the consensus sequences of the attachment sites for
carbohydrate chains of the glycosaminoglycan (GAG) type. Syndecans have predominantly
heparan sulfate-GAG (HS-GAG) chains attached to the extracellular domain and in the case
of Sdc1 and Sdc3, additional chondroitin sulfate GAG chains. HS is a long, unbranched car-
bohydrate composed of repetitive disaccharide units of N-acetylglucosamine-α-L-iduronic
acid/β-D-glucuronic acid, which can be substituted with sulfate residues, thus generating
a highly negatively charged biomolecule capable of interacting with numerous ligands
relevant to tumor progression [1]. HS chains are synthesized via O-glycosylation in the
Golgi apparatus in a series of acetylation and deacetylation and sulfation steps which
result in a high degree of structural complexity [2]. The HS chains are covalently linked
to serine residues of the core protein via a defined tetrasaccharide linker consisting of
glucuronic acid, two galactose residues, and a xylose. The relevance of glycosaminoglycan
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attachment has been documented in rare human inherited diseases where this GAG attach-
ment site cannot be formed efficiently, resulting in severe developmental defects [3,4]. It
has a conserved transmembrane domain, and a short cytoplasmic domain that has two
conserved regions, C1 and C2, proximal and distal, respectively, to the membrane, common
to all syndecans. The C1 and C2 regions are separated by a variable (V) region unique to
each syndecan. Syndecans-1–3 have a restricted tissue distribution, whereas syndecan-4 is
expressed ubiquitously [5–7].

2. Syndecan-4

The syndecan-4 has abundant expression in liver, kidney, brain, lung, breast heart,
skeletal muscle, skin and small intestine [2] (Gene Expression database (https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/gene/6385—accessed on 8 January 2021). As outlined in detail below, the
broad effects of this molecule are exemplified by its ability to form a connection between
the extracellular matrix (ECM) and intracellular signaling cascades and to affect the growth
and differentiation of a number of tissues and organs.

2.1. Syndecan-4 Membrane Localization, Trafficking and Signaling

Syndecan-4 is important for the interplay between extracellular matrix and cytoplas-
matic signaling molecules and scaffolding proteins. It contributes to several outside-in
and inside-out signaling events, such as the sequestration and concentration of matrix
components, as well as effects on cell–matrix adhesion, endocytosis, exosome biogenesis
or cytokinesis [8]. Syndecan-4 is localized to the plasma membrane and also localizes in
endocytic compartments such as early endosomes and multivesicular bodies, indicating
internalization and trafficking along the endosomal/lysosomal degradation route during
muscle cell differentiation. Furthermore, the syndecan-4/syntenin complex is essential for
exosome biosynthesis and multivesicular bodies, which give rise to exosomes [9,10].

2.2. Syndecan-4 as an Extracellular Signaling Interface

Through heparan sulfate chains on its extracellular domain, syndecan-4 can bind
to various heparin-binding growth factors, chemokines and morphogens [11] (Figure 1).
Syndecan-4 is a powerful regulator of FGF-2 signaling and can modulate growth factor
responses in multiple cell types. In addition, syndecan-4 is capable of signaling in response
to FGF independently of FGF receptor interactions [12–14]. Elfenbein and collaborators
demonstrated that syndecan-4-mediated modulation of FGF2-induced FGFR1 endocyto-
sis and MAPK signaling represents a previously unappreciated mechanism of crosstalk
between the two receptors binding the same ligand [15].

Apart from FGFR signaling, syndecan-4 also affects epidermal growth factor (EGF)-
mediated signaling, albeit through a different mechanism: It has been shown that EGF-
dependent cancer cell migration is mediated through a complex of human epidermal
growth factor receptor-1 (EGFR), α6β4 integrin and Sdc4. In this context, syndecan-
4 modulates signaling via interactions with the extreme C terminus of the β4 integrin
cytoplasmic domain, thereby affecting epithelial cancer cell migration [16]. Moreover, an
extracellular site comprising amino acids 87–131 in the ectodomain of syndecan-4 captures
EGFR, thus affecting signaling in epithelial cancer cells [17]. Apart from receptor tyrosine
kinases, syndecan-4 has also been shown to affect G-protein coupled receptor signaling. For
example, syndecan-4 affects hepatoma and HeLa cell motility and invasion by facilitating
signaling via chemokines such as RANTES/CCL5 and SDF-1 [18,19], which is in accordance
with the role of heparan sulfate in chemokine signaling [20]. The importance of syndecan-4
for the communication between tumor cells and immune cells has also been highlighted
in vivo, as syndecan-4-deficient mice show reduced Lewis lung carcinoma growth, less
dendritic cell recruitment, and increased recruitment of natural killer cells [21]. Finally,
syndecan-4 is also involved in mediating signaling via morphogens such as Wnt. This has
been demonstrated in model organisms such as the frog Xenopus, where the Wnt modulator
R-spondin 3 induces syndecan-4-dependent clathrin-mediated endocytosis of Wnt–receptor
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complexes, thus affecting morphogenesis [22]. In turn, noncanonical Wnt signaling induces
ubiquitination and degradation of syndecan-4 in Xenopus, suggesting complex regulatory
mechanisms [10]. In a cancer context, silencing of syndecan-4 expression was shown to
exhibit an antitumoral effect on human papillary thyroid carcinoma cells by affecting
apoptosis and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition via the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway [23].
Moreover, invasive growth of melanoma cells can be inhibited by syndecan-4 knockdown
and rescued by addition of Wnt5a, suggesting an impact of syndecan-4 on this signaling
pathway in melanoma [24]. Besides regulating cellular signaling via soluble growth factors
and morphogens, syndecan-4 also act as a receptor for ECM molecules. Syndecan-4
facilitates α5β1 integrin binding to its substrate fibronectin, allowing maturation of focal
adhesions [25,26]. The engagement of syndecan-4 by fibronectin triggers rapid endocytosis
of α5β1-integrin, due to activation of RhoG [27]. Furthermore, syndecan-4 phosphorylation
is a control point for integrin recycling [28]. In addition, through heparan sulphate side
chains, syndecan-4 interacts with transglutaminase type 2 (TG2), an extracellular matrix
crosslinking enzyme, affecting fibrosis [29].

Figure 1. Overview of signaling pathways activated by syndecan-4. (A) Syndecan-4 and integrin signaling. (B) Syndecan-4
and growth factors. (C) Syndecan-4 and Wnt signaling. (D) Syndecan-4 and TRPC channels. See text for details.

Shedding of the Extracellular Domain

One mechanism by which syndecan-4 regulates its extracellular signaling is the prote-
olytic cleavage of its intact extracellular domain, in a process called shedding [30]. This
cleavage is highly regulated by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and can be accelerated
under certain physiological conditions [31].

MMP9 has been shown to cleave syndecan-4 from HeLa cells, human primary macrop
hages and endothelial cells [32,33]. Our previous work demonstrated that syndecan-4
depletion decreased the expression of MMP3 in endometriosis, resulting in decreased
invasive growth [34], and suggesting possible feedback loops. ADAMTS-1, a disintegrin
and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs, promotes syndecan-4 shedding, and
this shedding disrupts cell adhesion and promotes cell migration [35,36].

Syndecan ectodomains can be cleaved by thrombin to produce bioactive fragments.
For example, the recombinant ectodomains of human syndecan-3 and syndecan-4 in-
duce significant decreases in endothelial barrier resistance and this involves Rho kinase
pathway-mediated F-actin stress fiber formation and VE-cadherin junction disorganiza-
tion [37]. Modification of the extracellular domain of syndecan-4 with highly flexible
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glycosaminoglycan side chains makes the receptor ideally suited to the detection of ligands
that are dilute or distant from the membrane [38].

2.3. Intracellullar Signal Transduction Mechanisms

The cytoplasmic domain of syndecan-4 is distinct from the other syndecans in its
capacity to bind phosphatidylinositol 4, 5-bisphosphate (PIP2) and to activate protein ki-
nase C-alpha (PKC-alpha) [39–41]. Syndecan-4 also provokes protein kinase Cα (PKCα) to
phosphorylate the transient receptor potential canonical 7 cell membrane channel (TRPC7)
that is involved in the regulation of cytosolic calcium levels to control myofibroblast differ-
entiation [42,43]. (Figure 1). Syndecan-4 regulates downstream signaling pathways and
the activity of the small GTPase Rac1 which orchestrates actin polymerization in migrating
cells [38,44]. In addition, syndecan-4 can regulate the intracellular calcium distribution [43].
Syndecan-4 is known to regulate the organization of cytoskeleton, including focal adhe-
sion and stress fiber formation, and Carvalheiro and coworkers demonstrated that the
coupling of vinculin to F-actin demands syndecan-4. The authors showed that syndecan-4
acts as a central mediator that bridges fibronectin, integrin and intracellular components
(actin and vinculin) and once silenced, the cytoskeleton protein network is disrupted [45].
Overall, these mechanisms expand the role of syndecan-4 beyond its classical function as
a coreceptor for growth factor-mediated receptor tyrosine kinase signaling [12–14] and
chemokine-mediated signaling via G-protein coupled heptahelical receptors [15,16].

3. Syndecan-4 and Cancer

3.1. Syndecan-4 Expression in Cancers

Given the multitude of syndecan-4-mediated cellular functions with relevance to
tumor progression, it is not surprising that the expression of syndecan-4 is dysregulated in
a number of malignant diseases, highlighting its importance as a pathogenesis factor and
diagnostic marker (Table 1). In the following section, we will provide an overview of its
clinicopathological relevance in a number of tumor entities.

Table 1. Syndecan-4 expression in different types of cancer.

Cancer Type Syndecan-4 Expression References

Breast Cancer
(Estrogen receptor-negative) Overexpressed [46]

Colorectal Reduced [47]

Glioma Overexpressed [48]

Liver Overexpressed [49]

Melanoma Overexpressed [24]

Neuroblastoma Reduced [50]

Osteosarcoma Overexpressed [51]

Testicular Overexpressed [52]

Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma Overexpressed [23]

Kidney Overexpressed [53]

ladder Overexpressed [54]

3.1.1. Breast Cancer

Breast cancer (BC) is a complex heterogeneous form of cancer with numerous genetic
alterations and distinct molecular subtypes [55]. According to the American Cancer Society,
breast cancer is the most common cancer among women, accounting for nearly one in
three cancers diagnosed in women [56]. Several studies have shown that heparan sulfate
proteoglycans and specific genes involved in the synthesis and editing of heparan sulfate
proteoglycans show altered expression in breast cancer [57–61]. Syndecan-4 is expressed in
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normal human mammary epithelium, and was initially described as being overexpressed in
an estrogen receptor-negative, highly proliferative breast carcinoma subtype [46]. However,
in a study on duplicate samples of benign and malignant breast cancer cases, syndecan-4
expression was found to be correlated with positive estrogen and progesterone receptor
status, and found to exhibit an expression pattern distinct from syndecan-1, suggesting
divergent pathobiological roles for these proteoglycans [62]. Besides being the second
most abundant HSPG produced by most breast carcinoma cell lines [62], syndecan-4 is
involved in membrane fixation of LL-37 and its pro-migratory effect in breast cancer
cells [63]. Moreover, in vivo, targeting of syndecan-4 in murine 4T1 breast cancer cells
inhibited the formation of early bone metastases [64]. Interestingly, a study demonstrated
that estrogen receptor beta (ERβ) silencing in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells induces the
expression of syndecan-4 [65], suggesting endocrine regulation of syndecan-4 in this tumor
entity. This view is supported by investigations of menstrual cycle-dependent expression
changes in healthy breast tissue, where syndecan-4 mRNA expression was significantly
lower among parous women in the progesterone-dominated luteal phase compared to the
estrogen-dominated follicular phase [66]. Apart from steroidal mechanisms, inhibition
of the receptor tyrosine kinase IGFR was shown to downregulate syndecan-4 levels in
estrogen receptor-positive breast cancer cells via an endocytic mechanism [67].

3.1.2. Colon Cancer

Heparan sulfate proteoglycans, as well as heparan sulfate remodeling enzymes, are
molecules involved in colorectal cancer tumorigenesis [68]. In normal epithelial cells and
tissues, the expression level of syndecan-4 is high, however, syndecan-4 is significantly
reduced in highly metastatic colon carcinoma cells (KM1214) [47,69]. Hypoxia is one of
the factors regulating syndecan-4 expression in human colon cancer cells, as it can induce
its expression, along with alpha 5 integrin [70]. Interestingly, hetero-oligomerization with
syndecan-2 reduces both syndecan-4-dependent PKCα activation and cell adhesion and
syndecan-2-mediated migration and anchorage-independent growth in colon cancer cells,
suggesting a functional interplay of syndecans in tumor progression [71]. Moreover, the
recombinant syndecan-4 ectodomain is capable of inducing the expression of the epidermal
growth factors erb-b2 and erb-b3 in colon cancer cells, suggesting a regulatory crosstalk
between these receptor tyrosine kinases and the proteoglycan [68]. In turn, experimental
lung metastasis of the murine colon cancer cell line MC-38 resulted in an induction of
syndecan-4 expression in blood vessels at the metastatic site, suggesting a possible role for
this proteoglycan in the metastatic niche [72].

3.1.3. Glioma

Human glioma is the most common type of primary brain tumor worldwide. Using
proteomics analysis, a recent study showed the pull-down of multiple cancer-related
proteoglycans with key roles in the pathogenesis of glioma [73]. All malignant glioma cell
lines and glioblastoma specimens expressed all types of syndecans at the mRNA level.
Syndecan-4 is highly expressed on the surface of glioma cells [48]. Interestingly, syndecan-4
mRNA expression has been indicated as a novel marker for the prediction of glioblastoma
multiforme patients’ response to treatment with the WT1 peptide vaccine [74], and its
expression is altered in pediatric astrocytoma [75].

3.1.4. Liver Cancer

Liver cancer is the most frequent cause of cancer deaths across the globe [76]. Al-
terations in proteoglycan expression interfere with the physiologic function of the liver
on several levels and, in addition, this affects cancer cell signaling pathways, facilitating
tumorigenesis [77,78]. Syndecan-4 is expressed in human normal liver [79]. In both hepato-
cellular carcinoma (HCC) and cholangiocarcinoma, increased levels of syndecan-4 were
found [49]. Notably, studies in a susceptible mouse model of Moloney murine leukemia,
virus infection demonstrated that provirus integration at a site upstream of the first exon of
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the syndecan-4 gene resulted in particularly fast-growing hepatocellular carcinomas [80].
Moreover, syndecan-4 plays an important coreceptor role in the effects of the chemokine
SDF-1 on human hepatoma cell growth, migration, and invasion [81].

3.1.5. Melanoma

Melanoma is a highly aggressive skin cancer [82]. Along with beta 3 integrin and
WNT5A, syndecan-4 is part of a gene signature characteristic for metastatic disease in
melanoma [83]. Indeed, syndecan-4 is an important component of the Wnt5A autocrine
signaling loop and its overexpression is correlated to increased metastatic potential in
melanoma patients. In addition, the knockdown of syndecan-4 caused decreases in cell
invasion of metastatic melanoma cells [24]. Moreover, a study has shown that inhibition of
syndecan-binding protein syntenin-1 (SDCBP) expression by siRNA impaired the ability of
uveal melanoma cells to migrate in a wound-healing assay [84].

In contrast, a different study demonstrated that reduction in syndecan-4 expression
in melanoma cells resulted in downregulation of FGF-2 signaling, leading to an increase
in tumor cell motility and decreased adhesion to fibronectin, demonstrating a regulatory
role of syndecan-4 on these cell functions [85]. Of note, syndecan-4 is required for the
activating function of latent heparanase in the activation of VLA4 integrin in melanoma
cells [86]. Finally, syndecan-4 overexpression significantly reduces the migration of A375
melanoma cells, whereas its siRNA knockdown enhanced their migration, consistent with
the observation that syndecan-4 overexpression reduced lung and popliteal lymph node
metastasis of B16F10 melanoma cells in mice. Notably, syntenin overexpression could
compensate for the effect of syndecan-4 depletion, suggesting functional interactions [87].

3.1.6. Neuroblastoma

Neuroblastoma is a pediatric malignancy that originates from the neural crest. Previ-
ous works have shown that extracellular matrix components contribute to tumor progres-
sion in neuroblastoma [88,89]. Using microarray dataset analysis, Knelson and collabora-
tors demonstrated that syndecan-4 expression is reduced in neuroblastoma in comparison
with benign neuroblastic tumors and is high in the Schwannian stroma [50].

3.1.7. Osteosarcoma

Osteosarcoma is the most common malignant bone tumor in young adults and chil-
dren [90,91]. Pathogenesis of osteosarcoma implicates qualitative and quantitative changes
in the proteoglycans [92,93]. A study has shown that syndecan-4 expression is upregulated
in high-grade osteosarcoma when compared to other tissues. In addition, its overexpres-
sion was significantly associated with a larger tumor size, distant metastasis and poor
overall survival [51]. The expression of syndecan-4 on osteosarcoma cell lines in vitro can
be induced by the cytokines lL-1b and IL-6, but not by the osteotropic hormones parathy-
roid hormone (PTH(1–34)), and 1,25(OH)2-vitamin D3 [94]. Mechanistically, syndecan-4
mediates tumorigenic properties of osteosarcoma cells via cell surface interactions with
autotaxin-β [64].

3.1.8. Testicular Germ Cell Tumors

Testicular germ cell tumors are the most common malignancy of young adult males [95,96].
They are classified into seminomatous germ cell tumors (testicular germ cell tumors, TGCTs)
and nonseminomatous germ cell tumors (NSGCTs), the latter being either undifferenti-
ated (embryonal carcinoma) or differentiated (teratoma, yolk sac tumor and choriocar-
cinoma) [97]. In both seminomatous testicular germ cell tumors (TGCTs) and nonsemi-
nomatous germ cell tumors (NSGCTs), significantly increased expression of syndecan-4
was detected in tumor cells. Syndecan-4 is differentially expressed in seminomas and
NSGCTs and might be a useful marker [52]. Studies on rat Sertoli cell development have
demonstrated that syndecan-4 expression in healthy testes is regulated by protein kinase C,
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follicle-stimulating hormone and the second messenger cAMP, providing possible avenues
for pharmacological intervention in the context of malignant disease [98,99].

3.1.9. Papillary Thyroid Cancer

Papillary thyroid cancer is the most common type of thyroid cancer [100,101]. To
obtain proteomic profiles from various thyroid cancer cell lines that represent the range of
thyroid cancers of follicular cell origin, a study used a proteomics strategy targeting cell
surface and secreted proteins and identified syndecan-1 and syndecan-4 as glycoproteins
uniquely expressed by the various thyroid cancer cell lines [102]. Using a microarray,
two recent studies have shown that syndecan-4 expression levels among the papillary
thyroid cancer tissues are higher than that in normal thyroid tissues [103,104]. Interestingly,
syndecan-4 gene silencing represses EMT, and enhances cell apoptosis by suppressing
the activation of the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway in human papillary thyroid carci-
noma [23].

3.1.10. Kidney Cancer

Renal cell carcinoma, also known as hypernephroma, renal adenocarcinoma or Grawitz
tumor, is the most common malignant type of kidney cancer [105]. Renal cell carcinoma is
characterized by profound changes in cellular metabolism such as glucose and glutamine
utilization, lipid metabolism and mitochondrial function [106]. A study demonstrated that
metastatic Caki-1 and ACHN cells (human renal adenocarcinoma) expressed higher levels
of syndecan-4 mRNA than primary renal cell carcinoma cell lines. The authors concluded
that upregulation of syndecan-4 mRNA plays an important role in the development of renal
cell carcinoma and advanced forms of the disease with metastasis [53]. In contrast, a study
utilizing data from the Human Protein Atlas dataset assigned a positive prognostic value to
high syndecan-4 protein expression in renal cell carcinoma [107]. Different methodological
approaches, such as the assessment of syndecan-4 mRNA vs. protein levels, may account
for the discordant results of these studies.

3.1.11. Bladder Cancer

Bladder cancer is the most common malignancy of the urinary tract and is common
in women and the fourth most common malignancy in men [108,109]. The expression
of syndecan-1, -2 and -3 is decreased while syndecan-4 is increased in bladder cancers
compared to normal tissues [54,110]. Functionally, interactions of syndecan-4 and an-
giomodulin have been found to be responsible for the formation of cord-like structures in
the human bladder carcinoma cell line ECV-304 [111].

3.2. Syndecan-4 in Cancer Biology

The dysregulated expression of syndecan-4 in numerous tumor entities (see Table 1)
suggests a possible mechanistic contribution to cancer progression. Indeed, proteoglycans
are capable of modulating virtually all hallmarks of cancer [112–114]. In the following
section, we will highlight the role of syndecan-4 in selected tumor-associated cellular
functions.

3.2.1. Survival

Disruption of cell–matrix attachment results in a loss of prosurvival signals and cul-
minates in programmed cell death, referred to as anoikis [115]. Tumor cells often resist
anoikis, survive and grow in the absence of anchorage to the extracellular matrix (ECM).
In our previous work, we have demonstrated that the acquisition of anoikis resistance by
blocking adhesion to the substrate upregulates syndecan-4 expression in endothelial cells
and syndecan-4 gene silencing reverses the transformed phenotype of anoikis-resistant
endothelial cells [116,117]. The Ras/Raf/MAPK (MEK)/ERK pathway plays a crucial
role in the survival and development of tumor cells [118,119]. Neel and collaborators
demonstrated that SDC4-ROS1 and SLC34A2-ROS1 fusion oncoproteins reside on endo-
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somes and activate the MAPK pathway. Moreover, they showed that knockdown of these
fusion proteins resulted in suppression of the RAS/MAPK pathway [120]. In addition,
knockdown of syndecan-4 in human papillary thyroid carcinoma cells promoted apoptosis
via the Wnt/beta catenin pathway [23]. Moreover, knockdown of syndecan-4 reduces
macrophage cell surface TG2 activity and apoptotic cell clearance [121]. Finally, association
of the chemokine SDF-1 with syndecan-4 increases the resistance of hepatoma cells to
TNF-alpha-induced apoptosis [80].

3.2.2. Proliferation

Proliferation is an important part of cancer development and progression [122]. The
Ras–Raf–MEK–ERK signaling cascade is crucial for controlling this process [123]. Several
studies have shown that syndecan-4 signaling can lead to ERK activation and induce cell
proliferation [124,125]. Syndecan-4 promotes cytokinesis in a phosphorylation-dependent
manner in MCF-7 breast adenocarcinoma cells, which shed the ectodomain of syndecan-4
periodically in a cell cycle-dependent way, reaching the maximum at the G2/M phase [126].
Several works have demonstrated that syndecan-4 gene silencing suppresses the cell cycle
progression, decreasing the transition from G1 to S phase and decreasing the levels of cyclin
D1 and cyclin E in different cancer cell lines [117,127,128]. Recently, it was demonstrated
that the prometastatic integrin-interacting factor autotaxin-beta promotes osteosarcoma
cell proliferation via a mechanism that requires a physical interaction with syndecan-4 [64],
expanding the range of mechanisms by which syndecan-4 regulates tumor cell growth.

3.2.3. Adhesion

Tumor cells often show a decrease in cell–cell and/or cell–matrix adhesion [129].
Besides that, changes in cell adhesion molecules play a causal role in tumor dissemina-
tion [130]. Syndecan-4 is an important regulator of cell adhesion [11]. αVβ1 integrin
and syndecan-4 are key players of the interaction with vitronectin in bladder cancer cells.
Although these surface receptors share a similar role, the energy landscapes of single molec-
ular complexes reveal higher (integrins) and lower (syndecans) energy barriers. The shape
of the energy landscape agrees with the binding site structures of both complexes [131].
Notably, epithelial cell spreading depends on the interaction of syndecan-4 with integrins,
as β4 integrin mutants deficient in syndecan-4 recognition act in a dominant negative
manner to block EGFR-dependent cell spreading [16]. Recent works identified PAR-3 as a
syndecan-4-binding protein and the syndecan-4/PAR-3 signaling complex participates in
Thy-1/CD90-induced focal adhesion disassembly in mesenchymal cells [132].

3.2.4. Cell Migration

There are several mechanisms by which syndecan-4 contributes to tumor cell migra-
tion. Syndecan-4 promotes cell migration in a variety of cells. Syndecan-4 is involved
in membrane fixation of cathelicidin LL-37 and its promigratory effect in breast cancer
cells [63]. It is also involved in RANTES/CCL5-induced migration and invasion of human
hepatoma cells [19]. Ochieng and collaborators have demonstrated that knockdown of
syndecan-4 significantly attenuated the invasive capacity and uptake of labeled exosomes
and FNH (fetuin-A and histones) nanoparticles of LN229, a highly aggressive glioblas-
toma cell line [133]. Similar results were found in anoikis-resistant endothelial cells, and
syndecan-4 silencing led to downregulation of the invasive capacity of anoikis-resistant
endothelial cells [117]. Syndecan-4 is also capable of modulating the effect of other matrix
constituents in tumor cell migration: In breast cancer, the protease ADAMTS-15 reduces
cell migration on fibronectin and laminin matrices. Notably, the inhibitory effect could be
rescued by knockdown of syndecan-4, suggesting a mechanistic role in this context which
is worthy of further exploration [134].
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3.2.5. Tumor Angiogenesis

Angiogenesis is an important step for cancer growth and progression [135]. The ability
of syndecan-4 to regulate angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels from an existing
vasculature, is suggested by the observation that the codelivery of proteoliposomes with
FGF-2 increased the cellular uptake, trafficking and nuclear localization of the growth factor.
These alterations in cellular signaling, trafficking and nuclear localization led to increased
proliferation, migration and angiogenic differentiation in response to FGF-2 treatment [13].
Moreover, the ability of endothelial tube formation in matrigel is reduced upon syndecan-4
silencing, which was partially attributed to the role of syndecan-4 in coupling viculin to
F-actin, and to connecting actin filopodial protrusions to vascular endothelial cadherin-rich
junctions [45].

In endometriosis, a disease characterized by invasive growth of endometrial tissue at
ectopic sites, syndecan-4 is upregulated along with constituents of TGF-beta signaling, and
modulates invasion via regulation of MMP and RAC1 expression [34,136]. Moreover, in a
mouse model of pathological lymphangiogenesis, syndecan-4 was the predominant hep-
aran sulfate proteoglycan in mouse lymphatic endothelia, and showed a VEGF-C-induced
association with VEGF receptor-3 at the lymphatic cell surface. Notably, syndecan-4-
deficient mice showed an impaired pathological lymphangiogenesis in this model, sug-
gesting a possible coreceptor function for VEGF-C [21]. Recent findings document not
only a role for syndecan-4 in lymphangiogenesis, but also in classical VEGFA-mediated
angiogenesis: Syndecan-4-deficient mice show reduced angiogenesis not only in a model
of diabetic retinopathy, but also in a melanoma model of tumor angiogenesis. The impact
of syndecan-4 on these processes was shown to involve a mechanism by which syndecan-4
localized at endothelial cell junctions interacts with vascular endothelial cadherin, and
participates in its internalization in response to VEGFA [137].

3.3. Syndecan-4 as a Target for Anticancer Drugs

The dysregulation of syndecan-4 in various cancers, and its mechanistic contribution
to multiple steps of tumor progression, mark it as an attractive potential target for cancer
therapy. Several studies have demonstrated that therapeutics currently used in clinics have
an impact on syndecan-4 expression and its functions (Table 2).

Table 2. Effects of anticancer drugs on syndecan-4 expression in different cell models.

Anticancer Drug Cell Type Biological Effects References

Trastuzumab
(Herceptin®)

Anoikis-resistant
endothelial cells

Decreases syndecan-4
expression

[138]

Panitumumab
(Vectibix®) Colon cancer [139]

Bisphosphonate
Zoledronic acid

(ASCO)
Breast cancer Syndecan-4

upregulation [140]

3.3.1. Trastuzumab

Trastuzumab (Herceptin®) is a humanized recombinant monoclonal antibody (mAb)
of the immunoglobulin G1 type, approved by the FDA for treatment of breast and gastric
cancer with overexpression of ErbB2 (HER2) [141,142]. Recently, we demonstrated that
trastuzumab reduces syndecan-4 expression in anoikis-resistant endothelial cells and this
interaction controls cellular events, such as proliferation, adhesion and angiogenesis, in
these cells [138].

3.3.2. Panitumumab

Panitumumab is a human monoclonal antibody (pMAb) approved by the FDA in
2007, which inhibits epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). Panitumumab is used for
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the treatment of patients with metastatic colorectal cancer. A first study reported that
panitumumab (pmAb) significantly decreases the expression of syndecan-4 [139].

3.3.3. Bisphosphonate Zoledronic Acid (ASCO)

Bisphosphonate zoledronic acid (ASCO) inhibits osteoclast-mediated bone resorp-
tion. It has been approved for treatment of patients with advanced lung cancer, renal
cancer and other solid tumors with bone metastases or multiple myeloma and for the
management of tumor-induced hypercalcemia [143,144]. Interestingly, Dedes and collab-
orators demonstrated that syndecan-4 expression is upregulated upon treatment with
zoledronate [140].

Overall, these data suggest that syndecan-4 expression and function is already modu-
lated by existing anticancer drugs, and therefore part of the therapeutic response. Syndecan-
4 has been targeted or utilized as part of therapeutic approaches in nonmalignant diseases,
and this knowledge could be utilized in a cancer context in the future: For example,
antibody-mediated inhibition of syndecan-4 has been proposed as a treatment for os-
teoarthritis [145,146]. Moreover, syndecan-4 enhances uptake of liposomes for therapeutic
gene delivery [147]. Notably, binding of the cell-penetrating peptide Xentry to syndecan-4
has been utilized to target therapeutics to melanoma cells in vitro [148]. While not specific
to syndecan-4 alone, a targeting of the heparan sulfate moiety may expand the range of
approaches hampering syndecan-4 function in cancer [149,150].

4. Conclusions

In this review, we demonstrated that changes in the expression of syndecan-4 con-
tribute to the development and progression of cancer, and have a diagnostic and prognostic
value in numerous tumor entities. Besides that, we showed that syndecan-4 has an im-
portant role in the hallmarks of cancer, modulating multiple steps of tumor progression,
including unlimited cell proliferation, resistance to apoptosis, invasive growth and metas-
tasis, tumor angiogenesis and tumor-associated inflammation. Syndecan-4 mediates these
processes as a signaling interface at the cell surface, acting as a classical heparan sulfate
coreceptor for soluble ligands such as growth factors and chemokines, but also via interac-
tions of its protein moiety with growth factor receptors and integrins. The data reviewed in
this article support that a targeting of syndecan-4, or a modulation of its expression using
already available drugs, may be promising strategy for the treatment of different types
of cancers.
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Abstract: Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a fatal disease with poor prognosis because
patients rarely express symptoms in initial stages, which prevents early detection and diagnosis.
Syndecans, a subfamily of proteoglycans, are involved in many physiological processes including cell
proliferation, adhesion, and migration. Syndecans are physiologically found in many cell types and
their interactions with other macromolecules enhance many pathways. In particular, extracellular
matrix components, growth factors, and integrins collect the majority of syndecans associations acting
as biochemical, physical, and mechanical transducers. Syndecans are transmembrane glycoproteins,
but occasionally their extracellular domain can be released from the cell surface by the action of
matrix metalloproteinases, converting them into soluble molecules that are capable of binding distant
molecules such as extracellular matrix (ECM) components, growth factor receptors, and integrins
from other cells. In this review, we explore the role of syndecans in tumorigenesis as well as their
potential as therapeutic targets. Finally, this work reviews the contribution of syndecan-1 and
syndecan-2 in PDAC progression and illustrates its potential to be targeted in future treatments for
this devastating disease.

Keywords: pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; syndecans; proteoglycans; tumor progression;
angiogenesis

1. Introduction

The pancreas is an organ that functions as part of the gastrointestinal system. Even
though it is primarily an exocrine gland, it also has an endocrine function. The endocrine
pancreas is constituted of pancreatic islets, which produce and secrete insulin and glucagon
hormones (among others), to regulate blood glucose levels and glucose intake by cells. The
exocrine pancreas instead is constituted by the pancreatic duct and acinar cells. It is in
charge of producing enzymes such as proteases, lipases, and amylases that are released into
the duodenum to support nutrient digestion. Pancreatic dysfunction can lead to digestion
problems as well as dysregulation of blood glucose homeostasis due to different diseases
including diabetes mellitus, chronic and acute pancreatitis, and hereditary pancreatitis.
Moreover, the most relevant for patient’s survival is, without doubt, pancreatic cancer
in the form of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC). PDAC accounts for more than
90% of all pancreatic malignancies and is usually diagnosed at very advanced stages
due to the lack of efficient screening tests present for early detection as well as due to its
asymptomatic nature at early stages. Moreover, some of its symptoms, like abdominal
pain, jaundice, and dark urine are not specific to this disease, which makes it even more
difficult to diagnose [1]. The cause of pancreatic cancer remains unknown, but a few
authors have recently expressed that some of the risk factors of developing PDAC are
cigarette smoking, a diet based on a high intake of fat and meat, diabetes, alcohol abuse, and
family history [1,2]. There are three precursors from which PDAC originates [3], namely
intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm (IPMN), mucinous cystic neoplasm (MCN) and
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pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasm (PanIN), the last one being the most common precursor
lesion of pancreatic cancer. PanINs are non-invasive epithelial neoplasms usually located
at the head of the pancreas. PanINs can be divided into PanIN-1, PanIN-2, and PanIN-3,
depending on its stage. These neoplasms are considered to be the first steps before PDAC
development and each one is associated with specific mutations. For example, PanIN-1 is
characterized by alterations in Epithelial Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) signaling and
KRAS mutations, while PanIN-2 and -3 are characterized by the inactivation of tumor
suppressor genes like CDKN2A, SMAD4, and TP53 [4].

As mentioned above, KRAS mutation is one of the first events in PanIN progression
into PDAC. Constitutive activation of mutant KRas promotes plasticity of neoplastic cells
and tumor development. Moreover, KRas activates signaling events such as MAPK and
PI3K/Akt pathways, which regulate genes involved in cell proliferation, migration, sur-
vival/apoptosis, and metastasis [4]. These signaling pathways are normally activated
through different cellular receptors such as tyrosine kinase receptors (TKRs), a receptor
family which participates in a wide range of cellular processes, like cell proliferation,
growth, and invasion [5]. Most of these biochemical pathways, such as cell proliferation,
survival and metastasis, are possible because of the extracellular matrix (ECM). The ECM is
a three-dimensional network of fibrous proteins, glycoproteins, proteoglycans, and polysac-
charides with different biochemical and physical properties synthesized and secreted by
stromal cells, mainly fibroblasts. Furthermore, the ECM provides structural and biochemi-
cal support for organs and tissues, epithelial cell layers as basal membrane, and individual
cells as a substrate for migration [6,7]. The ECM, as well as cell–cell contact and diverse
signaling molecules, serves as an information exchanger between cells forming a tissue.
These interactions provide the necessary information to preserve cellular differentiation
and thus create complex tissue structures. During the early stages of tumorigenesis, the
ECM suffers a remodeling that supports tumor initiation and proliferation. This remodel-
ing is caused mainly by enzymes called matrix metalloproteinases (MMP), overexpressed
in most human cancers, which hydrolyze the ECM proteins [8].

Pancreatic cancer is characterized by a desmoplastic reaction, in which the deposition
of abundant amounts of ECM by stromal pancreatic stellate cells (PSCs) exert biochemical
and mechanical effects on PDAC cells [9]. The degree of stromal reaction predicts an
aggressive phenotype, and it has been related to chemotherapeutic resistance. In fact,
the accumulation of ECM components in PDAC is so high that the stroma accounts for
more than 90% of the total tumor mass [10]. For this reason, the pancreatic cancer stroma
has attracted the attention of many researchers in terms of targeting the ECM for the
development of new PDAC treatments. However, special care should be taken to avoid
the depletion of the entire ECM, as this could have dramatic consequences [10]. The
degradation of the ECM components and the basal membrane implies the destruction
of a physical barrier, which would allow stromal invasion by cancer cells as well as the
migration of endothelial cells into the matrix, resulting in neovascularization. Moreover,
during the ECM degradation, different growth factors may be released, a fact that would
support the proliferation of cancer cells and tumor growth.

Another important component of the ECM which also plays a significant role in cancer
cells are the proteoglycans (PGs). PGs are not only restricted to extracellular locations but
are also present in cell membranes, acting as receptors to transduce extracellular signals.
They are involved in functions like tissue repair and the development and maintenance
of homeostatic intracellular processes. The PGs are constituted by core proteins where
glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are covalently attached. There are different types of GAGs but
the most important ones are heparan sulfate (HS) and hyaluronan or hyaluronic acid (HA).

Heparan sulfate may be the most complex GAG identified until now, because of
modifications and sulfations. As mentioned above, HS can be attached to a proteoglycan,
forming heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) and both are crucial for cancer initiation
and progression. Importantly, HSPGs are able to modulate the interaction between growth
factors and TKRs as well as the intracellular transport of extracellular vesicles carrying
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proteins and nucleic acids implicated in the development of cancer [11,12]. Different
studies sustain the importance of these HSPGs in the development and physiology of
the organisms, affecting metabolism, transport, and information transfer [13]. The major
HSPGs present on the cell surface are syndecans and glypicans. Syndecans are a group of
four members classified as “full-time” HSPGs because their function is restricted to the HS
chains attached to the PG core protein [14]. The aim of this work is to review the interaction
of syndecans with cellular receptors, their role in PDAC progression, as well as their
inhibition as a potential PDAC treatment. Also, we will examine the role of syndecan-2 in
promoting angiogenesis and its shedding as a key factor for angiogenesis inhibition.

2. Syndecan Structure and Interactions

Syndecans are type I glycoproteins encoded by the genes SDC1, SDC2, SDC3, and
SDC4, which are expressed throughout the body, participating in different functions and
pathways (Table 1) [15]. Syndecan structure can be divided into three differentiated
domains, the ectodomain (the N-terminal polypeptide where GAGs are attached), a single
transmembrane domain, and the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain (Figure 1a).

Table 1. Syndecans location and principal functions as transmembrane receptors.

Syndecan Main Location Function

Syndecan-1 Epithelial and plasma cells [16]

Cooperates with several integrins (αvβ3, αvβ5, α2β1,
α3β1, and α6β4) through the core protein. Plays roles in
matrix remodeling, cell adhesion and spreading,
migration, and cytoskeleton rearrangements [17].
Present in breast [18,19], prostate [20], colorectal [21],
and pancreatic [22,23] cancers

Syndecan-2 Mesenchymal cells [24]

Important regulator of angiogenesis [25,26]. Present in
some cancers such as PDAC [27] and colon cancer [28].
Regulates actin cytoskeleton organization, especially in
lung cancer [29]

Syndecan-3 Brain, nervous system, and cartilage [30,31]

Important for brain development as well as in feeding
behaviors (is upregulated in the hypothalamus in
response to food deprivation] [32]. Plays roles in
rheumatoid arthritis disease [33], angiogenesis [34], and
HIV-1 infection [35]

Syndecan-4 Most tissues [36,37]
Plays roles in cell mechanics [38] and induces focal
adhesion formation [39] and cytoskeleton
organization [40,41]

The ectodomain is important for cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions via attached
GAGs, and introduces variances between syndecan types, unlike the other two domains
that are highly conserved. In particular, heparan sulfate (HS) and chondroitin sulfate
(CS) are the GAGs present in syndecan-1 and syndecan-3, while for syndecan-2 and
syndecan-4, there are exclusively HS chains [42]. As GAGs are able to bind ECM molecules,
syndecans, which interact with the cytoskeleton through its cytoplasmatic domain, may
promote mechanical cellular responses [43]. Moreover, syndecans cooperate with specific
integrins through the core protein to mediate cell adhesion [44,45]. For example, syndecan-
1 cooperates with several integrins (αvβ3, αvβ5, α2β1, α3β1, and α6β4) [46,47], while
syndecan-2 interacts with β1 integrins [48].

The transmembrane domain is necessary for the dimerization of core proteins into ho-
modimers, which are essential for activating cascade signals [49]. The cytoplasmic domain
is directly linked to the cytoskeleton, interacting with several kinases, and promoting dif-
ferent cellular functions [50]. It is divided into three subdomains (Figure 2b), two constant
regions (C1 and C2) separated by a variable region (V), which is unique for every syndecan.
The C1 region, the membrane-proximal domain, is associated with cytoskeletal interactions
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and endocytosis [51]. For example, in syndecan-2, the C1 region interacts with ezrin, an
actin-associated cytoskeletal protein. Since C1 is a conserved region, the possibility exists
that other syndecans could also be able to generate this interaction [52]. In syndecan-3, C1
binds to Src kinase and one of its substrates, cortactin, initiating neurite outgrowth [53]. On
the other hand, the C2 region, the membrane-distal domain, interacts with PDZ binding
proteins (synbindin, synectin, and syntenin) [50]. In particular, the interaction between
syndecans and their adaptor protein syntenin is crucial for the biogenesis and loading
of exosomes, a type of secreted vesicle involved in physiopathological processes such as
cardiovascular diseases, neurodegeneration, and tumor progression. Exosomes secreted
by cancer cells can contribute to tumor progression by fostering angiogenesis and the
migration of tumor cells [54].

Figure 1. Syndecan structure. (a) Schematic representation of syndecan domains and their functions; (b) Close-up of the
syndecan cytoplasmatic domain showing the constants (C1/C2) and the variable (V) regions and their potential interactions.
The interaction between the variable region with α-actinin links syndecans to the cytoskeleton.

The V region is where most intracellular interactions between syndecans and other
molecules take place. In syndecan-4, this region binds to phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-
bisphosphate (PIP2) and its binding promotes the activation of PKCα [55,56]. Moreover,
recent studies demonstrated that the V region motif (KKXXXKK) acts as a scaffold for
PKCα, regulating its localization, activity, and stability [40,57]. This binding also triggers
the activation of RhoA and RhoGTPases, and through syndecan-4 cooperation, it promotes
focal adhesion formation [58]. The syndecan-4-PKCα interaction might be regulated by
the phosphorylation of Ser183 residue [59]. This phosphorylation decreases the affinity of
syndecan-4 to PIP2 and consequently to PKCα, which in turn decreases and prevents cell
migration. However, this phosphorylation promotes an alternative binding of α-actinin
to the V region [41,60] which creates a direct linkage between syndecan-4 and the actin
cytoskeleton [38]. It has been demonstrated that interactions between the V region and
α-actinin and/or PKCα are necessary for signal mechanotransduction and mechanical
adaptation to force. Deletion of α-actinin and PKCα binding sites has been associated with
defects in cytoskeletal organization, stress fiber assembly, and the inhibition of myofibrob-
last differentiation [38].

It is well known that syndecans interact with other membrane receptors, acting as
co-receptors. They are able to associate with integrins, growth factor receptors (GFRs),
as well as adhesion, invasion, angiogenic and migration promoters, and extracellular
matrix glycoproteins and collagens [61]. An important aspect of this co-receptor behavior
is the interaction with growth factors (GFs) and their respective GFRs. For example,
Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) plays a key role in blood vessel formation and
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maintenance during development. Syndecans are believed to act as Vascular Endothelial
Growth Factor Receptor (VEGFR) co-receptors by binding to its ligand and increasing its
local concentration in the cell plasmatic membrane, facilitating their binding to VEGFR [62].
Indeed, in the absence of the HS chains that are present in syndecans, the VEGF would not
be able to find some of its membrane receptors. Syndecans also promote ligand-receptor
binding in the case of Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) and its receptor, where the O-sulfation
pattern of the HS chains seems to be crucial for its binding capacity to FGF [63,64].

Figure 2. Syndecan functions and interactions. (a) Syndecan-4 cooperates with Epithelial Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR)
and β1-integrin to tune cell mechanics in response to tension (b) Syndecan-1 and syndecan-4 interact with HER-2 and
EGFR respectively, and with α6β4 and α3β1 to promote cell motility and survival (c) Syndecan-1 interaction with insulin-
like growth factor-1 receptor (IGF1-R) activates talin, which in turn activates αvβ3 and αvβ5 integrins, leading to cell
proliferation, migration, and survival. These interactions can be blocked with the synstatin peptide.

The Epithelial Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) also interacts with the ectodomain
of syndecans. In particular, Chronopoulos et al. [38] demonstrated that when inhibiting
the EGFR with Gefitinib, pancreatic stellate cells (PSC) were unable to react to external
tension applied to syndecan-4, preventing adaptive cell stiffening and also force-induced
PI3K activation. They concluded that syndecan-4, in cooperation with EGFR and β-1
integrin, tunes cell mechanics in response to localized tension via kindlin-2 and RhoA
in a PI3K-dependent manner (Figure 2a). In another work, Wang et al. [65] described,
using HaCaT and MCF10A epithelial cell lines, that syndecan-1 and syndecan-4 directly
interact with HER-2 and EGFR, respectively, and also capture α3β1 integrin. This ternary
complex interacts with α6β4 integrin via its cytoplasmatic link with the syndecan, leading
to activation and downstream signaling that promote motility and survival (Figure 2b) [65].
Other described interactions include the association between syndecan-1, the insulin-like
growth factor-1 receptor (IGF1-R) and αvβ3 or αvβ5 in both human mammary carcinoma
cells and endothelial cells undergoing angiogenesis. This mechanism requires syndecan-1
clustering or engaging with matrix ligands. When captured by syndecan-1, IGF1-R suffers
autophosphorylation and activation. This initiates an inside-out signaling that activates
talin, which in turn promotes integrin activation. This pathway can be competitively
blocked by the Synstatin (SSTN92–119), a short peptide that displaces IGF1-R and integrins
from syndecan-1, preventing its activation [66–68] (Figure 2c).

Other examples include the cooperation between neuronal Thy-1, syndecan-4, and
ανβ3 integrin in astrocyte cells to activate PKCα and in consequence, the RhoA pathway.
This response was inhibited when SDC4 expression was silenced or a syndecan-4 mutant
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lacking the intracellular domain was overexpressed [69]. Syndecan-4 and α5β1 integrin
also cooperates to activate PKCα in melanoma cells [70]. Moreover, the Thy-1-integrin
linkage is relevant in melanoma invasion, myocyte transmigration through endothelial cells,
and host defense mechanisms. In fact, the triple cooperation between Thy-1, syndecan-4,
and α5β1 integrin is responsible for mediating the contractility response to mechanosignals
in melanoma cells [71].

Finally, the interaction of syndecans with integrins can also be in an indirect way
via intermediate receptors. For example, syndecan-2 has been described to interact with
the protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor CD148 to promote Src and PI3K signaling,
which in turn regulate β1 integrin-mediated adhesion processes, like angiogenesis and
inflammation [48].

3. Syndecan Shedding

Syndecans are usually cleaved near the membrane by a process called shedding. The
extracellular domain of the syndecans is released to the extracellular space and is converted
into a soluble effector that can bind to growth factors, extracellular ligands, membrane
receptors, etc. During this event, the GAGs are even more important because they interact
with a great percentage of molecules in this shed-syndecan form. This highly regulated
process is carried out by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), also known as sheddases of
syndecans, which usually cleave before a hydrophobic residue. In humans, 23 different
MMPs are known to exist, 14 of them expressed in vasculature. MMPs are produced
by multiple tissues and cells: connective tissue, pro-inflammatory, and uteroplacental
cells, fibroblasts, osteoblasts, endothelial cells, vascular smooth muscle cells, macrophages,
neutrophils, lymphocytes, and cytotrophoblasts. MMPs are regulated at many levels,
including at the mRNA and protein level (this last one by activation of the proenzyme to its
active form), but also by growth factors. For example, VEGF-A downregulation promotes
a decrease in MMP-2 expression [72], while the presence of Epithelial Growth Factor
(EGF) upregulates MMP-1 and MMP-9 transcripts [73]. However, the most important
regulators of MMPs are the tissue inhibitors of matrix metalloproteinases (TIMPs), which
coexist in balance with MMPs. When MMPs are upregulated or TIMPs are downregulated
(compared to homeostatic values), an imbalance that can lead to various pathological
conditions such as heart failure, osteoarthritis, and cancer is produced [74]. MMPs activity
is difficult to detect, except for during tissue repair processes such as wound healing and
menstruation [75]. Some of the MMPs are excreted as proMMPs and then activated on the
cell surface by various factors such as heat, low pH, chaotropic agents, and thiol-modifying
agents, like N-ethylamine [74]. MMP expression or activity is influenced by hormones,
GFs, and cytokines [76]. For example, in the case of menstruation, as a clear example of
MMP action, the ovarian sex hormones regulate the expression of these MMPs during
endometrium tissue remodeling. MMPs are important in many biological processes, such
as cell proliferation, migration and invasion, ECM remodeling, and vascularization. These
processes are constantly occurring in the whole body, but if not controlled, they can lead
to different diseases such as cancer. MMPs participate in these pathological processes by
cleaving GFs and PGs and by playing a role in ECM degradation.

Syndecans are a target for shedding by MMPs and this process has multiple effects
on cell signaling (Figure 3). As extracellular soluble molecules, shed syndecans can bind
ligands, preventing them from finding their transmembrane receptor. Moreover, as soluble
effectors, they can start new signaling pathways through binding to other transmembrane
receptors [77]. The syndecan shedding through MMPs is known to be induced by GFs [78],
chemokines [79], bacterial virulence factors [80], trypsin [81], insulin (especially for patients
with diabetes mellitus) [82], heparinase [83], and cell stress [74]. Intracellular mechanisms
can also lead to syndecan shedding [84], as the tyrosine residues of the cytoplasmic domain
are an important site of phosphorylation to induce this process [78,84]. But why and when
does this shedding happen? It is known that syndecan shedding happens mainly in three
main processes: wound healing, cancer, and bacterial pathogenesis.
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Figure 3. Syndecan shedding. Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs] cleave syndecans near the transmembrane domain.
Syndecan shedding prevents the transduction of intracellular signals that otherwise would be activated by the syndecan
ectodomain. The soluble shed syndecan can bind to growth factors, extracellular matrix (ECM) substrates, and also receptors
from other cells, which generate new signals or modify others. Soluble syndecans have implications in inflammation, cancer
progression, angiogenesis, and wound healing.

3.1. Syndecan Shedding during Wound Healing

Wound healing is a biological process divided into three steps, inflammation, prolifer-
ation, and regeneration. Syndecans, as a major source of GAGs, control a large number
of cytokines through GAG binding. For example, they are involved in leukocyte recruit-
ment [85] and during inflammation, syndecan expression is upregulated [86]. In a recent
study, the authors reported an upregulation of syndecan-2 in response to acute-induced
inflammation in mice colons. This study also reports high expression levels of syndecan-2
in other inflammation-associated diseases, like colitis and sepsis, as this high-level ex-
pression is a good marker for acute inflammation and acute inflammation-associated
diseases [87]. Another study using human umbilical vascular endothelial cells (HUVECs)
demonstrated that syndecan-4 expression increased after inducing inflammation using
lipopolysaccharides (LPS) and IL-β1 (which together mimic a bacterial infection and a gen-
eral inflammatory condition). The authors also generated SDC4 knock-down endothelial
cells, in which the absence of syndecan-4 in the membrane prevented the MMP from cleav-
ing its ectodomain, delaying wound healing and tube formation [88]. This was described
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before using a mice model in which SDC4 knock-out (KO) induced wound healing deficien-
cies and impaired angiogenesis (Table 2) [89]. In another study, Chen et al. [90] reported
that in MMP-7 null mice, the epithelial cells were unable to repair the wound after an injury,
demonstrating the importance of syndecan-1 shedding by MMP-7 in re-epithelization after
injury [90].

3.2. Syndecan Shedding during Tumor Development

Tumor development implies the participation of oncogenic genes, but also its growth,
invasion, and spreading through metastasis is the result of the cooperation between GFs,
integrins, TKRs, and syndecans. Syndecans can promote cell proliferation, survival, and
invasion through different signaling pathways, for instance, by the activation of the
KRas/MAPK pathway by syndecan-2 or the Wnt pathway by syndecan-1. These ex-
amples represent syndecans acting as membrane receptors, but as mentioned above, this
type of proteoglycans can also act as soluble molecules when shed from the surface of
the cell membrane. Syndecan shedding has implications in tumor progression, especially
in metastasis. Soluble syndecans have attracted the attention of many researchers with
the aim of establishing correlations between them and tumor progression. For example,
in heparinase-induced shedding by myeloma cells, the soluble syndecan-1 promotes en-
dothelial cell invasion and angiogenesis. This is achieved by the binding of syndecan-1 HS
chains to VEGF [91]. A recent study involving breast cancer patients demonstrates that
syndecan-1 levels in its soluble form increased compared to healthy patients [19]. They
also report that these high levels of soluble syndecan-1 correlate with tumor size. This
correlation has unknown implications, but it could serve as a serum biomarker for breast
cancer. Another example is the work done by Szarvas et al. [20], in which they analyzed
the levels of soluble syndecan-1 in the serum of prostate cancer patients and found out
it was higher compared to the control group [20]. Although they could not explain the
reason for these increased levels, they maintain that the syndecan-1 ectodomain present
in the serum could be used as a biomarker to improve the prognosis of prostate cancer.
Indeed, syndecan-1 can be used as a biomarker for a lot of tumors, such as lung cancer,
hepatocellular carcinoma, and bladder cancer, among others [92].

3.3. Syndecan Shedding during Bacterial Pathogenesis

Some bacterial pathogens take advantage of syndecan shedding in order to inhibit
the immune response of the host and enhance their own pathogenicity. For example,
Staphylococcus aureus, a Gram-positive bacterium responsible for causing different diseases
like pneumonia, toxic shock syndrome, osteomyelitis, and sepsis, generates syndecan-1
shedding through the α- and β-toxin, the latter one also being able to induce syndecan-4
shedding. Even though these toxins do not promote syndecan shedding directly, they
stimulate signaling pathways that induce it, such as the activation of tyrosine kinase
receptors [93]. Another example would be Pseudomonas aeruginosa, an opportunistic Gram-
negative bacterium that induces syndecan-1 shedding through the protease LasA [94].
Therefore, considering the role of syndecan shedding in promoting bacterial pathogenesis,
the authors suggest the use of shedding inhibitors to treat bacterial infections.

4. Syndecans in Cancer

In addition to playing many roles in development and signaling under physiological
conditions, syndecans are also important in the progression of some malignancies. Their
expression levels increase during cancer progression and therefore they can be considered
good candidates for possible prognostic markers. For example, syndecan-1, also known
as CD138, has been described to be present in multiple myeloma [95], breast [18,19],
colorectal [21], and pancreatic carcinomas [22,23], among others. In highly metastatic
breast cancer, syndecan-1 levels are higher than in those with low metastatic character,
suggesting that syndecan-1 could be a remarkable biomarker for metastatic breast cancers.
In particular, syndecan-1 promotes tumorigenesis via the Wnt pathway. Generation of
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SDC1-null transgenic mice, crossed with Wnt1-expressing mice in the mammary gland,
showed that Wnt1-induced hyperplasia was reduced by 70% and that the Wnt pathway
was inhibited (Table 2) [18]. Syndecan-1 also promotes cell proliferation, adhesion, and
angiogenesis in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs). When co-cultured with highly
invasive carcinoma cells, those MEFs that were SDC1+/+ enhanced the growth of carcinoma
cells by 40% compared with SDC1−/− MEFs [96]. Syndecan-1 has also been used as a
target for multiple myeloma treatment. In particular, Indatuximab ravtansine (BT062), an
antibody-drug conjugate that binds to syndecan-1, has recently been successfully used in
clinical trials in patients with relapsed multiple myeloma, stabilizing or improving disease
in almost 80% of patients [97].

Syndecan-2 is associated with breast cancer’s metastatic ability (angiogenesis and neo-
vascularization), morphology, and invasion index, in part by regulating RhoGTPases [98].
It is a survival predictor for head and neck cancer [99] and is also associated with colorectal
cancer, in which it has implications in the migratory behavior of highly metastatic tumor
cells [28].

Syndecan-3 enhances epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) in metastatic prostate
cancer, suggesting that its attenuation, and consequently its signaling pathways, could lead
to a better therapeutic outcome in prostate cancer [100]. As other syndecans, syndecan-3
has a role in angiogenesis, with a high expression in tumoral stromal vessels [101].

Finally, syndecan-4 is known to be expressed in breast cancer, regulating cell adhesion
and spreading and also interacting with GFRs. For example, the estradiol–estrogen receptor
complex initiates the growth and progression of hormone-dependent breast cancer, and it
seems that syndecan-4 participates in this pathway as a mediator factor, being activated by
the Insulin-like Growth Factor Receptor (IGFR) [102]. In addition, the expression levels
of SDC4 in human breast cancer links with the FGF2R complex formation, indicating that
syndecan-4 regulates this FGF2R complex formation in human breast cancer [103].

4.1. Syndecans in PDAC
4.1.1. Syndecan-1

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma is one of the most lethal human pathologies, mainly
because of its late detection and metastatic capacity [3,104]. It is the only gastrointestinal
pathology showing syndecan-1 upregulation [22]. This overexpression correlates with cell
proliferation, differentiation, and invasion for the development of PDAC. The stroma of
PDAC has increased levels of syndecan-1 compared to a normal stroma. Indeed, the shift
of syndecan-1 expression from the epithelium to the stroma is a poor prognostic factor
in PDAC [105]. It has also been suggested that syndecan-1 performs different functions
depending on its location: epithelial syndecan-1 promotes an epithelial morphology while
stromal syndecan promotes tumorigenesis [105]. Heparanase (HPA) is an endoglycosidase
able to specifically degrade the HS chains of syndecan-1. It promotes tumor progression
and metastasis by enhancing the synthesis and shedding of syndecan-1 [83]. HPA is
overexpressed in pancreatic cancer [106] and its expression has been correlated with
cancer cell invasion and lymph node metastasis in PDAC patients [107,108]. Moreover,
HPA modulates the response of pancreatic cancer to radiotherapy. In particular, ionizing
radiation (IR) upregulates HPA expression, promoting the invasive ability of pancreatic
cancer cells in vitro and in orthotopic tumors in vivo. This could be one explanation
not only for tumor resistance to radiotherapy but also for its effect in enhancing tumor
dissemination. Combined treatment with an HPA inhibitor and IR attenuated spreading
in orthotopic pancreatic tumors in mice [109]. The HPA/syndecan-1 axis promotes the
upregulation of FGF2, which in turn activates the PI3K/Akt pathway and EMT in cultured
pancreatic cancer cell lines [110]. At the same time, FGF2 also promotes syndecan-1
shedding via MMP7 in Panc-1 cells [111]. Moreover, syndecan-1 shedding in this cell line is
enhanced by treatment with the chemotherapeutic drugs bortezomib and doxorubicin [112].
Increased levels of shed syndecan-1 have been reported in some cancers such as breast [19]
and prostate [20] and have been correlated with poor prognosis in patients with lung
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cancer [113] and myeloma [91]. To our knowledge, there are no in vivo studies reporting
the shedding of syndecan-1 in pancreatic cancer. However, the fact that HPA, FGF2, and
MMP7 are all upregulated in PDAC tissue samples [110,114,115] makes it reasonable
to assume that syndecan-1 shedding could also be happening during pancreatic cancer
progression. This is further supported by the fact that in pancreatic cancer, epithelial
syndecan-1 is produced by the epithelial cancer cells [22], but the origin of the stromal
syndecan is unknown. This stromal syndecan-1 could be produced by mesenchymal
cells or could be shed from epithelial cells into the tumor stroma. It is possible that the
release of syndecan-1 to the stromal compartment contributes to the pancreatic malignant
phenotype by binding to growth factors that support cell proliferation, as happens in breast
cancer [116,117].

The KRAS mutation is the most frequent mutation in PDAC and is believed to be
an initiating step for pancreatic carcinogenesis. It seems that 95% of late-stage pancreatic
cancers present with a mutated and highly overexpressed KRAS. Interestingly, syndecan-1
has been described to cooperate with KRas to induce the malignant phenotype. In particular,
a recent study demonstrates that syndecan-1 expression serves as a KRas effector, inducing
macropinocytosis in PDAC [23]. Macropinocytosis is a type of endocytosis, which involves
the non-specific intake of extracellular material, like soluble molecules, nutrients, and
antigens. The study demonstrated that in low-glutamine medium, upregulated KRas cells
decreased proliferative capacity. In the presence of albumin as a substitute of glutamine, cell
proliferation was rescued as albumin was incorporated into the cell by macropinocytosis.
SDC1 knock-out cells reduced albumin intake capacity and consequently, reduced cell
proliferation in low-glutamine conditions [23]. Thus, this new study reveals that syndecan-
1 plays a crucial role in macropinocytosis in KRAS-driven pancreatic cancer. In another
study, the authors investigated whether there was an association between SDC1 and
KRAS expression and patient survival. They found that patients carrying KRAS somatic
mutations had a higher SDC1 mRNA expression than those without mutations, and that
this gene signature elevated mortality [118]. Both studies suggest that targeting KRAS and
SDC1 in combination could improve patient outcomes [23,118].

4.1.2. Syndecan-2

Syndecan-2 also plays a significant role in pancreatic cancer, working as an invasive-
associated gene that, as well as syndecan-1, cooperates with KRas to induce the invasive
phenotype [27]. Oliveira et al. [27] reported high syndecan-2 expression levels in various
pancreatic cancer cell lines, like T3M4, Panc-1, and SU8686. When SDC2 was silenced
by iRNA, migrating and invading cells were reduced significantly, although cell growth
was not. In a similar way, some of the KRas/MAPK signaling pathway components, like
phosphorylated Src and phosphorylated ERK, were also reduced when reducing SDC2
expression levels. Therefore, they demonstrated that syndecan-2 is an important mediator
in PDAC and that it cooperates with KRas to increase malignancy and perineural invasion.
The upregulation of syndecan-2 indirectly interferes with the KRas/MAPK signaling
pathway enhancing the mutated KRAS gene upregulation and in consequence, the Ras
protein GTP-phosphorylation. In particular, p120-GAP and RACK1 proteins compete for
the binding to the syndecan-2 cytoplasmatic domain [119]. RACK1 plays an important role
regulating the phosphorylation of Src and preventing it when Src is associated to syndecan-
2. However, when p120-GAP, instead of RACK1, binds to syndecan-2, Src is phosphorylated
using this binding as a switch signal [119]. When phosphorylated, Src interacts with
several receptors, G-proteins, signal transducers, and transcription molecules, resulting
in biological functions involving cell proliferation, growth, and differentiation [120]. The
early steps for p120-GAP binding to syndecan-2 are related to the KRAS mutation. It has
been demonstrated that in pancreatic cancer cell lines with wild-type KRAS, RACK1 and
syndecan-2 are interacting. Alternatively, p120-GAP binds to syndecan-2 in those cell
lines with mutated KRAS [27] (Figure 4). This study shows the importance of syndecan-
2 in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma and its cooperation with oncogenic KRAS gene
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to aggravate this malignant phenotype. Even though syndecan-1 and -2 participate in
the regulation of different processes in PDAC, both enhance KRas signaling. This fact
opens a new window in PDAC treatment, as syndecan targeting could downregulate the
KRas/MAPK pathway.

Figure 4. Syndecan-2 and KRas cooperate to induce an invasive phenotype in pancreatic cancer cells. (a) In normal cells,
RACK1 binding to syndecan-2 prevents Src activation and free p120-GAP inhibits Ras signaling triggered by TKRs (b) In
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) cells, p120-GAP binding to syndecan-2 activates Src and free RACK1 enhances
TKR-mediated Ras activation, promoting cell proliferation, spreading, and invasion.

4.1.3. Syndecan-3 and -4

Syndecan-3 is also increased in PDAC and its expression has been positively corre-
lated with tumor size in an orthotopic mice model [121]. It is associated with Midkine
(MK), a type of neurotrophic factor that triggers different responses, like neurite out-
growth, neuronal survival, carcinogenesis, and tumor progression. It has been shown
that the interaction between MK and syndecan-3 generates perineural invasion and poor
prognosis [122].

Less is known about the presence and role of syndecan-4 in the pancreas. It has been
detected in pancreatic islet β-cells of mice, rats, and humans, and also in the pancreatic
β-cell line MIN6 [123,124]. Importantly, syndecan-4 expression was found to be negative
in other pancreatic islet cells as well as in exocrine cells, suggesting its specific role in the
regulation of insulin secretion in β-cells. Moreover, SDC4 mRNA expression in β-cells is
transiently upregulated by IL-1β via the Src-STAT3 pathway [123]. The presence and/or
dysregulation of syndecan-4 has not been specifically described in PDAC and it does
not seem to be relevant. However, even if not described in pancreatic duct epithelial
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cells, it is present in activated cultured pancreatic stellate cells (PSCs) [38]. PSCs are
responsible for producing the desmoplastic stroma in which cancer cells are embedded,
and therefore, for promoting PDAC progression [125]. Syndecan-4 has been involved
in focal adhesions (FAs) formation through the binding and activation of PKCα [126].
The absence of syndecan-4 not only generates smaller FAs, but also shows an impaired
actin-cytoskeleton and defective smooth muscle actin incorporation [127]. Chronopoulos
et al. [38] demonstrated that applying an apical force to induce a syndecan-4 response in
PSCs generates an increase in talin-1 and kindlin-2 basal accumulation. These are both
focal adhesion proteins that bind the integrin cytoplasmic domain, recruit cytoskeletal, and
signaling proteins involved in mechanotransduction, and enhance the integrin activation
for ECM binding [128]. However, this recruitment requires PI3K action. Localized force on
syndecan-4 triggers PI3K activation, which enriches talin-1 and kindlin-2 concentration
inducing a cell-global response, even at distal sites from the force application point. A
direct link between the presence of syndecan-4 in PSCs and pancreatic cancer progression
has not been described yet. However, considering the function of syndecan-4 in regulating
focal adhesion formation [39] and cytoskeleton organization [40,41], and since pancreatic
cancer tissue can be several folds stiffer than its healthy counterpart [129–131], it would be
interesting to study the role of syndecan-4 in modulating the mechanical response to the
increased tissue stiffness.

5. Syndecan-2 in Angiogenesis

Angiogenesis is the process through which new blood vessels are formed from preex-
isting ones. It mainly occurs during embryonic development, wound healing processes,
and organism growth, in which it is highly regulated. However, angiogenesis is present
in many pathologies such as rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes, tumor growth, and metasta-
sis, acting as a non-regulated process [132]. Angiogenesis depends on the final balance
between pro- and antiangiogenic molecules. In normal tissues, antiangiogenic factors
predominate over the proangiogenic factors. In malignant cells, an event called the “an-
giogenic switch” breaks the normal equilibrium between pro- and antiangiogenic factors,
boosting the angiogenic process [133]. Blood vessels have a fundamental role in tumor
metastasis to other organs [134], and therefore, the inhibition of angiogenesis is a promising
anti-cancer strategy.

Syndecan-2 is a key angiogenic element [25]. Its downregulation in human endothelial
cells prevents angiogenesis, reducing cell adhesion and spreading [26]. In fact, syndecan-2
expression represents 70% over the total HSPGs content in human microvascular en-
dothelial cells (HMVECs) [26]. Syndecan-2 expression is usually regulated by growth
factors [135]. It has been reported that treatment of microvascular endothelial cells with
FGF, VEGF, and PMA increases syndecan-2 expression, and that FGF was the growth factor
that enhanced this expression the most, probably due to its co-receptor behavior in some
signaling pathways [136]. Moreover, SDC2 gene silencing resulted in reduced cell prolifer-
ation and spreading, while enhancing cell migration. Angiogenesis is a multi-step process
which includes endothelial cell signaling for the activation of cytoskeletal rearrangements
and gene transcription. Moreover, syndecan-2 seems to be involved in this whole process
by activating cell proliferation and adhesion, which are necessary for the generation of new
blood vessels. Further studies demonstrated that syndecan-2 downregulation generates a
decrease and reorganization of focal adhesions. This happened while actin was increasing
its assembly, impairing a migratory behavior [137].

One of the principal roles of syndecan-2 in endothelial cells is the interaction with
growth factors (VEGFA and FGF) and promotion of signaling pathways via their receptors,
VEGFR and FGFR [26]. VEGFR2 is the main signal receptor for VEGFA165, a well-known
circulating heparin-binding VEGFA isoform. Syndecans act as co-receptors for growth
factors binding, increasing the membrane local concentration and enhancing the binding
to VEGFR2 [62,138]. Surprisingly, this Syndecan-2-VEGFA165-VEGFR2 interaction complex
had never been studied until Corti et al. [139] generated a global and endothelial-specific
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SDC2 knock-out mouse, where this trimolecular complex association was studied [139].
While SDC2 knock-down in zebrafish caused severe problems during embryonic develop-
ment [25], SDC2−/− mice were born alive. Deep analysis of mice development showed
a reduction in retinal vessel outgrowth and decreased vascular branching. Moreover,
these mice showed problems with wound healing (in which angiogenesis is a key process)
(Table 2). As syndecan-4 structurally and evolutionarily is almost identical to syndecan-
2 [140], the authors performed the same experiment for SDC4−/− mice lines. Whereas
SDC2−/− mice showed retinal vascular problems, SDC4−/− did not. To reveal the impor-
tance of VEGFA165 as the key growth factor interacting with syndecan-2, they performed
a cornea assay model in which angiogenic response to growth factor addition was ex-
amined. They also studied the function of VEGFR2 and syndecan-2 in endothelial cells
(ECs) and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs). The results suggested that
VEGFA165 needs syndecan-2 cooperation to enhance VEGFR2 activation. VEGFA165 binds
to syndecan-2 ectodomain, which facilitates the posterior binding to VEGFR2, generating
the syndecan-2-VEGFA165-VEGFR2 trimolecular complex (Figure 5a). Further experiments
were focused on elucidating through which syndecan domain this molecular interaction
happened. They found that the complex formation was due to the binding of VEGFA165
to the HS chains of syndecan-2, in particular the 6-O sulfations of heparan sulfate, which
was previously reported [141,142]. Collectively, all these considerations demonstrate that
syndecan-2 is a crucial angiogenic element, and therefore, syndecan-2 shedding could act as
an angiogenic inhibitor. To demonstrate this, Whiteford et al. [143] generated an expression
system in HEK293T cells in which the syndecan-2 ectodomain (S2ED) was constitutively
released from the cells, and the anti-angiogenic properties of the shed syndecan-2 in a
xenograft tumor model were investigated. Mice injected with empty vector cells (control)
showed larger tumors compared to those mice injected with HEK293T cells expressing the
released syndecan-2 ectodomain. They also demonstrated the inducing activity of TNF-α
to shed syndecan-2 and that the anti-angiogenic activity of syndecan-2 was exclusively
on its shed form. Moreover, 3D co-cultures of fibroblasts and HUVECs in the presence of
S2ED showed a significant reduction in tubule length and branching compared to controls,
demonstrating that shed syndecan-2 inhibited endothelial cells invasion through the direct
inhibition of cell migration. In particular, S2ED binds CD148 receptor in endothelial cells
and reduces the angiogenic response by inactivating β1-integrin (Figure 5b). It is remark-
able how syndecan-2 can induce contrary cell signals. When working as a cell membrane
receptor, it promotes angiogenesis acting as a co-receptor promoting the association of
some ligands to bind its receptors [139]. However, when shed from the cell surface, the
syndecan-2 ectodomain can trigger an anti-angiogenic pathway through the inactivation of
β1-integrins driven by the association with CD148 [143].

Table 2. Mice models to study syndecan function.

Mice KO Phenotype Conclusion

SDC1−/− Reduced Wnt1-induced hyperplasia
and inhibition of the Wnt pathway

Syndecan-1 promotes
tumorigenesis via the Wnt pathway

in breast cancer [18]

SDC2−/− Retinal vascular problems
Deficient wound healing

Syndecan-2 is a key angiogenic
element [139]

SDC4−/− Delayed skin wound healing and
angiogenesis after injury

Syndecan-4 plays important roles in
wound healing and

angiogenesis [89]
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Figure 5. Roles of syndecan-2 in promoting and inhibiting angiogenesis. (a) Syndecan-2-VEGFA165-VEGFR2 tricomplex
promotes angiogenesis. Heparan sulfate chains present in syndecan-2 associate to VEGFA165 through a heparin binding
domain (HBD) increasing its local concentration and enhancing the binding to its receptor VEGFR2 (b) Syndecan-2 shedding
inhibits angiogenesis. Shed syndecan-2 binds to CD148 which promotes the reduction of β1-integrin activity in endothelial
cells. The inactivation of β1-integrin reduces cell migration and consequently inhibits angiogenesis.

6. Future Perspectives

Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma is a fatal malignancy with a high mortality rate and
an extremely low five-year survival rate of 9% [144]. The initial diagnosis is usually done
when the cancer is really advanced, leading to poor prognosis [1]. For an improvement
in early PDAC diagnosis, there is a need to find novel biomarkers and to be able to treat
the pancreatic cancer in the early stages. In the late 1980s, glycan carbohydrate antigen
(CA 19-9) was found to be present at high concentrations in the serum of pancreatic cancer
patients [145]. Nowadays, it is the most clinically used biomarker for PDAC detection [146].
Additional biomarkers such as plasma thrombospondin-2 (THBS2) are being studied.
THBS2 is a promising biomarker that enables distinguishing between stages of PDAC
carcinogenesis. Moreover, combination of CA 19-9 and THBS2 biomarkers improves the
discrimination between PDAC patients from those with chronic pancreatitis [147].

Four genes are identified as the predominant effectors of PDAC: KRAS, CDKN2A,
TP53, and SMAD4 [4]. KRAS mutation is one of the first events in PanIN progression into
PDAC. Constitutive activation of KRas protein promotes tumor development through the
activation of signaling events such as the MAPK and PI3K/Akt pathways [4]. Even though
mutant KRAS is not a suitable target for PDAC therapy [148], the inhibition of some of its
activators or mediators could serve as treatment. In this way, syndecan-1 and syndecan-2,
even at different levels, both participate in KRas signaling. It has been recently described
that syndecan-1 is a critical mediator of macropinocytosis in KRAS-driven pancreatic
cancer [23]. Pharmacological inhibition of macropinocytosis has not been achieved to
date. However, this new finding opens a window and calls for targeting syndecan-1 as
a therapeutic treatment to inhibit macropinocytosis in pancreatic cancer cells, and thus
preventing them from nourishing.
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Because syndecan-1 is overexpressed on the surface of different cancer cells, antibody-
drug conjugates are considered as an option to target cells expressing this syndecan. In
particular, indatuximab ravtansine (BT062) is a monoclonal antibody linked to the cytotoxic
agent DM4 (ravtansine) that targets syndecan-1-expressing cells. The internalization of
the conjugate by the target cell and the subsequent DM4 release results in its activation
and cytotoxic activity. Moreover, its high specificity results in low systemic toxicity. BT062
has been used in different clinical trials to target multiple myeloma (ClinicalTrials.gov (ac-
cessed on 1 March 2021), Identifier: NCT00723359 and NCT01001442) [97], triple negative
metastatic breast cancer and metastatic bladder cancer (ClinicalTrialsRegister.eu (accessed
on 1 March 2021), Identifier: 2013-003252-20).

Synstatin (SSTN92-119) is a short peptide that competitively blocks the triple interaction
between syndecan-1, αvβ3 or αvβ5 integrins, and IGF-1R, preventing the activation of
these last two receptors [66–68]. Synstatin has been demonstrated to be a potent inhibitor
of mammary tumor growth and angiogenesis in a xenograft mice model with no evident
toxic effects [66]. Thus, it is a promising therapeutic agent for diseases that involve αvβ3
or αvβ5 integrins and IGF1-R. It is possible that this triple interaction between syndecan-1,
αvβ3 or αvβ5 integrins, and IGF1-R may also be present in pancreatic cancer, since these
receptors are also expressed in this kind of tumor [149,150], and if so, synstatin could also
be a possible agent for the treatment of PDAC.

The SDC1 gene has been recently reported to be a target of the microRNA-494 [151].
miR-494 decreased mRNA and protein expression levels of syndecan-1 in the pancreatic can-
cer cell line SW1990 and inhibited EMT, cell proliferation, and migration in vitro. Moreover,
it delayed tumor growth in a xenograft mouse model. This study may provide the basis
for the application of miR-494 in pancreatic oncology. However, miR-494 also targets other
genes such as FOXM1, SIRT1, and c-Myc [152,153], and therefore, further studies would be
needed before it can be considered a therapeutic approach against pancreatic cancer.

Instead of being used as a direct target for inhibition, syndecan-1 could also be useful
to target the pancreatic tumor itself. For example, syndecan-1 probes have been used to
localize and image orthotopic pancreatic tumors in mice using multispectral optoacoustic
tomography (MSOT) [154]. This technique promises to be useful in monitoring tumor
development, location, and response to therapy, and syndecan-1 has been demonstrated to
be a good target for imaging of pancreatic tumors with minimal probe accumulation in
off-target organs [154]. The fact that syndecan-1 accumulates in pancreatic tumors could
also be exploited for nanoparticle direction to the pancreas for drug delivery.

Syndecan-2 also has a high potential as a therapeutic target for PDAC treatment. Its ex-
pression in this type of cancer has been demonstrated [155] and its roles are related to many
tumorigenic aspects. Importantly, syndecan-2 enhances pancreatic cancer cell invasion via
the Ras/MAPK pathway [27]. Moreover, its association to the actin cytoskeleton confers
the ability to respond to localized mechanical tensions, inducing a global response that
regulates cell mechanics through different pathways that promote cell adhesion, migration,
and invasion. Syndecan-2 also plays key roles in angiogenesis, promoting the binding
of VEGFA165 to its receptor VEGFR2 [139], and therefore it may be necessary for tumor
vascularization. Syndecan-2 downregulation could contribute to the inhibition of tumor
growth, angiogenesis, cell invasion and metastasis. Unfortunately, to date, a way to target
syndecan-2 has not been described, so more research in this direction would be valuable.

It is noteworthy that most of the in vitro experiments that aim to study syndecan
interactions and signaling are performed in traditional 2D cell cultures, which do not
recreate the biological ECM architecture. Given the complex interactions within a tissue,
important biological features may be missed if they are only studied in unnatural and
constraining 2D cell cultures. It has been extensively reported that cell proliferation,
morphology, behavior, and signaling are dramatically modified when culturing cells in 2D
versus 3D conditions [156]. Therefore, there is a need for 3D cell models that could bridge
the gap between 2D cell culture and animal models. Gagliano et al. [157] studied the effect
of culturing HPAF-II, HPAC, and PL45 pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma cell lines in 3D
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spheroids. They found that SDC1 expression increased in HPAF-II 3D spheroids while it
decreased in HPAC spheroids and remained constant in PL45 spheroids compared to 2D
cultures. The expression pattern of HPA was also cell line-dependent, while MMP7 was
upregulated in 3D spheroids compared to 2D culture in all the cell lines analyzed [157]. This
study highlights the importance of 3D cultures to better mimic the malignant phenotype of
pancreatic cancer cells found in vivo. 3D cultures not only provide another dimension but
also can contribute to mimicking the tumor microenvironment [158]. For example, in 2D
cultures biomolecules diffuse away very quickly while in 3D nanofiber-based scaffolds,
growth factors bind to the matrix fibers [159] and are likely to establish a local molecular
gradient, which is critical for studying syndecan function as co-receptors in a closer real
scenario. Therefore, the development of new 3D cancer models that better mimic not only
the in vivo phenotype of pancreatic cancer cells but also its microenvironment could help
to identify new signaling pathways involved in pancreatic tumorigenesis.
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Abstract: Carcinogenesis is a multifactorial process with the input and interactions of environmental,
genetic, and metabolic factors. During cancer development, a significant remodeling of the extra-
cellular matrix (ECM) is evident. Proteoglycans (PGs), such as lumican, are glycosylated proteins
that participate in the formation of the ECM and are established biological mediators. Notably,
lumican is involved in cellular processes associated with tumorigeneses, such as EMT (epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition), cellular proliferation, migration, invasion, and adhesion. Furthermore,
lumican is expressed in various cancer tissues and is reported to have a positive or negative correla-
tion with tumor progression. This review focuses on significant advances achieved regardingthe role
of lumican in the tumor biology. Here, the effects of lumican on cancer cell growth, invasion, motility,
and metastasis are discussed, as well as the repercussions on autophagy and apoptosis. Finally, in
light of the available data, novel roles for lumican as a cancer prognosis marker, chemoresistance
regulator, and cancer therapy target are proposed.

Keywords: lumican; cancer; extracellular matrix; proteoglycans; metastasis; cancer cell growth;
motility; biomarker

1. Introduction-Cancer and ECM

Carcinogenesis is a multifactorial process with the input and interactions of envi-
ronmental, genetic, and metabolic factors [1,2]. During this process, normal cells are
transformed and exhibit enhanced survival, aggressive growth, motility, and invasion,
as well as the capability to remodel their microenvironment. Indeed, the altered tumor
microenvironment (TME) and the interactions therein facilitate cancer expansion [3,4].
The complex milieu of the TME, in addition to tumor cells, contains blood vessels, tissue
non-malignant cells, stromal cells, infiltrating immune cells, and the modified extracellular
matrix (ECM) characteristic for each phase of cancer progression [4,5]. Thus, the complex
ECM structure consisting of fibrillar proteins, proteoglycans (PGs), and glycosaminogly-
cans (GAGs) is extensively reorganized [6] and, together with the cellular compartment,
forms the new neoplastic organ [7].

Furthermore, the remodeled ECM creates a permissive environment supporting all
tumor cell functions [4,8–10]. Importantly, ECM cues coordinate the different effectors of
the TME and modulate the plethora of signaling pathways involved in the propagation
of the “hallmarks of cancer” [2,11]. Moreover, the tumor ECM created by specific stromal
cell subsets boosts the tumor immune escape mechanisms, triggering and sustaining
an immunosuppressive networkof immunoregulatory cues [12]. In addition, tumors
commonly exhibit desmoplasia, an increased deposition and cross binding of the ECM
proteins where the cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) as primary ECM producers are the
main cell type [13].

Likewise, fibrosis, characterized by the abnormal accumulation of collagen perpetrated
and supported by mechanisms including wound healing, ECM degradation, and epithelial-
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to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), significantly impacts cancer progression and putative
therapeutical strategies [14]. Indeed, the resulting ECM “stiffening” is a vital regulator of
tumor cell functions.

Therefore, both the cellular and ECM components of the formed neoplastic “organ” are
extensively modified during tumorigenesis and regulate cancer progression as previously
discussed [1,8,15].

2. SLRPs Structure and Function—Focus on Lumican

PGs are glycosylated proteins that participate in the formation of the ECM. These
hybrid molecules consist of a protein core into which one or more GAG chains are covalently
bound. Four different types of GAGs can be attached to PGs’protein core, heparan sulfate
(HS), chondroitin sulfate/dermatan sulfate (CS/DS), and keratan sulfate (KS) chains.

Forty-five PGs have been identified up until now, and they exhibit extensive variability
in their protein core composition and glycosylation pattern. Three criteria are considered
when classifying PGs: their topology (cellular or subcellular), overall gene/protein homol-
ogy, and the presence of specific protein modules within their respective protein cores [16].

Specific structural features determine PG functions, such as the core protein structure,
GAG chains’ composition, and sulfation pattern [17]. Indeed, their protein cores charac-
terize the existence of unique protein modules thatmembers of a given class often share,
such as the PDZ-like, laminin-like, and EGF-like domains [16]. Furthermore, it has been
shown that specific sulphation motif sequences within the CS/HS chainscarry biological
information to the cells [17,18]. Notably, the binding partners for GAG chains remain
partly uncharacterized, and different PG classes seem to function by utilizing overlapping
signaling with various outcomes [17].

Although PGs play an essential role in regulating cellular processes like tissue home-
ostasis and development [19], their expression pattern and functions are changed during
tumorigenesis and are correlated with cancer development and progression [1,8]. Thus,
solid tumors’ behavior and differentiation status are closely associated with altered PG
expression profiles, with epithelial tumors exhibiting a more discrete PG phenotype than
mesenchymal tumors [20].

The small leucine-rich proteoglycans (SLRPs) are a distinct family of 18 proteins with
unique characteristics. They consist of a small protein core (36–42 kDa) with a variable
number of central leucine-rich repeats (LRRs) variously substituted with GAG chains [2,16].
LRRs exhibit different amino acid sequences in discrete SLRPs, their size varying between
20 and 29 residues, while the N and C-terminal regions of the protein core bear numerous
cysteine residues [21,22].

SLRP classification is based on the conservation of the amino acid residues of the pro-
tein core, the organization of disulfide bonds at the molecule’s N- and C-terminal regions,
and their gene/protein homology. They are categorized into five different classes [23]. PGs
belonging to classes I, II, and III are canonical, while classes IV and V are non-canonical [24].
Class I SLRPs, like biglycan and decorin, are mainly substituted with CS/DS chains; class
II SLRPs, like lumican (LUM), are covalently bound with KS chains. In contrast, class III
members can bear KS chains (osteoglycin), CS/DS chains (epiphycan), or do not carry
GAG chains (opticin) like classes IV and V SLRPs [16,25].

Many studies have shown that SLRPs interact with diverse cell membrane receptors,
cytokines, chemokines, and ECM molecules [16,26]. Notably, most SLRP family members
undergo different post-translational glycosylation [27] and are competent to regulate
signal transduction mechanisms, and affect various cellular functions, like proliferation,
migration, and differentiation [2,28]. In addition, many studies have also reported that
SLRPs’ interaction with growth factors or tyrosine kinase receptors affects cellular behavior
and tumor progression [29–32].
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3. Lumican Structure, Function, and Expression-Correlation with Carcinogenesis

Lumican, a class II SLRP, has a 38 kDa protein core exhibiting four distinct regions: a
16 amino acid peptide, a negatively charged N-terminal region containing tyrosine sulfate
and disulfide bonds, a 6–10 LRR motifs characterized by common molecular architecture
that supports protein interactions, and a C-terminal region consisting of two conserved
cysteine residues [22]. Amino acid sequencing data revealed the presence of four possible
substitution positions with KS chains or oligosaccharides within the LRR region [33].
However, it seems that not all of these positions can be used for glycosylation of the
protein by KS chains [34]. Moreover, it has been suggested that there is an increase in
non-glycosylated forms of lumican with age due to the decrease of KS synthesis [35].

The lumican gene is located on chromosome 12q21.3-q22 [33], and its expression is
significantly altered between tissues during different developmental stages. For example,
its expression is early detectable in the chicken cornea during fetal development [36]. Still,
it is not expressed until birth in human cartilage [37], indicating species-dependent roles of
lumicanduring embryogenesis.

Lumican participates in the structural organization of tissues. Thus, lumican-deficient
mice collagen fibrils exhibit an increased diameter forming a disorganized matrix [38]. Early
studies in the mouse model showed that lumican is widely distributed in most interstitial
connective tissues [39]. Indeed, this SLRP is an important PG of the bone matrix, and
its’ expression is positively correlated to the bone differentiation stage [40]. Furthermore,
lumican is highly expressed in the skin and cornea [41,42], where lumicandeficiency is
translated into tissue disfiguration with resulting skin laxity and a decrease in corneal
clarity [41,42]. Lumican expression in parenchymal cells such as urothelial and colon
epithelium, albeit at lower levels, has been determined [43,44]. The role of lumican,
however, partly overlaps that of fibromodulin [40]. Indeed, these two class II PGs are
extensively expressed in collagenous connective tissues where they significantly affect
tissue integrity [45].

Notably, lumican is involved in cellular processes associated with tumorigeneses, such
as EMT (epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition), cellular proliferation, migration, invasion,
and adhesion [32,46,47]. Furthermore, lumican is expressed in various cancer tissues and
is reported to have a positive or negative correlation with tumor progression [26]. More
specifically, immunohistochemistry demonstrated a much higher expression of lumican
in cancerous gastric tissues than normal tissues.In this cancer type, the lumican expres-
sion was correlated with histological classification, cancer dissemination to secondary
sites, and lymphatic metastasis [48]. Furthermore, the TCGA database analysis showed a
higher expression of lumican in the gastric cancer tissues than the neighboring non-tumor
tissues [49]. This was correlated, as probed by the Kaplan−Meier analysis, with a poor
prognosis. Moreover, a multivariate analysis demonstrated a strong positive association
between a high LUM expression and poor overall survival. Notably, lumican enhanced
14 signaling pathwayspotentially correlated with this cancer progression [49]. On the
other hand, the expression of lumican and versican by cancer-associated fibroblastswas
associated with a poor relapse-free and overall survival of esophageal squamous cell
carcinoma [50].

In colon cancer, the lumican expression was correlated with lymph node metastasis
and a lower survival rate [51]. Specifically, lumican was detected in the cytoplasm of cancer
cells in 62.7% of 158 patients undergoing curative surgery for advanced colorectal cancer
with lymph node metastasis. Notably, lumican expression was positively associated with
the spread of lymph node metastasis and had lower survival rates [51]. This study is in
accordance with the UALCAN database analysis, which determined a high lumican mRNA
expression in colorectal adenocarcinoma tissues [52]. The application of the univariate
and multivariate COX analysis and Kaplan−Meier method to this dataset identified the
lumican expression as a poor prognosis marker.

Moreover, LinkedOmics demonstrated that the LUM expression was strongly asso-
ciated with miR200 family expression and tumor immune escape. Indeed, it was deter-
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mined that lumican facilitated colon cancer progression through a miRNA200-dependent
epithelial-to-mesenchymal progression. Zang et al. suggested that lumican is a potential
target in colon cancer [52]. Furthermore, when the tissue microarrays and tissue sections
were analyzed, lumican was found to be expressed by both transformed cells and the
stroma of colon adenomas and carcinomas. Notably, it was more frequently detected
in carcinoma than adenoma cells and in carcinomas and high-risk adenomas combined
compared withlow-risk adenomas [44]. On the other hand, the lumican expression by the
colon cancer cells was positively correlated with a longer disease-specific and disease-free
survival in stage II colon cancer patients, and a more prolonged disease-specific survival
in microsatellite-stable stage II colon cancer patients, suggesting a disease stage depen-
dence [53].

In pancreatic cancer, the expression of lumican was demonstrated by a immunohisto-
logical analysis [54], where pancreatic stellate cells were identified as a major source of this
PG [55]. Notably, a small fraction of the PDAC tumor mass is attributed to cancer cells, the
majority consisting of desmoplastic TME with abundant activated fibroblasts, leukocytes,
and pancreatic stellate cells [56].

Melanoma cells do not express lumican, but the increased expression of lumican to the
peritumoral stroma is negatively correlated withthis tumor growth [57]. The correlation of
the lumican expression and various tumor progression is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Lumican expression in tumor tissues and correlation to carcinogenesis.

Cancer Type
Detected Expression

(Protein/mRNA)
Level of Expression Clinical Correlation Ref.

Gastric cancer Protein

Overexpressed in
cancerous gastric

tissues compared to
normal tissues

Cancer dissemination to
secondary sites and lymphatic

metastasis
[48]

Gastric cancer mRNA

Higher expression of
lumican in the gastric

cancer tissues than
neighboring non-tumor

tissues

Poor overall survival [49]

Colon cancer Protein Overexpressed by
cancer cells

Lymph node metastasis and a
lower survival rate [51]

Colon cancer mRNA Overexpressed Poor prognosis [52]

Adenoma to colon
cancer transition Protein

Increased expression
during the transition

process
Cancer stage [44]

Colon cancer Protein Overexpressed

Positively correlated to a longer
disease-specific and disease-free
survival in stage II colon cancer
patients and a more prolonged

disease-specific survival in
microsatellite-stable stage II

colon cancer patients

[53]

Pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma

(PDAC)
Protein Overexpressed Associated with prolonged

survival after surgery [54]

Melanoma Protein
Not expressed by

tumor cells, expressed
at peritumoral stroma

Negatively associated with
melanoma growth [57]
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Lumican Regulates Cancer Cell Growth, Invasion, and Metastasis

Many studies have shown that lumican modulates tumor cells’ proliferation, inva-
sion, and metastasis with different mechanisms, either enhancing or preventing cancer
progression. A characteristic example is the regulation of the growth factor activity in
mesenchymal tumors and the effects on these cancer cell functions [32,46,58]. Lumican is
the most abundant SLRP produced by HTB94 human chondrosarcoma cells and a positive
regulator of these cells’ growth. Indeed, lumican deficiency significantly inhibits basal
and IGF-I induced HTB94 cell growth. The oncogenic action of IGF-I is mediated by its re-
ceptor, IGF-IR, whose phosphorylation levels are strongly attenuated in lumican-deficient
HTB94 cells. Furthermore, lumican affects ERK1/2 activation, which seems crucial to
IGF-I-dependent HTB94 cell growth [32].

Likewise, lumican expression and secretion by osteosarcoma Saos-2 and MG63 cells
are correlated with their differentiation [46]. Indeed, the well-differentiated Saos-2 cells
had a negative growth response to lumican, while their migration and the chemotactic
response to fibronectin were enhanced. Moreover, the mechanism was mediated by Smad-2
downstream signaling. On the other hand, these cellular functions of poorly differentiated
MG63 cells are not affected by low endogenous lumican levels [46]. Further studies
revealed that lumican-deficient Saos-2 cells exhibited increased adhesion onto fibronectin,
which was abolished upon neutralization of the endogenous transforming growth factor
β2 (TGF-β2) activity. On the other hand, treatment with exogenous TGF-β2 was shown to
stimulate Saos-2 cell fibronectin-dependent adhesion [58]. Nikitovic et al. thus suggested
that lumican is an upstream regulator of the TGF-β2/Smad 2 signaling pathway in an
osteosarcoma cell model.

Lumican pro-tumorigenic effects are also observed in gastric, bladder, colon, clear
cell renal, and liver cancers [59–62]. A high lumican expression in gastric cancer tissues
indicates a poor patient prognosis [48]. Indeed, Wang et al. showed that the increased
expression of lumican by human gastric cancer-associated fibroblasts is positively associ-
ated with lymph node metastasis, TNM stage, depth of invasion, and a poor survival rate
of gastric cancer. Indeed, lumican promotes gastric cancer cell growth by activating the
integrin β1/FAK signaling axis [63].

In human colon adenocarcinoma cells, lumican overexpression was found to be
accompanied by changes in the actin polymerization state, immediately associated with
cancer cells migration and higher metastatic potential [61,64]. In addition, hepatic cancer
HepG2 and MHCC97H cells express more lumican in comparison with normal Lo02
hepatocytes. Transfection of hepatic cancer cells with shRNAs specific for lumican resulted
in decreased invasion and migration mediated by reducing the ERK-1 and JNK activation
status [65].

In a neuroblastoma model, lumican was a downstream mediator of FOXO3 tran-
scription factor action and enhanced these cells’ migration. FOXO3 is correlated with a
poor outcome in high-stage neuroblastoma due to its’ chemoprotective and angiogenesis-
stimulating properties [62]. Notably, upon inhibiting FOXO3 by the small molecular weight
compound repaglinide, the binding of FOXO3 to the LUM promoter was attenuated, ab-
rogating the FOXO3-dependent lumican expression and decreasing neuroblastoma cell
2D- and 3D-migration [62]. Regarding clear renal cell carcinoma (cRCC), the microarray
analysis demonstrated a higher expression of matrix regulators lumican and CEACAM6
in metastatic tissues than patient-matched primary tissues [60]. Indeed, these authors
conclude that the ECM genes a re crucial triggers resulting in visceral, bone, and soft tissue
metastases in cRCC.

On the other hand, the lumican expression is suggested to attenuate discrete tumor
progression, including pancreatic cancerand melanoma, as recently discussed [59]. Thus,
lumican was shown to inhibit cancer cell proliferation inthe early stages of pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) [58]. Indeed, it was demonstrated that exogenous lumican
induces features of a quiescent state, including growth arrest, apoptosis, and chemoresis-
tance [66]. Interestingly, this was partly executed through an EGFR-dependent mechanism,
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as lumican induced the dimerization of the EGFR receptors and the subsequent uptake and
degradation [66]. Indeed, the interactions of lumican with growth factors/growth factor
receptors and the effects on tumor cell functions are schematically depicted in Figure 1.
A study with patient tumor tissues, ex-vivo cultures of patient-derived xenografts (PDX),
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) stellate, and tumor cells was conducted to
investigate whether hypoxia within the tumor microenvironment alters stromal lumican
expression and secretion [67]. Li et al. demonstrated that hypoxia significantly reduced
lumican secretion from pancreatic stellate cells and induced autophagy in these cells, as
well as in ex vivo cultures of PDX, but not cancer cells cultured under 2D conditions [67].

Regarding melanoma, lumican also seems to be negatively correlated with its progres-
sion. In vivo experiments in lumican-null mice revealed that lumican is an endogenous
inhibitor of melanoma growth and modulates the response to TAX2, an anticancer cyclic
peptide. Notably, the null mice tumors were twice as large as the wild-type animal tu-
mors [68]. Furthermore, the lumican protein core was shown to inhibit melanoma cells’
migration. Indeed, lumican induced changes in actin filaments and β1 integrin ligation,
and enhanced vinculin accumulation in the cell cytoplasm, destabilizing focal adhesion
complexes. In addition, the phosphorylation levels of FAK were significantly decreased.
Combining these alterations in the cytoskeleton and the adhesion molecules’ activation
status may contribute to the lumican anticancer effect in A375 melanoma [69].

Moreover, lumican was shown to affect the signaling of Snail, the main EMT trigger,
cancer-facilitating molecules.Thus, when the Snail1 overexpressing B16F1 melanoma cells
and the Mock-B16F1 cells were inoculated in Lum+/+ and Lum−/− mice, a significantly
higher number of metastatic nodes were detected in the lungs of Lum−/− mice inoculated
with Snail-overexpressing B16F1 cells.These data suggest that endogenous lumican of
the wild-type mice markedly attenuates melanoma metastasis to the lungs. Notably, the
expression and activities of molecules, including ECM mediators, correlated to the invasive
phenotype were altered in in vitro models [70]. Another study, in an immunocompetent
model of melanoma, implanted in Lum−/− vs. wild type syngeneic mice, concluded
that endogenous lumican modulates the organization of the tumor matrix regarding the
intratumoral distribution of matrix proteins, growth factors, and stromal cells in a manner
correlated with disease progression [68].

Furthermore, lumican attenuated the growth of melanoma cells and downregulated
the response to the anticancer validated peptide TAX2. Indeed, Jeanne et al. identified
lumican as an essential regulator of the tumor matrix structure and function [68]. Recently,
in a mouse model of primary melanoma, the lumican-derived L9Mc peptide abrogated
the growth and increased the apoptosis of B16F1 cells, as determined by infrared spectral
imaging and histopathology [71].

The transcription factor FOXO3 is associated with a poor outcome in high-stage
neuroblastoma (NB), facilitating chemoprotection and tumor angiogenesis. In addition,
FOXO3 stimulates metastasis formation in other tumor entities, one of the biggest chal-
lenges in treating aggressive NB. The SLRP member lumican has been determined as a
FOXO3-regulated gene that stimulates cellular migration in NB [62].

For some cancer types, such as lung cancer, contrasting roles of lumican were re-
ported. Non-small lung cancer cell lines growth is negatively impaired by lumican, as
lumican-deficient H460 and A549 cells exhibit a prolonged doubling time and retarded
growth. Specifically, lumican deficiency affected central spindle and midbody formation,
resulting in chromosome missegregation, multinucleated cells, increased chromosome
instability, and retarded cell growth [72]. In contrast, a separate study reported that the
depletion of lumican increased lung cancer cell invasion. Upon lumican downregulation,
its colocalization with p120 catenin (p120ctn), an intracellular scaffolding protein of the
catenin family, is decreased, leading to morphological changes and actin cytoskeleton
remodeling, which accelerated cell invasion [73].

Tumor aggressiveness is connected to EMT, as the differentiation state of cancer cells
defines their invasive properties [74]. A recent study in breast cancer in vitro showed
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that lumican treatment in combination with the knockdown of ERα and the suppression
of ERβ can regulate these cells’ differentiation state, morphology, expression of matrix
effectors, and cell behavior [75]. Indeed, the effects of lumican seem to be hormone-
receptor dependent as the aggressive metastatic ERβ-positive MDA-MB-231, the ERβ-
suppressed (shERβMDA-MB-231) cells, and the ERα-positive MCF-7/c breast cancer cells
of a low metastatic ability exhibit varying responses to lumican. Thus, exogenous lumican
increases the expression of α2 and β1 integrins in MDA-MB-231 and in shERβMDA-MB-
231 compared withMCF-7/c cells. Furthermore, specific integrin-dependent downstream
signaling pathways, including FAK, ERK 1/2 MAPK 42/44, and Akt, were attenuated
by lumican [76]. Moreover, Karamanou et al. suggested that treating breast cancer cells
seeded to 3D collagen cultures with lumican enhancedcell−cell contacts and cell grouping,
initiating a less invasive phenotype [47]. A separate study showed that this SLRP might
inhibit or even reverse the metastatic features that breast cancer cells acquire undergoing
EMT by increasing the gene expression of the EMT inhibitor miR-200b [70]. On the other
hand, Leygue et al. showed that lumican expression differs during breast tumorigenesis,
andlumican mRNA, identified in the tumor stroma, is correlated with a higher tumor grade
and lower expression of estrogen receptors and younger age of the patients [77].

Lumican effects on different cellular functions of cancer cells are summarized in
Table 2.

Table 2. Lumican’s role in various cancer types and the mechanism of action.

Cancer Type Model
Alterations in

Signaling Pathways
Effect on Cell

Function
Ref.

Tumorigenic action

Chondrosarcoma HTB94 human cell line
(in vitro)

IGF-I/IGF-
IR/ERK1/2 Cell growth [32]

Osteosarcoma Saos-2 human cell line
(in vitro) TGF-β2/Smad2

Migration and
adhesion to fibronectin

substrate
[46,58]

Gastric cancer

MKN45 human cell
line, primary cell
cultures, tissue

biopsies (in vitro), and
ice model (in vivo)

Integrin-β1/FAK
Cell growth,

migration, and
invasion

[63]

Liver cancer
HepG2 and

MHCC97H human cell
lines (in vitro)

ERK1/JNK Migration and
invasion [65]

Neuroblastoma
SH-EP, SK-N-SH, and

ZMR32 human cell
lines (in vitro)

FoxO Migration [62]
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Table 2. Cont.

Cancer Type Model
Alterations in

Signaling Pathways
Effect on Cell

Function
Ref.

Anti-tumorigenic
action

Lung cancer

A549, H460, H1975,
H157, and H838
human cell lines

(in vitro)

p120 catenin Cadherin-mediated
invasion [73]

Pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma

(PDAC)

PANC-1 human cell
line, PancO2 murine

cell line, primary
PDAC cells from PDX
models (in vitro), and
mice model (in vivo)

EGFR and TGF-
β/p38/Smads Cell growth [66]

Pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma

(PDAC)

PANC-1 human cell
line, primary cell

cultures (in vitro), and
tissue biopsies from
PDX model (ex vivo)

HIF-1a and AMPK Cell growth [67]

Melanoma A375 human cell line
(in vitro)

Integrin-
β1/FAK/vinculin Migration [69]

Melanoma
B16F1 human cell line

(in vitro) and
mice model (in vivo)

Snail1 Metastasis and
invasion [66]

Breast cancer
MCF-7/c and

MDA-MB-231 human
cell lines (in vitro)

CD44/Hyaluronan
synthase and

Integrin-α1 and -
β1/FAK/ERK1/2/MAPK

42/44/Akt

EMT
metastasis [47]

The multifaceted signaling roles of lumican in carcinogenesis are schematically de-
picted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of lumican’s signaling in carcinogenesis. (a) Inhibiting the binding of FOXO3 to
the lumican promoter by the small molecular weight leads to decreased FOXO3-dependent lumican expression and
neuroblastoma cell migration. (b) Upon lumican downregulation, its colocalization with p120 catenin (p120ctn) decreases,
leading to actin cytoskeleton remodeling and accelerated lung cancer cell invasion. (c) Lumican-deficient hepatic cancer
cells show decreased invasion and migration mediated by reducing IGF-IR, ERK-1, and JNK activation status. (d) Lumican
is an upstream regulator of the TGF-β2/Smad 2 signaling pathway in an osteosarcoma cell model, regulating cell adhesion.
(e) Lumican interacts with the integrin β1/FAK signaling axis, affecting tumor progression positively or negatively.
(f) Lumican induces the dimerization of the EGFR receptors and their subsequent uptake and degradation, leading to
attenuated PDAC cell growth. (g) Hypoxia significantly reduces lumican secretion from pancreatic stellate cells and results
in attenuated PDAC cell growth. (h) Lumican affects the signaling of Snail, an EMT trigger molecule that facilitates cancer
metastasis, attenuating melanoma metastasis to the lungs.

4. Lumican Modulates Cancer Cell Motility

The mechanisms presented in this section involve the interplay of lumican with specific
cell membrane receptors, which leads to the activation of downstream signaling pathways.
A crucial downstream mediator is focal adhesion kinase (FAK), which participates in
focal adhesion turnover, actin cytoskeleton reorganization, and MMP expression, and
regulates cell motility and, therefore, metastasis. One of the key examples is the role
of lumican on melanoma cell adhesion and motility. Initially, the lumican protein core
was shown to inhibit melanoma cells’ migration. Indeed, lumican induced changes in
actin filaments and β1 integrin ligation, and enhanced vinculin accumulation in the cell
cytoplasm, destabilizing focal adhesion complexes. In addition, the phosphorylation levels
of FAK were significantly decreased. Combining these alterations in the cytoskeleton and
adhesion molecules’ activation status is suggested to contribute to the lumican anticancer
effect in A375melanoma [69].

Moreover, the potential anti-metastatic role of lumican in melanoma by inhibiting the
membrane-type matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-14 activity and melanoma cell migration
in vitro has been studied in vitro and in vivo [78–82]. MMP-14 is necessary for cell migra-
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tion, because it modulates the activity and expression of downstream MMPs; activates
integrins and CD44 [73]; and regulates intracellular signaling involving MAPK, FAK, Src,
and Rac [69,76,83–86]. Importantly, the glycosylated full-length lumican was likewise
shown to block the MMP-14 activity, behaving as a competitive inhibitor [79]. Indeed,
lumican inhibits the degradation of ECM by inhibiting MMP-14, then influencing integrin
clustering, modulating focal adhesion site stability and FAK phosphorylation at Tyr-397,
leading to the inhibition of melanoma cell migration [81]. Moreover, the lumcorin peptide
corresponding to a sequence of 17 amino acids carried by the core protein of lumican
inhibits melanoma cell chemotaxis in a manner similar to lumican protein [87]. Interest-
ingly, lumcorin triggered the expression of an intermediate form of MMP-14 (~59 kDa) and
attenuated its activity [88].

During EMT, where cancer, including melanoma cells, acquire enhanced motility, vital
participation of Snail signaling has been shown [89]. Notably, lumican attenuated the
Snail-induced MMP-14 activity and migration in B16F1, but not in HT-29 cells. In Snail
overexpressing Snail-B16F1 cells, lumican significantly inhibits and melanoma primary
tumor development. Thus, a lumican-based strategy targeting the Snail-induced MMP-
14 activity might be helpful for melanoma treatment [89]. Lumican actions involving
processes like reduced formations of cytoskeletal projections such as lamellipodia and
invadopodia were also associated with decreased ZO-1, keratin 8/18, integrin β1, and
MT1-MMP expression/activity [90].

Indeed, lumican can affect the biological roles of various downstream mediators,
including integrins, cyclin D1, cortactin, vinculin, hyaluronan synthase 2, heparanase, and
the phosphorylation of AKT, p130 Cas, and GSK3α/β [70,79,80,88,91–93].

Other cancer cell types that have been studied regarding the lumican-dependent
motility effects include lung, breast, colon, liver, bladder, and pancreatic cancer, as well as
neuroblastomas [3,61,62,65,69,73,79,80,88,94,95].

Thus, it has been determined that type I collagen promotes the most robust adhe-
sion and migration of eight pancreatic cancer cell lines, explicitly mediated by the al-
pha2beta1integrin [94]. In continuation, Zeltz et al. determined that lumican is a specific
inhibitor of alpha2beta1 integrin, attenuating the ability of A375 melanoma cells to migrate.
This effect was verified in a study on Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells expressing the α2
integrin subunit (CHO-A2), whose ability to migrate was attenuated by lumican in contrast
with the wild-type CHO cells (CHO-WT) lacking this subunit. Moreover, in the presence
of recombinant lumican, the pFAK/FAK ration was strongly downregulated in CHO-A2
cells [92]. Likewise, in breast cancer, lumican significantly downregulates the migratory
abilities of tumor cells in a mannerdependent on their hormone receptor status [76].

On the other hand, it was shown that lumican enhanced the adhesion and migration
on the collagen of both pancreatic cancer cells and pancreatic stellate cells in a manner
dependent on TGF-B [55]. Yang et al. indicated an interplay between lumican and micro-
tubules that acts as a molecular switch to coordinate the balance between cell adhesion
and migration. Indeed, it is suggested that lumican propagates these effects through
p120-catenin signaling and cytoskeletal remodeling, as well as the activities of Rac and
Rho [73].

Downregulation of the lumican expression attenuated lung osteotropic cancer cell’s
adhesion to various ECM components, ultimately decreasing these cells’ migration. On
the other hand, the introduction of exogenous lumican restored the motility of lumican
knockdown cells and enhanced the invasion of lung cancer cells in the bone niche [3].

In liver cancer cells, silencing lumican by shRNA reduced cell invasion and migration
via inhibiting the activation of the ERK1/JNK pathway, suggesting that lumican is a
positive regulator of these cells’ migratory abilities [65]. In the neuroblastoma, the silencing
of the lumican gene in FOXO3 expressing IMR32 and SK-N-SH neuroblastoma cells or
adding a FOXO3 inhibitor that restricted lumican transcription resulted in these cells’
reduced migration capacity [62]. These results suggest that FOXO3 is a lumican biological
partner that is important to neuroblastoma development. Likewise, a recent study on
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bladder cancer showed that lumicans’ expression was more prominent in bladder cancer
tissue and cell lines than in healthy adjunct tissues. Moreover, in in vitro models, the
downregulation of lumican decreased bladder cancer cells’ migration by attenuating the
downstream MAPK signaling [43].

The motility of colon cancer cells is also upregulated by lumican. Thus, Radwanska et al.
showed that human LS180 colon cancer cells that overexpress lumican tend to create
podosome-like structures. This was noted due to the redistribution of vinculin and its
simultaneous colocalization with actin and gelsolin in the cells’ submembrane region [61].
Therefore, these authors conclude that the secreted lumican enhances LS180 cells’ motility.
Likewise, lumican upregulates gastric cancer cell migration through an integrin β1-FAK
downstream signaling pathway, as depicted in Figure 1 [63].

In summary, the effect of lumican on cancer cell motility seems to be cancer-type
dependent, as both positive [3,43,55,61–63,68,73], negative [69,76,78–81,89,92,94], or no
effect has been determined [32]. Therefore, an in-depth study of the utilized mechanisms is
imminent in order to identify the genotypic phenotype of lumican-responsive cancer to
develop target therapeutic strategies.

5. Lumican at the Crossroad between Apoptosis and Autophagy

The suppression of apoptosis together with deregulated cell growth provides two
essential criteria for cancer progression [95]. Early studies have demonstrated the ability
of lumican to regulate the apoptosis of corneal and embryonic fibroblasts [96]. Lumicans’
mechanism of action incorporates Fas-FasL signaling and the modulation of cell growth
and apoptosis mediators, including p21 and p53 [96]. In continuation, the effects of lumican
on cancer cell apoptosis were determined. Thus, B16F1 cells transfected to overexpress
lumican present an initiation and/or increase ofapoptosis [97]. Moreover, in a mouse model
of B16F1 melanoma primary tumor growth, lumican treatment with the L9Mc peptide
increased cancer cell apoptosis [71].

In a separate cancer model, lumican secreted by stromal cells was shown to attenu-
ate the expression and activity of hypoxia-inducible factor-1α (HIF1α)via Akt signaling,
leading to the enhanced apoptosis of pancreatic cancer cells [54]. Furthermore, lumican
was determined to trigger, characterized with apoptosis, a quiescent pancreatic cancer
state [66]. Moreover, lumican was shown to facilitate endothelial cell apoptosis through
Fas-dependent signaling. Thus, lumican-overexpressing murine fibrosarcoma (MCA102)
and pancreatic adenocarcinoma (Pan02) cells providesmaller tumors in vivo compared
withwild-type cancer cells [98]. This was correlated withattenuated neoplasm tissue
vascular density. Therefore, lumican repressed tumor growth in this model, increasing
endothelial cell apoptosis [98]. Likewise, the intensity of VEGF immunostaining and
the abundance of blood vessels in melanoma lung metastasis nodules were decreased in
lumican-expressing tumors. Therefore, in addition to inducing the apoptosis of melanoma
cells, lumican inhibited tumor-associated angiogenesis [69]. Furthermore, it has been
suggested that lumican inhibits angiogenesis through MMP14 and integrin α2β1 signaling.

Autophagy is an ancient catabolic process in which cells sequester damaged organelles
and protein aggregates to process their degradation [99]. Indeed, under normal condi-
tions, autophagy is a beneficial process dynamically regulated by starvation and other
stresses [99]. However, autophagy can facilitate the viability and chemoresistance of cancer
cells, the maintenance of cancer stem cells, and, in a context-dependent manner, have
an inhibiting effect on tumor growth [100]. Thus, enhancing autophagy may attenuate
inflammatory responses that support carcinogenesis and abrogate tumor escape from the
host immune system defense mechanisms [101]. On the other hand, the upregulation of
autophagy may have a pro-survival effect on cancer cells [102].

The cancer-microenvironment niche and its components, such as proteoglycans, decid-
edly regulate autophagy [2]. To date, a primarily an anti-autophagic role has been attributed
to the lumican [103]. Indeed, chemotherapeutic agents increase the secretion of lumican
in PDAC, which, by inhibiting autophagy, enhances chemotherapy-induced growth in-
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hibition. Indeed, this effect of lumican was verified in both in vitro and in vivo PDAC
models, including patient-derived xenografts [104]. However, a feedback mechanism
seems to be emerging, as it was recently demonstrated that hypoxia induces autophagy in
pancreatic cancer stellate cells, accomplished through an AKMP/TOR/p70S6K/4EBP sig-
naling pathway-mediated protein degradation and synthesis inhibition [67]. Furthermore,
the mechanism strongly downregulates lumican secretion through post-transcriptional
regulation of pancreatic stellate cells, not cancer cells [67]. Notably, pancreatic stellate
cells exhibit significant regulatory roles in tumor immunology, paracrine signaling, and
metabolism in pancreatic ductal carcinoma [105].

6. Implications of Lumican in Cancer-Associated Inflammation

The process of tumorigenesis is intimately correlated with chronic inflammation,
with a significant 20% of cancer incidences directly related to chronic infections [106].
All tumor types separately of etiology specifically interact with the immune system at
all stages of carcinogenesis [107]. The ECM components play a significant role in these
interactions. Indeed, the tumor microenvironment, extensive remodeling modulates the
immune response [108]. Other SLRPs such as biglycan have been implicated in cancer-
associated inflammation [109,110].

The available knowledge on the role of lumican in the processes of tumor-associated
inflammation is restricted [26]. Some research, however, indicates a connection between
lumicans’ biological effects and inflammation. Thus, for example, when using a mouse
colitis model, Lohr et al. showed that lumican exacerbates the immune and inflammatory
responses [111]. Specifically, Lum−/− mice had a decreased secretion of cytokines such as
tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α); CXCL1 secretion; correlated to the retarded transloca-
tion of and NF-κB translocation to the nucleus; and attenuated neutrophil infiltration [111].
In contrast, the Lum−/− mice presented substantial weight loss and extended tissue dam-
age compare withthe wild-type mice. These authors suggest that lumican supports the
homeostasis of the intestine by facilitating the inflammatory response found to be beneficial
to the initial stages of colitis [111]. Similar results were obtained in the LPS-induced sepsis
murine Lum−/− model. Indeed, lumican-deficient mice had a strongly downregulated
inflammatory response to sterile inflammation. This was evident as an attenuated secretion
of pro-inflammatory mediators, including TNF-α, IL-6,and IL-1β cytokines [112]. The
correlation of lumican action to TLR signaling has been, likewise, implicated in a murine
pathogen-induced inflammatory response. Thus, in mice, lumican seems to facilitate the
bindingof bacteria to CD14 and the subsequent presentation of the comp0lex to TLR4 [113].
Indeed, CD-14 is a glycosyl phosphatidyl inositol-linked membrane protein that enhances
TLR-2 and TLR-4 downstream signaling [114]. In this manner, lumican upregulatedbacteria
phagocytosis [113]. Therefore, lumican has been characterized as a promotor of TLR4-
and CD14-dependent pathogen sensing [115]. Likewise, lumican was demonstrated to
modulate peripheral monocyte extravasation via Fas–FasL signaling [116]. Therefore, it
seems feasible that the mechanisms mentioned above of lumican action can participate in
the tumor inflammatory milieu.

7. Lumican as Prognosis Marker, Chemoresistance Regulator, and Cancer Target

The expression of lumican has been correlated with prognosis and disease stage in
various cancer types. For example, in gastric and colon cancer, lumican expression was
associated with cancer dissemination to secondary sites, lymphatic metastasis, and a poor
overall survival of patients [48,51]. Moreover, in colon cancer, the expression of lumican
was positively correlated with the disease stage [52]. In RCC, lumican exhibited a higher
expression of lumican in metastatic tissue than patient-matched primary tissues, and is
suggested as a metastases marker [60].

In melanoma and breast cancer, lumican exerts anticancer properties, and lumican-
based therapeutic strategies have been examined [69,70].
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Notably, lumican is suggested to modulate the response to chemotherapeutic agents.
Thus, chemotherapeutic agents increased the secretion of lumican in PDAC cells, which
was correlated with the extent of the therapy response. In various PDAC models, including
cell lines, patient-derived xenografts, and lumican knockout mice, lumican was found to
enhance the anticancer chemotherapy effect [104]. Specifically, chemotherapeutic agents in
PDAC cells facilitate autophagosome formation and enhance LC3 expression through the
ROS-mediated AMP-activated kinase (AMPK) signaling pathway. Conversely, lumican
attenuates AMPK activity, abrogating the protective mechanism of chemotherapy-induced
autophagy in in vitro and in vivo PDAC models [104]. This was correlatedwithDNA
damage, apoptosis, downregulated cell viability, lactate production, glucose consumption,
and release of vascular endothelial growth factor [104].

In rectal cancer patients treated with radiotherapy, apoptosis inducers (lumican,
thrombospondin 2, and galectin-1) exhibited a higher expression in responders than in
non-responding patients [117]. Therefore, gene expression profiling may benefit from
radiotherapy response predictionand provide insights into developing novel therapeutic
targets for rectal cancer.

Notably, leukemia stem cells (LSCs) have been correlated withtherapeutic failure and
the relapse of acute lymphoblastic leukemia. The interaction between LSCs and bone
marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSCs) results in a decreased expression of lumican
by BM-MSCs cells. Importantly, a downregulated lumican expression results in attenuated
apoptosis and enhanced chemoresistance to VP-16 in human pre-B cell leukemia Nalm-
6 cells [118]. Therefore, reduced lumican expression by cells BM-MSCs may facilitate
cancer cells’ escape from chemotherapy and immune surveillance and support leukemia
relapse [119].

Based on the available data and in a cancer-type specific manner, lumican roles as
anticancer agents have been proposed. Thus, as lumican may attenuate or even annulate
specific EMT-correlated metastatic features in breast cancer cells, a lumican-based anti-
cancer therapy targeting EMT could be beneficial [47]. Furthermore, as lumican modulates
the response to the matrix-targeting therapy peptide TAX inhibiting tumor growth, it
presents a feasible therapeutic option for neuroblastoma [68].Indeed, the attenuation of the
FOXO3/LUM axis by the small molecular weight compound repaglinide is suggested as a
novel strategy for neuroblastoma and other FOXO3-dependent neoplasms [62]. The latter
is depicted in Figure 1.

8. Conclusions

In conclusion, lumican is an important mediator of tumorigenesis and cancer pro-
gression involving the cellular functions of proliferation, motility, apoptosis, autophagy,
and angiogenesis regulation, as represented in Figure 2. Lumican has been characterized
as both an anticancer molecule and a tumor promoter. However, recent research efforts
have shed more light on the characterization of its roles, which seem to depend on the
tumor origin and type and disease stage.Therefore, lumican has been proposed as both a
therapy target and anticancer agent. Moreover, by modulating specific biological functions,
lumican can affect the response to chemotherapy and predict the response to radiother-
apy. Considering that the tumor microenvironment is a complex network of different cell
types, ECM components, and signaling molecules, with the ability to modulate cell growth
and metastasis, defining its critical modulators is essential. The novel findings on the
multivalent roles of lumicans have the potential to be translated into effective therapeutic
strategies, and thus it is necessary to continue research efforts in this direction.
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Figure 2. Lumican affects cancer cell behavior.Lumican alters cancer cell proliferation, migration, adhesion, invasion,
metastasis, and apoptosis, and affects autophagy and inflammation signaling pathways with different mechanisms.
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Abstract: Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a highly lethal malignancy with a five-
year survival rate of only 9%. PDAC is characterized by a dense, fibrotic stroma composed of
extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins. This desmoplastic stroma is a hallmark of PDAC, representing
a significant physical barrier that is immunosuppressive and obstructs penetration of cytotoxic
chemotherapy agents into the tumor microenvironment (TME). Additionally, dense ECM promotes
hypoxia, making tumor cells refractive to radiation therapy and alters their metabolism, thereby
supporting proliferation and survival. In this review, we outline the significant contribution of fibrosis
to the pathogenesis of pancreatic cancer, with a focus on the cross talk between immune cells and
pancreatic stellate cells that contribute to ECM deposition. We emphasize the cellular mechanisms by
which neutrophils and macrophages, specifically, modulate the ECM in favor of PDAC-progression.
Furthermore, we investigate how activated stellate cells and ECM influence immune cells and
promote immunosuppression in PDAC. Finally, we summarize therapeutic strategies that target
the stroma and hinder immune cell promotion of fibrogenesis, which have unfortunately led to
mixed results. An enhanced understanding of the complex interactions between the pancreatic tumor
ECM and immune cells may uncover novel treatment strategies that are desperately needed for this
devastating disease.

Keywords: pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; extracellular matrix; fibrosis; immune cell modulation;
neutrophils; neutrophil extracellular trap; macrophages

1. Introduction

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is one of the most lethal malignancies of
the gastrointestinal system, with a five-year survival rate of only 9% [1]. It is currently the
seventh-leading cause of deaths among cancers worldwide [2], and the incidence continues
to rise [1,3]. At the time of pancreatic cancer diagnosis, up to 80% of patients present with
metastatic or unresectable disease [4]. Pancreatic cancer is immensely difficult to treat,
largely due to the dense, fibrotic stroma that dominates much of the tumor microenviron-
ment (TME) [5]. A significant portion of the stroma is composed of extracellular matrix
(ECM) proteins deposited through a desmoplastic reaction [6]. Desmoplasia is a fibro-
inflammatory process of the stroma that consists of immune cells, proliferative fibroblasts,
and abundant deposition of ECM proteins such as collagens and fibronectin [7–10]. While
several therapeutic strategies for PDAC exist, the fibrotic stroma is a significant barrier
to drug efficacy. Recent investigations have implicated immune cells such as neutrophils
and macrophages in their contributions to the PDAC fibrotic stroma (Figure 1). In this
review, we outline how the PDAC TME is established and the significant contribution of
fibrosis to the pathogenesis, therapeutic resistance, metabolic adaptation, and immuno-
suppressive nature of PDAC. Moreover, we summarize the recent literature available on
neutrophils and macrophages promoting PDAC fibrosis. Lastly, because of the therapeutic
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challenges presented by desmoplasia, we discuss current therapeutic strategies that target
these immune cells with the aim of reducing PDAC fibrosis.

 

Figure 1. Crosstalk between the fibrotic tumor microenvironment (TME) and neutrophils and macrophages in pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinoma. The fibrotic TME releases a variety of chemical mediators that recruit neutrophils and macrophages
into the TME. In turn, neutrophils and macrophages possess characteristics and/or release their own factors that increase
TME fibrosis. CSF1, colony stimulating factor 1; TGF-β, transforming growth factor-β; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth
factor-A; C5a, complement component C5a; ICAM-1, intercellular adhesion molecule-1; IL, interleukin; CCL, chemokine
(C-C motif) ligand; CXCL, chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand; PI3Ky, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase gamma; MMP-9, matrix
metalloproteinase 9; GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-alpha;
NETosis, neutrophil extracellular trap release.

2. The Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma Tumor Microenvironment

The pancreatic TME consists of cellular and acellular components including ductal
epithelial cells, fibroblasts, myofibroblasts, activated pancreatic stellate cells (PSCs), and a
host of immune cells including regulatory T cells, myeloid-derived suppressor cells, tumor
associated macrophages (TAMs), and tumor associated neutrophils (TANs) [11,12].

Quiescent fibroblasts are cells that comprise most of the stroma in various tissues.
They are intimately involved in ECM modulation by secreting numerous ECM proteins
such as collagens, elastin, and fibronectin [13,14]. Fibroblasts are typically recruited to an
area of tissue insult by transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF), and fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2). After their recruitment, the fibroblasts
are activated and promote the wound healing response through both cytoskeletal and
ECM remodeling. After resolution of the injury, fibroblast activation is reversible through
apoptosis. However, if the signals associated with tissue damage such as TGF-β, PDGF,
and FGF2 are incessant, as is the situation in malignancy, the activated fibroblasts become
hyper-proliferative and can become cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) [15].

The PDAC stroma is imbued with a heterogeneous and plastic population of CAFs [6,11,16].
Fibroblasts inside the tumor mass differentiate into CAFs when exposed TGF-β, produced
by PDAC cells, stromal cells, and TAMs [17,18]. The conversion of fibroblasts into CAFs
is a positive feedback loop, as the formation of CAFs mechanically releases more TGF-β
from its binding protein, latency-associated peptide (LAP) [19]. The CAFs have an active
role in the TME, where they enable tumorigenic functions through the release of several
pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as TGF-β, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating
factor (GM-CSF), colony stimulating factor 1 (CSF-1), and CCL2 [16,20,21]. Moreover, CAFs
secrete multiple growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF-A),
hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF). These growth
factors facilitate recruitment of immune cells and endothelial cells into the TME [19].

An important fibroblast population known as pancreatic stellate cells (PSC) are qui-
escent, star-shaped cells that reside in the basolateral portions of pancreatic acinar cells.
Notable intracellular characteristics of PSCs include a large nucleus, limited mitochondria,
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and copious amounts of vitamin A- and albumin-containing fat droplets [22]. The role
of quiescent PSCs has not yet been fully elucidated, however, it is thought that they are
involved in structural support of the basement membrane by providing scaffolding [23].
During tumorigenesis, PSCs can become activated by the stimulating factors such as TGF-β,
Interleukin-10 (IL-10), and PDGF that are released from PDAC cells and stromal cells [24].
Once activated, PSCs represent the most common subpopulation of CAFs [6,25]. In contrast
to their quiescent counterparts, activated PSCs do not possess fat droplets. The mechanism
by which fat droplets disappear or the impact of their absence on PDAC progression has not
yet been answered [23,26]. The physiological hallmark of PSC activation is the expression
of α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA), a type of cytoskeletal protein [27]. Activated PSCs are a
key contributor to the PDAC fibrotic stroma as they increasingly release ECM proteins such
as collagen, periostin, fibronectin, matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), and tissue inhibitors
of matrix metalloproteinases (TIMPs) [25,28,29]. There have been conflicting results on the
association of MMP type with patient survival, but increased MMP-7 has more consistently
correlated with poor patient survival [30].

A recent proteomic analysis of the ECM in PDAC progression found that elevated
levels of fibronectin and periostin were significantly associated with worse patient out-
comes [31]. Increased deposition of collagen I and collagen IV correlate with reduced
patient survival, whereas collagen III levels do not have a statistically significant asso-
ciation with patient survival [32]. Further, it was found that high circulating levels of
collagen IV after PDAC resection correlated with reduced patient survival [33]. Interest-
ingly, high alignment of collagens in PDAC tumors is associated with poor patient survival
and correlates to stromal activation [34].

3. Contributions of Fibrosis in the TME to Pathogenesis of Pancreatic Cancer

There are multiple mechanisms through which the characteristic PDAC TME facilitates
PDAC progression by enhancing tumor growth and promoting metastases (Figure 2).

3.1. Therapeutic Resistance through Limiting Penetration of Cytotoxic Agents

The overabundance and imbalance of released ECM proteins establishes a high intersti-
tial pressure environment resulting in decreased perfusion of the tumor. This high pressure
and diminished perfusion prevent infiltration of cytotoxic agents into the TME [35,36].
Several treatment strategies that target the stroma, outlined below, have been designed
to enhance penetration of chemotherapy to the tumor, thereby increasing efficacy and
treatment response.

3.2. Promotion of Hypoxia in the TME

Deposition of ECM proteins amplifies tissue tension and intra-tumoral pressure.
These effects disrupt local blood circulation and oxygen diffusion in pancreatic tissue,
leading to hypoxia [37,38]. In response to the hypoxic environment, hypoxia-inducible
transcription factors (HIFs) are stabilized. The HIF-α/ARNT heterodimer, along with
transcriptional coactivators, bind to hypoxia response elements (HREs) in gene promoters
leading to transcription of genes in PDAC cells that facilitate glycolysis, tumorigenesis,
and metastasis [39]. PSC exposure to HIF-α also increases expression of type I collagen,
fibronectin, and periostin, thereby accentuating hypoxia secondary to ECM deposition and
increased TME fibrosis [24,28,39,40].

The hypoxic TME also poses a significant challenge for radiotherapy interventions.
Typically, radiation absorbed by the tissue requires oxygen to produce reactive oxygen
species (ROS) that cause DNA damage to cancer cells, thereby shrinking the tumor. In
the setting of hypoxia (under 10 mmHg), the efficacy of radiotherapy decreases and
requires significantly increased dosage to reach the desired therapeutic effect [41]. Different
strategies designed to alleviate hypoxia in the TME and improve radiotherapy penetration
such as radiosensitizer drugs have been proposed [42,43] but will need to be tested against
PDAC tumors.
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Figure 2. Contribution of extracellular matrix (ECM)/fibrosis to pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) pathogenesis.
Activated pancreatic stellate cells (aPSC) release significant quantities of ECM components, including collagen, periostin,
fibronectin, and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) into the PDAC tumor microenvironment (TME) that contribute to
fibrosis. The fibrotic PDAC TME results in several pathogenic effects (noted in red text). The abundance of fibrotic material
in the PDAC TME can result in hypoxia and decreased tumor perfusion, which inhibit the therapeutic effects of radiotherapy
and chemotherapy, respectively. Moreover, fibrosis can lead to hypoglycemia and nutrient deprivation in the TME. In
response to nutrient deprivation, PDAC tumor cells metabolically adapt by stimulating autophagy in aPSCs, leading
to release of alanine from aPSCs, which is then used for fuel by the PDAC tumor cells. The aPSCs may also stimulate
autophagy in PDAC tumor cells. Immunosuppression in the TME is established in part by the release of galectin-1 and
CXCL12 by aPSCs, inhibiting CD3+ T cells and sequestering CD8+ T cells, respectively. Additionally, release of interleukin-6
(IL-6) by aPSCs results in conversion of immature myeloid cells to myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), which then
inhibit infiltration by cytotoxic T cells and natural killer cells.

3.3. Altering Tumor Cell Metabolism

The reduction in perfusion associated with PDAC fibrosis also leads to nutrient
deprivation of the tumor. To overcome this obstacle, PDAC cells maintain adequate
nutrition by altering their metabolism to support tumor growth. The vast majority of
PDAC cells possess the oncogenic KRAS mutation, enabling them to utilize glutamine as
a nutritional source for cancer growth [44]. Aside from providing nutrition, glutamine is
also used to promote hyaluronan production via the hexosamine biosynthesis pathway.
A study done by Sherma et al. demonstrated that a small molecule glutamine analog
(6-diazo-5-oxo-l-norleucine (DON)) was able to reduce the ECM deposition surrounding
PDAC cells by inhibiting hexosamine biosynthesis [45]. KRAS mutant PDAC cells are also
able to sustain themselves through macro-autophagy, a metabolic cell-survival process
that relies on recycling of damaged organelles and proteins. Oncogenic KRAS positively
regulates PDAC autophagy by promoting expression of vacuole membrane protein 1
(VMP1), a critical element of autophagosome formation [46,47]. There is also evidence
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that PDAC cells and activated PSCs engage in metabolic cross talk. Under hypoglycemic
conditions, activated PSCs, induced into autophagy by PDAC cells, release alanine in the
TME. The alanine is then internalized by PDAC cells and converted to pyruvate, which
substitutes for glucose and glutamine in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle to maintain ATP
generation [48,49].

3.4. Immunomodulation

In addition to secreting ECM proteins that provide a physical barrier to cytotoxic
immune cells, activated PSCs release a variety of immunomodulatory factors that drive the
PDAC TME into an immunosuppressive environment. One example is interleukin-6 (IL-6),
which operates through the Janus kinase 2 (JAK2) and signal transducer and activator of
transcription 3 (STAT3) signaling cascade. The activation of the JAK2/STAT3 signaling
in immature myeloid cells results in their conversion to myeloid-derived suppressor cells
(MDSCs). The MDSCs then release a variety of their own modulatory factors that suppress
the actions of cytotoxic T cells and natural killer cells, thereby limiting the immune response
against the PDAC tumor [50]. Another protein released by activated PSCs is galectin-1,
which is a part of the β-galactoside-binding family. Galectin-1 is a contributor to tumor
invasion and metastasis [51]. This concept was further evaluated in a study done by Tang
et al. that examined the role of galectin-1 in PDAC. When co-culturing CD3+ T cells with
activated PSCs overexpressing galectin-1, the authors found that this led to significant
apoptosis in the CD3+ T cells. The authors also found that galectin-1-overexpressing
PSCs shifted the Th1/Th2 cytokine balance towards Th2 cytokine release, which facilitates
immune cell evasion [52,53]. Furthermore, secretion of C-X-C Motif Chemokine Ligand 12
(CXC12) by activated PSCs assists in sequestering CD8+ T cells in the stroma distant from
the tumor. The isolation of CD8+ T cells in this distant compartment significantly reduces
infiltration into the tumor, thereby establishing the immunosuppressive environment [54].

Interleukin-10 (IL-10) and TGF-β are potent immunosuppressive cytokines that are
released into the TME by PDAC cells and immune cells during tumorigenesis [55,56]. These
cytokines recruit regulatory T cells, which in turn also release IL-10 and TGF-β, inhibiting
effector T cells and maintaining immunosuppression [57–59]. The presence of IL-10 and
TGF-β in the PDAC TME also shift the Th1/Th2 cytokine balance towards Th2 cytokine
release, thereby further enhancing the immunosuppressive TME [59,60].

Intra-pancreatic γδ T cells indirectly support PDAC pathogenesis by inhibition of αβ
T cells using checkpoint receptor ligation [61]. Seifert et al. found that γδ T cells interacted
with PSCs and stimulated their production of IL-6, which leads to increasing amounts of
ECM deposition in the PDAC stroma. Therefore, the interaction of γδ T cells with PSCs
contributes to immunosuppression by fortifying the fibrotic barrier environment [62].

4. Strategies for Targeting Fibrosis in PDAC

Given the significant role for the ECM in pancreatic cancer progression, several differ-
ent strategies have been investigated that target the fibrotic TME. Approaches currently
under evaluation seek to either reduce stromal ECM deposition to improve the delivery of
cytotoxic agents, or target ECM proteins for direct delivery of therapeutics to the tumor,
thereby limiting off-target effects.

Delivery of cytotoxic agents such as gemcitabine has been improved with the use of
nab-paclitaxel [63,64]. Nab-paclitaxel/gemcitabine (AG) penetration was further improved
in a phase 2 trial using pegvorhyaluronidase alfa (PEGPH20), but no substantial improve-
ment was seen in a recent phase 3 clinical trial [65]. Treatment guidelines for borderline-
resectable and locally advanced pancreatic cancers have recently shifted towards neoad-
juvant therapy [66] and the use of combination therapies such as FOLFIRINOX [67,68].
Targeted delivery of FOLFIRINOX was improved using iontophoretic delivery [69]. Di-
rected chemotherapy measures tend to have less associated side effects than systemic
chemotherapy. Thus, these localized treatment strategies as a method to overcome ECM
deposition warrant further investigation.
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The literature describes a variety of strategies used to target CAFs in PDAC. In general,
these methods include conversion of CAFs to their quiescent phenotypes, inhibition of CAF
signaling cascades, depletion of CAFs, use of CAFs as a cellular vehicle for cyto-toxic agents,
and targeting of CAF-derived ECM proteins [70–72]. Some previous studies targeting CAFs
have unfortunately led to a more aggressive tumor [73] and/or severe side effects [74].
However, with the discovery of CAF heterogeneity, specific targeting of CAFs could lead to
improved therapeutic benefit [75,76]. Regarding clinical trials, several ongoing PDAC trials
are investigating therapeutics that disrupt CAF signaling or reprogram CAFs to quiescence
(Table 1). These clinical trials should be closely followed to determine if these stromal
interventions increase chemotherapy efficacy.

Table 1. Clinical Trials Targeting Fibroblasts in PDAC.

Strategy Therapeutic Trial Phase Trial Status NCT Number

Disrupt CAF
Signaling

Tocilizumab 1b/2 Recruiting NCT03193190

Tocilizumab 2 Recruiting NCT02767557

Tocilizumab 2 Active NCT04258150

Siltuximab 1,2 Recruiting NCT04191421

Canakinumab 1 Recruiting NCT04581343

Plerixafor 2 Recruiting NCT04177810

Plerixafor 1 Completed NCT02179970

BL-8040 2 Active NCT02826486

Reprogramming
to Quiescence

ATRA 1 1 Completed NCT03307148

ATRA 1 2 Not yet
recruiting NCT04241276

Vitamin D3 3 Recruiting NCT03472833

Paricalcitrol 2 Completed NCT03331562

Paricalcitrol 1 Recruiting NCT03519308

Paricalcitrol 2 Recruiting NCT04617067

Paricalcitrol 1 Active NCT03883919

Paricalcitrol 2 Recruiting NCT04524702

Source: Clinicaltrials.gov. 1 All-trans retinoic acid.

Activated PSCs have a prominent role in PDAC ECM deposition. As a result, sev-
eral investigations have been performed to elucidate therapeutic strategies against PSCs,
hypothesizing that inhibition of these fibroblasts would lead to reduced fibrosis and, there-
fore, enhanced cytotoxic efficacy. For example, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
can activate PSCs, and it was found that inhibition of EGFR reduced fibrosis [77]. PSCs
can also be activated to increase desmoplasia by the Sonic Hedgehog (SHH) protein as
part of the hedgehog pathway [78]. Studies impeding SHH signaling have led to mixed
results [36,79]. Targeting the renin-angiotensin system, which has been demonstrated to
activate PSCs [80], using olmesartan, an angiotensin II type-1 receptor blocker, decreased
collagen deposition of PSCs, in vitro [81]. More recent PSC-targeting strategies include the
use of phytochemicals such as curcumin, which can hinder the gene expression of type I
and III collagen, thereby decreasing fibrotic production [82]. Future PSC inhibition studies
will likely make use of more directed treatment strategies such as nanotechnology [83].
These strategies aim to reduce PSC activation to decrease ECM deposition and improve
efficacy of treatments that are limited by substantial fibrosis in the TME.

Another strategy may resurrect the century old concept of therapeutic infection, as
introduced by the sarcoma surgeon Dr. William Coley with “Coley’s toxins” [84], using the
natural properties of infectious agents such as bacteria to target the TME and modulate
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anti-cancer immune responses. Group A Streptococcus Streptococcal collagen-like protein
1 (Scl1), is a major GAS adhesin, which exhibits selective binding to ECM proteins [85].
Scl1 binds to tumor-associated isoforms of cellular fibronectin (cFn) containing type IIII
repeats, extra domain A and/or B (EDA/EDB/cFn) also known as oncofetal Fn [86–88].
Binding to EDA and EDB is mediated through conserved structural determinants present
within the Scl1 globular V domain and facilitates GAS adherence and biofilm formation in
the host [89–91]. In vitro, Scl1 mediates biofilm formation on matrices deposited by cancer-
associated fibroblasts (CAFs) and osteosarcoma (Saos-2) cells containing EDA/EDB/cFn
isoforms [87,89]. Importantly, oncofetal cFn is expressed in many cancers [92], including
pancreatic tumors [93], suggesting a potential for bacterial targeting of tumors by Scl1 after
injection [94]. Indeed, EDB expression in pancreatic tumors has been leveraged to develop
imaging probes for EDB fibronectin to visualize pancreatic tumors [95,96].

While CAF-targeting and therapeutic infection are promising areas of continued
research, studies thus far have not yet fully revealed definitive clinical benefit. Therefore, it
is important to simultaneously explore other therapeutic options for a highly aggressive
malignancy such as PDAC. Another exciting field of treatment focuses on targeting immune
cells, especially neutrophils and macrophages, due to their significant pro-fibrotic effects in
the PDAC TME. Successful targeting of these immune cells has the potential to mitigate
both immunosuppression and fibrosis.

5. Immune Characterization of the TME and Impact on the ECM

As mentioned previously, the TME harbors a heterogenous population of immune
cells such as macrophages, neutrophils, dendritic cells, natural killer cells, effector T
lymphocytes, regulatory T lymphocytes, MDSCs, and B lymphocytes [97]. In general,
immune cells modulate the TME through direct interactions with the tumor or indirectly by
releasing a variety of chemical mediators. These cellular communications can both facilitate
and hinder the effectiveness of therapeutics in the TME [98]. Given the significant fibrotic
barrier in the PDAC TME that obstructs therapeutic delivery, it is important to explore
the contribution of immune cells to fibrosis. Specifically, neutrophils and macrophages
have been implicated for their role in ECM deposition. Neutrophils and macrophages
in physiologic settings contribute to the natural wound healing process in injured tissue
without fibrosis. However, pathological disruptions in this homeostatic mechanism can
result in a fibrotic phenotype [99]. Therefore, in this section we will examine both key
immune cells to elucidate their mechanisms of ECM modulation.

5.1. Neutrophils

Neutrophils, also known as polymorphonuclear leukocytes, are the most common
circulating leukocyte and play a key role in microbial defense [100,101]. Classic effector im-
mune responses of neutrophils include phagocytosis and secretion of hydrolytic enzymes,
granule-derived myeloperoxidase, and antimicrobial proteins/peptides. Additionally, neu-
trophils further participate in the immune response by releasing lipid mediators, cytokines,
chemokines, and extracellular vesicles [102].

Recruitment signals into the TME for neutrophils include the ligands that bind to
CXCR2, such as CXCL1 and CXCL2 [103]. It is also likely that tumor-derived GM-CSF
recruits neutrophils into the TME, as this mechanism has been implicated in other cancers
including gastric adenocarcinoma [104]. Like macrophages, neutrophils in the TME are
capable of polarizing into different phenotypes: N1 and N2. Although the N1/N2 ter-
minology facilitates discussion of these phenotypes, these cells function on a spectrum,
therefore, our preference is to describe them as N1-like and N2-like. Conversion into either
phenotype designates the neutrophil as a tumor-associated neutrophil (TAN). The N1-like
phenotype is considered anti-tumorigenic as it releases reactive oxygen species (ROS),
Fas, intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF-α). These
products are cytotoxic towards the tumor and hinder immunosuppression of the TME.
The N2-like phenotype appears to promote tumorigenesis by remodeling the ECM and
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supporting angiogenesis of the tumor. This is accomplished through secretion of arginase,
MMP-9, VEGF, and a variety of chemokines [105,106]. ECM remodeling by MMP-9 fa-
cilitates release and subsequent activation of VEGF from the ECM, thereby increasing
vascularization of the tumor [107].

Neutrophils can also neutralize bacteria and other pathogens through formation of
neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) [108]. In this process, neutrophils release decon-
densed DNA, histones, high mobility group box 1 protein (HMGB1), ROS, and granules
that ensnare and kill bacteria [108,109]. Typically, the expulsion of intracellular contents
is a slow process that occurs as the neutrophil is dying. However, an alternative NET
mechanism can occur that is independent of cell death and results in expedited degranula-
tion [110,111]. In the unstimulated neutrophil, the DNA is tightly wrapped around histones
and stored as heterochromatin. Upon exposure to the pathogen, the heterochromatin is
decondensed by peptidyl arginine deiminase 4 (PAD4), which catalyzes the citrullination
of histones [109,112]. Decondensation of histones is also facilitated from the interaction
between histones and neutrophil elastase (NE) after NE translocation into the cell nu-
cleus [110].

Although NETs are beneficial for protection against microbes, recent studies have
shown that they contribute to pathogenesis of sterile inflammatory diseases including
PDAC [113]. Neutrophils from PDAC are primed for NET formation and NETs are in-
creased in both the circulation and TME during PDAC progression [114–116]. NETs
promote the pathogenesis through multiple mechanisms including stimulating primary
pancreatic tumor growth [114], driving cancer-associated hypercoagulability [117–120],
promoting formation of metastatic disease [121–123], and supporting immunosuppres-
sion [124,125]. Several studies have also implicated NETs in activating PSCs to modulate
the TME. PSCs transform into the activated state upon binding extracellular DNA [126],
which is a predominant component of NETs. Indeed, interactions between the receptor for
advanced glycation end products (RAGE) on quiescent PSCs and the DNA released from
neutrophils during NETosis result in activation of PSCs [114]. As mentioned previously,
activated PSCs heavily contribute to the fibrotic stroma of PDAC through deposition of
ECM proteins, providing a mechanism through which neutrophils and NETs promote the
fibrotic TME.

5.2. Factors Promoting Neutrophil Extracellular Traps in PDAC

Given the expansive role for NETs in pancreatic pathogenesis, identifying the signals
that trigger NETosis is critical to targeting this cancer-promoting phenomenon. Numerous
potential targets have been identified. NET formation is dependent on RAGE, as mice
with RAGE knockout resulted in significantly decreased extracellular DNA [115]. A
recent study done by Zhang et al. explored the role of IL-17 in PDAC tumorigenesis and
immunosuppression. Using an in vitro NET formation assay, the authors discovered that
when KPC cells from spontaneous PDAC mice preconditioned with IL-17 were used as
conditioned media for neutrophils, NET formation was significantly higher than control
neutrophils exposed to IL-17 alone. The authors also found a similar significant result
for TNFα [124]. Thus, it is likely that IL-17 and TNFα are crucial factors involved in the
recruitment of TANs and NETs.

A recent study reported that amyloid fibrils, insoluble fibers resistant to degradation,
can trigger neutrophils into NET activation [127]. To determine if amyloid fibrils con-
tributed to NET activation in the pancreatic tumor microenvironment, Munir et al. used
mass spectrometry to investigate the presence of amyloid proteins. They found that the
Amyloid β A4 protein (APP) was highly expressed in CAFs. Interestingly, they found
that APP mRNA was also found in PSCs, though to a lesser extent. The authors showed
that CAFs induce NET formation, but by inhibiting secretion of APP, found that CAFs
were unable to stimulate NETs. Moreover, through blocking the potential APP receptor,
CD11b, the authors noted that neutrophils were no longer stimulated into NETosis [128],
implicating several potential targets for NET formation in PDAC.
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Research into the stimuli for NETs in PDAC is relatively new, so it is also important to
explore how NETs are promoted in other forms of cancer. A recent study done by Li et al.
examined the function of Sciellin (SCEL), a precursor to the cornified envelope, which
is a protective barrier in the upper epidermis [129], in gallbladder cancer progression.
Using a co-culture experiment, the authors found that SCEL induced expression of NETs
and citrullinated-histone 3, which is a critical marker of NET formation [130]. Similar to
gallbladder cancer, SCEL is markedly elevated in pancreatic cancer [131]. Therefore, it
would be integral for future studies to examine if SCEL participates in neutrophil/NET
recruitment in PDAC.

5.3. Therapeutic Strategies for Targeting Neutrophils and NETs

Research over the past few years has investigated potential therapeutic strategies for
NETs (Figure 3). In addition to promoting inflammation, NETs can also lead to coagulation
as the expelled intracellular contents create a scaffold for thrombus formation [132]. A
recent study done by Kajioka et al. found that NETs can capture PDAC cells and influence
their migration and invasion capabilities. The authors also explored the possibility of
targeting NETs in pancreatic cancer cells using recombinant thrombomodulin (rTM), a
type of endothelial cell surface protein. The authors found that, when treating pancreatic
cancer cells with rTM, HMGB1 released from NETs was degraded. As a result, the cap-
ture/migration of PDAC tumor cells controlled by NETs was inhibited thereby reducing
metastasis to the liver [121]. TM has also been tested against NETs in situations other
than pancreatic cancer. For example, it was determined that rTM reduced histone-induced
NET release via citrullinated histone 3 staining in kidney sections of rTM-treated rats [133].
Another study examined the impact of rTM treatment on NETs in septic shock rat models
as this condition leads to intravascular coagulation. The authors discovered that rTM
treatment reduced systemic NETs in septic shock rat models compared to control, as deter-
mined by examining levels of citrullinated histone H3 and DNA, or NE and DNA [134].
The reduction in NETs seen in these studies show promising results for rTM, and this
treatment strategy should continue to be thoroughly evaluated in additional pancreatic
cancer studies.

A second therapeutic strategy for NETs is targeting the DNA that is expelled from
neutrophils during this process. Deoxyribonuclease I (DNAse I) treatment of murine
acute lung injury models induces degradation of NETs structure [135]. In another study
related to lung injury, when methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)-infected
mice were treated with DNase I, it was found that neutrophil elastase-DNA (NE-DNA)
ELISA measurements were reduced in bronchoalveolar lavage blood [136]. As of this
writing, the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2/coronavirus disease 2019
(SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19) pandemic is still ongoing. SARS-CoV-2 has been associated with
excessive NETs and coagulation [137]. A study done by Park et al. treated severe SARS-CoV-
2 patients with either free DNase I or DNase-I-coated melanin-like nanospheres (DNase-I
pMNSs). With both treatments, the authors noted significant decreases in extracellular
DNA, NET percentage, myeloperoxidase activity, and NE, along with a significant increase
in relative plasma DNase activity. Interestingly, treatment with DNase-I pMNSs was more
effective than free DNase I at reducing cytokine secretion from neutrophils such as NF-κβ
and TNF-α [138]. As a result of these beneficial effects, it is worth exploring the use of
DNase-I nanotechnology in the setting of PDAC NETs. Although many DNase I studies
have focused on lung injury, a study done by Xia et al. examined the impact of DNase I in
the setting of colorectal cancer metastasis to the liver. Due to the short biological half-life of
DNase I, the investigators used adeno-associated virus (AAV) as the vector for long-term
expression of the enzyme in the liver. The authors found decreased levels of citrullinated
histone H3 and NETs in the tumors of mice treated with AAV-DNase I, as compared to the
tumors in mice that were treated with AAV-null [139].
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Figure 3. Proposed neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) targeting strategies. Peptidyl arginine deiminase 4 (PAD4) inhibitors
block PAD4-mediated citrullination of histones, thereby preventing heterochromatin decondensation and subsequent NET
release. Recombinant thrombomodulin (rTM) can inhibit high mobility group box 1 protein (HMGB1), reducing capture and
migration of tumor cells by NETs. DNAse I and chloroquine (CQ) degrade and decrease secretion of decondensed DNA,
respectively, thereby reducing interactions of decondensed DNA with the receptor for advanced glycation end products
(RAGE), preventing pancreatic stellate cell (PSC) activation and subsequent extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition. ROS,
reactive oxygen species; MMPs, matrix metalloproteinases.

Another therapeutic approach to NET inhibition involves the use of chloroquine (CQ).
In a study examining the potential effect of NETs on high density lipoprotein (HDL) in
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), Smith et al. found that CQ hindered NET formation
in both the control neutrophils and in a type of peripheral blood lupus neutrophils called
low-density granulocytes [140]. Treatment with chloroquine resulted in a decrease in
serum DNA in the Kras pancreatic cancer mouse model. Moreover, of 15 PDAC patients
who were treated with neoadjuvant gemcitabine plus hydroxychloroquine, 12 patients
had a significant reduction in circulating DNA levels [115]. Inhibition of NETs by CQ
also reverses the hypercoagulable state seen in PDAC [119]. It is also important to note
that PAD4 deficiency has been shown to reduce NET formation, and, therefore, PAD4
inhibitor treatments should also be thoroughly investigated as a potential therapeutic
target [119,141].

There are a few clinical trials relevant to the treatment of NETs, although they are
outside the context of PDAC. Table 2 delineates current NET targeting strategies in clinical
trials. One clinical trial (NCT03250689) examined the effect of Danirixin, a selective CXCR2
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antagonist, on NETs in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients. The study
was eventually terminated due to changes in the benefit risk profile of Danirixin that was
determined in another clinical trial (NCT03034967). A clinical trial at McGill University
Health Center, DISCONNECT-1 (NCT04409925) is currently recruiting to evaluate the safety
of inhaled rhDNase I and its impact on NETs in severe SARS-CoV-2 patients. Another
clinical trial (NCT03368092) at University Hospital in Strasbourg, France, is also evaluating
the effect of inhaled rhDNase I on NET-induced lung injury.

Table 2. Clinical Trials Targeting NETs in Various Diseases.

Therapeutic Trial Phase Trail Status Context Trial ID

rhDNAse I 1 Recruiting Severe SARS
CoV-2 1 NCT04409925

3 Recruiting Moderate to
Severe ARDS 2 NCT03368092

Danirixin 2 Terminated COPD 3 NCT03250689

NucleoCapture
Device N/A Recruiting SA-AKI 4 NCT04749238

Source: Clinicaltrials.gov. 1 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2. 2 Acute Respiratory Distress
Syndrome. 3 Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease. 4 Sepsis-Associated Acute Kidney Injury.

5.4. Tumor Associated Macrophages

Macrophages are a group of immune cells that possess heterogenous function and
serve as the first line of immune protection in nearly every tissue [142]. An over-simplified
view of macrophage differentiation is that macrophages undergo polarization into different
phenotypes depending on the cytokine exposure. The classical activation pathway, in
the presence of Th1-derived cytokines such as IFN-γ, colony stimulating factor 2 (CSF2),
or toll-like receptor (TLR) activation, gives rise to the M1-like macrophage phenotype
considered more protective against cancer cells. The alternatively activated pathway, in
the presence of Th2-derived cytokines such as IL-4, IL-10, IL-13, TGF-β, prostaglandin E2,
or colony stimulating factor 1 (CSF1), gives rise to the M2-like macrophage phenotype,
which typically facilitates tumor progression [143,144]. However, it is now understood
that macrophage polarization extends beyond the dichotomy of M1/M2 phenotypes and
is better defined as a spectrum [145,146]. Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) are
considered to have an M1-like phenotype during the early process of tumorigenesis, and
then eventually switch to an M2-like phenotype [147]. In the TME, TAMs contribute
to PDAC pathogenesis through their promotion of inflammation, tumor angiogenesis,
metastasis, immune evasion, and ECM modulation [148]. In this section, we will focus on
the various mechanisms by which TAMs alter the ECM.

5.5. Effect of TAMs on ECM

There are several investigations in the literature that implicate TAMs for their role in
enhancing the ECM deposition in PDAC. Co-culturing quiescent pancreatic stellate cells
with macrophage cell lines in the presence of Heparin-binding EGF (HB-EGF) activates
stellate cells and promotes α-SMA expression [149,150]. Activation of these pancreatic
stellate cells likely lead to increased deposition of ECM proteins in the tumor stroma. When
comparing human pancreatic tissue samples possessing both PDAC lesions and adjacent
unaffected tissue, Zhu et al. found a positive correlation between amount of tissue fibrosis
and number of macrophages. This group also found, through analysis of gene ontology,
that embryonically-derived macrophages expressed higher levels of ECM remodeling genes
as compared to monocyte-derived macrophages. For example, qPCR demonstrated higher
expression levels of the ECM-producing enzymes hyaluronan synthases 2 and 3 [151].
Activated M2-like macrophages participate in ECM remodeling by secreting MMPs, which
exert digestive effects on the ECM [152]. A recent study done by Tekin et al. analyzed
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mRNA expression of various proteases by quiescent macrophages in the TME. The authors
found that MMP9 was significantly produced and led to cleavage of protease-activated
receptor-1 (PAR1), a G protein-coupled receptor linked to tumor growth [153]. Because
MMPs participate in ECM remodeling, they play a significant role in the levels of fibrosis
in the TME.

Tissue resident macrophages, the predominate macrophage subsets in the pancreatic
TME, express the prolactin receptor [154] and prolactin has been reported to contribute to
the fibrosis of the TME. One of the downstream effectors of prolactin receptor signaling is
focal adhesion kinase 1 (FAK1). Treatment with a FAK1 inhibitor significantly decreases
fibrosis in transgenic models of murine pancreatic cancer. Therefore, activation of tissue-
resident macrophages by prolactin could regulate collagen deposition in the TME.

Incubation of murine fibroblasts with macrophages containing the lipid kinase PI3Ky
increased collagen mRNA in those fibroblasts as compared to murine fibroblasts incubated
with PI3Ky-deficient macrophages. Additionally, it was found that pancreata from both
PI3Ky-deficient KPC mice and KPC mice treated with a PI3Ky inhibitor displayed signifi-
cantly less fibrosis as compared to controls. Reduced collagen protein and gene expression
was also observed in orthotopic LMP tumors treated with a PI3Ky inhibitor [155]. As
these PI3Ky-macrophages are present in PDAC, their pro-fibrotic effects and potential as
therapeutic targets necessitate further investigation.

Macrophages are also involved in establishing a pre-metastatic niche that promotes
PDAC metastasis to the liver, suggesting a role for macrophages modulating fibrosis in the
TME. In a study done by Nielsen et al., it was determined that, after exposure to a variety of
cancer cell derived factors, M2-like macrophages and metastasis-associated macrophages
release granulin. Not only does the secretion of granulin itself likely contribute to the
fibrotic stroma, it also activates resident hepatic stellate cells promoting their differentiation
into myofibroblasts. These myofibroblasts then release a number of proteins related to
ECM remodeling. In particular, the myofibroblasts release high levels of periostin, which
contribute to the fibrotic stroma in the TME and facilitate pancreatic tumor growth and
invasion into the liver [156].

In addition to PDAC, macrophages are known to contribute to fibrosis in other disease
models. For example, it has been recently shown that macrophages expressing the AP-
1 transcription factor Fra-2 contributes to the ECM deposition in idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis by releasing type VI collagen. It is unclear if there are Fra-2-expressing macrophages
present in the PDAC TME. Therefore, an interesting future investigation would be to search
for the existence of these specific macrophages in the PDAC TME as it would be another
factor leading to the desmoplastic reaction [157].

Tunica Interna endothelial cell kinase (Tie2)-expressing macrophages (TEMs) are a
distinct subtype of macrophages considered to be highly pro-angiogenic and immunosup-
pressive in the TME [158–160]. Tie-2 expressing macrophages have been associated with
poor survival in gastric cancer patients [161] and in PDAC patients when M2-like TAMs are
also present [162]. Tie2 is a receptor tyrosine kinase that binds to angiopoietin 1 (ANG-1)
and angiopoietin 2 (ANG-2). In circulation, TEMs highly express the pro-angiogenic genes
MMP-9, VEGFA, COX-2, and WNT5A. In the TME, ANG-2 is secreted by endothelial cells
and sometimes tumor cells. ANG-2 levels are typically higher than ANG-1 in the TME.
Binding of ANG-2 in the TME leads to upregulation of two other pro-angiogenic genes
cathepsin-B (CTSB) and thymidine phosphorylase (TP) as well as the highly immuno-
suppressive IL-10 [163]. To our knowledge, there are currently no studies available on
TEM-mediated fibrosis in the TME. Given the substantial modulatory functions of TEMs
on TME angiogenesis and immunosuppression, an analysis of their potential role in PDAC
fibrosis would further contribute to their recent growing importance as a therapeutic target.

5.6. Recruitment of Macrophages

Various chemokines and cytokines released by the tumor promote macrophage re-
cruitment into the TME. IL-4, IL-10, IL-13, IL-34, TGF-β, and complement component
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C5a all have been implicated in this macrophage recruitment. Colony-stimulating fac-
tor (CSF)-1 leads to myeloid progenitor differentiation into monocytes and macrophages.
Moreover, it has been demonstrated that CSF-1 is involved in generating the M2-like
phenotype of macrophages [164–166]. As pancreatic tumorigenesis proceeds, C-C motif
chemokine ligand 2 (CCL2) is released by the tumor cells, leading to substantial attraction
of circulating monocytes to the TME. Further, the imbalanced release of various chemical
mediators such as CCL5, CCL7, CXCL8, CXCL12, and VEGF also serve as chemoattractants
for macrophages and facilitate conversion into the M2-like phenotype [152]. Additionally,
a recent study done by Tekin et al. demonstrates a positive correlation between number of
macrophages in the TME and PAR1 expression in pancreatic tumor tissues [153].

Pancreatic acinar cells with KRAS mutation express intercellular adhesion molecule-1
(ICAM-1), which can recruit macrophages to the TME. The infiltration of macrophages
facilitates the conversion of acinar to ductal phenotype, which is an integral early compo-
nent of pancreas carcinogenesis [149]. Two subsets of macrophages are present within the
pancreatic inter-acinar stroma. One population is derived from primitive hematopoiesis,
whereas the other population is derived from definitive hematopoiesis and substitutions
with circulating myeloid cells [151,167].

5.7. Strategies to Target Macrophages

There are several different therapeutic strategies described in the literature that seek
to reduce the impact of TAMs in the TME (Figure 4). In general, these therapeutic op-
tions target different properties of TAMs such as their survival, polarization, recruitment,
phagocytosis, and angiogenesis [168]. Different pharmacological techniques for TAMs such
as targeting chemokine-chemokine receptors and tyrosine kinases, as well as the use of
bisphosphonates and nanotechnology have been evaluated [169]. Table 3 lists the clinical
trials of therapeutics being tested against TAMs in pancreatic cancer. In this section, we
will discuss some of the more recent and novel pharmacological approaches to attenuate
the influences of TAMs on ECM production.

Table 3. Clinical Trials Targeting Tumor-Associated Macrophages in Pancreatic Cancer.

Target Therapeutic Trial Phase Trial Status Additional Interventions Trial ID

CSF1-R IMC-CS4 (LY3022855) 1 Recruiting Cyclophosphamide,
GVAX, Pembrolizumab NCT03153410

Cabiralizumab
(FPA008) 1a/1b Completed Nivolumab NCT02526017

Cabiralizumab
(FPA008) 2 Completed Nivolumab +/−

Chemotherapy NCT03336216

Pexidartinib 1 Completed Durvalumab NCT02777710

CSF1 MCS110 1b/2 Completed PDR001 NCT02807844

CCR2 PF-04136309 1 Completed FOLFIRINOX NCT01413022

PF-04136309 1b Completed nab-paclitaxel and
gemcitabine NCT02732938

CCX872-B 1 Active FOLFIRINOX NCT02345408

CXCR4 BL-8040 2b Active Pembrolizumab NCT02907099

Source: Clinicaltrials.gov.
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Figure 4. Potential tumor associated macrophage (TAM) targeting strategies. Strategies have been developed that target
macrophages in the peripheral blood (top panel) and the PDAC TME (bottom panel). Inhibition of the chemokine receptor
may decrease recruitment of inflammatory monocytes into the tissue, where they can polarize into M2-like TAMs. Treatment
with a CD40 agonist monoclonal antibody (mAb) can increase systemic levels of interferon-γ (IFN-γ), thereby polarizing
the inflammatory monocyte into an anti-fibrotic phenotype. The binding of CCL2 then recruits the inflammatory monocyte
into the tissue, where it releases various matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) that can degrade the abundant extracellular
matrix (ECM) of the pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma tumor microenvironment (PDAC TME), improving chemotherapy
efficacy. In general, M1-like macrophages tend to release TH1-supportive cytokines, which are considered more protective
against cancer cells. M2-like TAMs usually release TH2-supportive cytokines, which tend to support cancer progression.
The literature describes a variety of methods (noted in red text) to target M2-like TAMs. Inhibition of the tyrosine kinase
receptor may reduce survival and proliferation of M2-like TAMs. Both iron oxides and targeting of the dectin-1 receptor by
galectin-9 small interfering RNA (siRNA) can repolarize M2-like TAMs into the M1-like phenotype. Trabectedin operates
through the TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) receptor, thereby leading to apoptosis of the M2-like TAM
or switching their secretion profile to that of an inflammatory phenotype. Gene delivery of relaxin (RLN) can upregulate
MMP9 and MMP13 genes, thereby leading to increased release of MMPs into the PDAC TME that can degrade fibrosis and
improve chemotherapy efficacy.

Targeting chemokine-chemokine signaling represents a promising strategy to limit
macrophage infiltration. Targeting the CCL2/CCR2 axis in recruitment of CCR2+ inflam-
matory monocytes to the PDAC TME, where they can differentiate into macrophages, is
one strategy that has been examined. The small molecule CCR2 inhibitor, PF-04136309,
decreases levels of circulating inflammatory monocytes in tumor bearing mice, effectively
blocking TAM recruitment to the PDAC TME [170]. The safety and efficacy of PF-04136309
along with FOLFIRINOX on TAMs in PDAC was tested in a recent phase Ib clinical trial
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(NCT01413022). Of 47 enrolled patients, 39 received the combination therapy, whereas
eight patients received FOLFIRINOX alone. Using flow cytometry on six post combination
therapy treatment tumor biopsies, the authors found a mean reduction in TAMs from
9.0% to 2.4%. Further, they found a significant decrease in peripheral blood CCR2+ mono-
cytes with the combination therapy as compared to FOLFIRINOX alone, which indicates
blockage of TAM recruitment by the PDAC TME [171].

Another strategy in treating TAMs involves the targeting of tyrosine kinases. As
mentioned previously, CSF-1 is a cytokine involved in the polarization of macrophages into
a tumor-supportive phenotype. In general, efforts to target the CSF-1/CSF-1R interaction
are CSF-1/CSF-1R antibodies and CSF-1R kinase inhibitors. A randomized phase 2b
clinical trial (NCT03336216) tested the efficacy of cabiralizumab, an antibody that blocks
CSF-1R, in combination with nivolumab, with or without chemotherapy, in patients with
advanced pancreatic cancer. Unfortunately, the clinical trial sponsor reported that the
combination therapy with and without chemotherapy was not beneficial compared to
standard chemotherapy [172]. A recent phase 1b trial (NCT02713529) was completed
that tested the safety and efficacy of AMG 820, an anti-CSF1R monoclonal antibody, in
combination with anti-PD-1 antibody pembrolizumab in adults with advanced pancreatic
cancer, colorectal cancer (CRC), or non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Although AMG 820
plus pembrolizumab was shown to have an adequate safety profile, none of the pancreatic
cancer patients met the pre-determined threshold for efficacy. There were two CRC patients
and one NSCLC patient who achieved a response of immune-related partial response [173].
Blocking tyrosine kinases is also being evaluated for several other types of gastrointestinal
cancers, hopefully leading to more progress in this therapeutic strategy.

A third strategy recently evaluated for targeting macrophage polarization is the use
of nanotechnology. Several types of nanoparticles that are used to target TAMs have
been evaluated [174]. Iron oxides have been demonstrated to switch the polarization of
M2-like macrophages into the M1-like phenotype. Additionally, iron oxides increase ROS
production and induce apoptosis in cancer cells [175]. In a study done by Zhao et al., the
authors developed a tumor-derived antigenic microparticle (T-MP) that contained nano-
iron oxide. The surface of the T-MP was tethered with adjuvant CPG oligodeoxynucleotides-
loaded liposomes. Once this combination vaccine was delivered into the TME, it was
determined that repolarization of M2-like macrophages to M1-like had occurred [176].
Interference with the galectin-9/dectin axis, which has been previously implicated in the
conversion of macrophages to the M2-like phenotype, is another strategy targeting the
polarization of macrophages in the PDAC TME. A nanoscale delivery system composed
of bone marrow mesenchymal stem cell exosomes that were electropermeabilization-
loaded with galectin-9 siRNA has been evaluated [177]. Additionally, these exosomes
contained oxaliplatin to induce death in tumor cells. After co-delivery of the siRNA and
oxaliplatin into orthotopic pancreatic tumor-bearing C57BL/6J mice, the authors found
significant re-polarization of TAMs into the M1-like phenotype via flow cytometry and
immunofluorescence staining of tumor sections, using CD206 as a marker for M2-like
macrophages and CD 16/32 for the M1-like phenotype [177]. Given the many potential
benefits of nanotechnology, such as increased stability and decreased side effects [178],
they are certainly worth continued exploration for application in targeting TAMs in the
PDAC TME.

Macrophage polarization has also been targeted using trabectedin, an isoquinoline
cytotoxic agent that was initially isolated from a Caribbean tunicate [179]. Trabectedin can
operate through the monocyte specific TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL)
receptors 1 and 2, resulting in the extrinsic apoptotic pathway through activation of
caspase-8 [180]. A study using a patient-derived orthotopic mouse model of gemcitabine-
resistant PDAC reported that treatment with trabectedin inhibited but did not regress
PDAC tumor growth [181]. In a PDAC mouse model, it was shown that depletion of
TAMs by trabectedin significantly increased infiltration of CD4 and CD8 T cells into
the TME. Notably, in trabectedin treated mice, both infiltrating CD4 and CD8 T cells
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produced lower levels of the immunosuppressive cytokine IL-10. CD4 T cells also produced
increased levels of IFN-γ. Lastly, it was demonstrated there was higher levels of TAM
secretion of inflammatory mediators such as IL2, IL12, IL17, and TNFα, suggesting a
switch to the inflammatory M1-like phenotype of TAMs [182]. It has not yet been explored
whether this possible re-polarization by trabectedin could lead to reduced fibrosis in the
PDAC TME. Trabectedin was approved in 2015 by the Food and Drug Administration for
treatment of liposarcomas and leiomyosarcomas and, therefore, has not yet been extensively
evaluated for use in PDAC [183]. A phase II clinical trial tested single agent trabectedin in
patients with gemcitabine resistant metastatic PDAC. Unfortunately, the primary endpoint
measure of progression-free survival at six months from treatment was not met [184]. An
interesting future investigation should analyze the impact of trabectedin on PDAC fibrosis
and determine if combination with other cytotoxic agents improves clinical outcomes.

Some investigators have found success by reprogramming TAMs to deplete fibrosis.
Treatment with an agonist CD40 monoclonal antibody increased the systemic release of
IFN-γ, leading to polarization of CCR2+ monocytes into an anti-fibrotic phenotype. These
inflammatory monocytes are then recruited into the PDAC TME via CCL2 release. Once in
the TME, monocytes differentiate to inflammatory macrophages that are able to release
various MMPs that deplete ECM proteins such as fibronectin and type I collagen, thereby
reducing fibrosis and increasing the efficacy of cytotoxic agents in the PDAC TME [185].
Previous studies have shown the beneficial effect of the anti-fibrotic hormone relaxin (RLN)
in reducing fibrosis in PDAC and liver metastasis from various cancers [186,187]. A study
done by Zhou et al. found that more than 70% of cells in both macrophage and fibroblast
populations expressed the relaxin family peptide receptor type 1 (RXFP1). After RLN gene
delivery, the authors observed significant increases MMP9 and MMP13 mRNAs in the
PDAC TME compared to the PBS-treated group, thereby leading to ECM degradation [188].

Regarding treatment strategies for TEMs, disruption of the ANG-2/Tie2 signaling
pathway in vivo has been shown to inhibit tumor growth and reduce tumor microvascu-
lature using monoclonal antibodies [189,190] and peptides [191]. A recent study using
rebastinib, a selective inhibitor of Tie2, decreased both Tie2-expressing macrophage infiltra-
tion and TME vasculature density in a mouse model of mammary cancer, but reduced only
Tie2-expressing macrophage infiltration in a pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor model [192].
Rebastinib is currently being evaluated in clinical trials in combination with chemotherapy
for treatment of metastatic breast cancer (NCT02824575) and other advanced solid tumors
(NCT03717415 and NCT03601897). To our knowledge, there have been no studies or clinical
trials targeting Tie2-expressing macrophages in the context of PDAC.

5.8. Beyond Neutrophils and Macrophages

Neutrophils and macrophages are the most extensively investigated immune cell
types regarding fibrotic production. Generally, the involvement of immune cells appears
to contribute to fibrosis in many disease contexts. Some immune cells, such as regulatory
T cells (Tregs) and natural killer T (NKT) cells, have conflicting roles in fibrosis [193]. For
example, in the TME, factors released from CAFs such as TGF-β cause Tregs to release
their own TGF-β, which influences the conversion of quiescent fibroblasts into CAFs, likely
promoting ECM deposition [194]. Although, in a study examining human immunodefi-
ciency virus type 1 (HIV-1) infection in a humanized mouse model, the presence of Tregs
mitigates liver fibrosis [195]. NKT cells have been shown to reduce collagen in the liver
by selectively removing hepatic stellate cells after treatment with IL-30 [196]. In contrast,
NKT cells have also been implicated in fibrosis production following liver injury through a
CXCR6-dependent mechanism [197].

Dendritic cells release MMP9, which can have modulatory effects on the ECM, but
more studies are required to clarify their relationship with fibrogenesis [198]. There is
evidence that both T helper 2 and T helper 17 cells activate hepatic stellate cells, which
in turn secrete collagen [199]. T helper 17 cells can release IL-17, which can promote
hepatic stellate cell expression of collagen I and influence their conversion into fibrogenic
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myofibroblasts [200]. As mentioned earlier, γδ T cells have been demonstrated to contribute
to both the immunosuppressive and fibrotic TME in PDAC [62]. Overall, crosstalk between
various immune cells and CAFs are evident [201], but several more studies are needed to
investigate the potential pro-fibrotic or anti-fibrotic roles of the various immune cells in
PDAC specifically.

6. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

The desmoplastic reaction heavily contributes to the poor prognosis of PDAC. The
overabundance of ECM proteins establishes a fibrotic stroma and TME that are highly
refractory to cytotoxic chemotherapy, immunotherapy, and radiotherapy. Targeting the
stroma directly in pre-clinical studies has unfortunately led to inconsistent results and in
some instances, a more aggressive disease [202]. Thus, various other therapeutic options
such as targeting immune cell modulation of the ECM should be explored. Although it
has been known for some time that NETs can contribute to various pathologies, their effect
on PSC activation is a relatively new discovery. Thus, the laboratory investigations that
target NETs in PDAC models are also quite new and limited in number yet promising. To
our knowledge, there are currently no active clinical trials targeting NETs in the context
of PDAC. With regard to TAMs in PDAC, several more laboratory studies and clinical
trials of therapeutic strategies have been published. Further pre-clinical studies using NET-
targeting therapies in combination with neoadjuvant and/or adjuvant cytotoxic agents is
warranted. This strategy is already being evaluated for TAMs in clinical trials. Targeting
both NETs and TAMs could deplete some of the fibrosis surrounding the tumor, thereby
enabling better penetration of cytotoxic agents into the TME. While current strategies
have focused on either macrophage or neutrophil targeting, limited efforts have been
made to target both immune cells [103], which may be critical for efficacy. With the recent
advancements in chemotherapy such as FOLFORINOX and innovations in more directed
cytotoxic delivery, the addition of immune cell-targeting agents could be the extra boost
needed to win the battle against this devastating disease.
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Abstract: Extracellular vesicles (EVs), comprising exosomes, microvesicles, and apoptotic bodies, are
released by all cells into the extracellular matrix and body fluids, where they play important roles in
intercellular communication and matrix remodeling in various pathological conditions. Malignant
pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is a primary tumor of mesothelial origin, predominantly related to
asbestos exposure. The detection of MPM at an early stage and distinguishing it from benign
conditions and metastatic adenocarcinomas (AD) is sometimes challenging. Pleural effusion is often
the first available biological material and an ideal source for characterizing diagnostic and prognostic
factors. Specific proteins have previously been identified as diagnostic markers in effusion, but it is
not currently known whether these are associated with vesicles or released in soluble form. Here, we
study and characterize tumor heterogeneity and extracellular vesicle diversity in pleural effusion as
diagnostic or prognostic markers for MPM. We analyzed extracellular vesicles and soluble proteins
from 27 pleural effusions, which were collected and processed at the department of pathology and
cytology at Karolinska University Hospital, representing three different patient groups, MPM (n = 9),
benign (n = 6), and AD (n = 12). The vesicles were fractionated into apoptotic bodies, microvesicles,
and exosomes by differential centrifugation and characterized by nanoparticle tracking analysis and
Western blotting. Multiplex bead-based flow cytometry analysis showed that exosomal markers were
expressed differently on EVs present in different fractions. Further characterization of exosomes by a
multiplex immunoassay (Luminex) showed that all soluble proteins studied were also present in
exosomes, though the ratio of protein concentration present in supernatant versus exosomes varied.
The proportion of Angiopoietin-1 present in exosomes was generally higher in benign compared
to malignant samples. The corresponding ratios of Mesothelin, Galectin-1, Osteopontin, and VEGF
were higher in MPM effusions compared to those in the benign group. These findings demonstrate
that relevant diagnostic markers can be recovered from exosomes.

Keywords: malignant pleural mesothelioma; pleural effusion; extracellular vesicles; biomarkers

1. Introduction

Malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is an aggressive mesenchymal tumor arising
from mesothelial cells of pleura, characterized by the production of hyaluronan and a
spectrum of cell surface and matrix proteoglycans, some of which are useful biomarkers
facilitating early clinical diagnosis, the monitoring of tumor burden, and effect of therapy.
Early diagnosis from pleural effusion is challenging but essential to improving patient
survival [1,2]. As pleural effusion is the first available clinical material, cytological exam-
ination provides the earliest diagnostic evaluation [3,4] by combining cytomorphology,
immunocytochemistry, fluorescence in situ hybridization, biomarker analyses, and electron
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microscopy [3,5,6]. In addition to early diagnosis, distinguishing MPM from metastatic ade-
nocarcinoma (AD) is another challenge in patients with malignant pleural effusion. CEA,
HBME1, TTF1, CK7, and Calretinin are the most useful immunohistochemistry markers
for AD [3,7].

The tumor tissue microenvironment is an important and dynamic regulator of tumor
progression and development of metastases [8]. This is also true for the malignant effu-
sion, which contains various soluble factors facilitating or inhibiting this process. Cells
communicate with their surroundings, thereby regulating the behavior of benign cells and
the extracellular matrix [9]. The secretion of factors for paracrine stimulation is one way
to achieve such regulation, while the formation extracellular vesicles is another way to
transfer signals to neighboring cells [10].

Extracellular vesicles (EVs), comprising exosomes, microvesicles, and apoptotic bodies,
are heterogeneous nanoparticles ranging from 30 nm to 4 μm. They are released into
the extracellular matrix and body fluids by all cell types but arise via distinct biological
processes. For instance, apoptotic bodies are the largest (1–4 μm), as they are formed during
programmed cell death. In contrast, all cells release exosomes, which are the smallest
(50–100 nm) and formed during the maturation of endosomes into multi-vesicular bodies
by inward vesiculation of the endosomal membrane, and microvesicles, which are between
200 nm and 1 μm and formed by outward budding of the plasma membrane [8,11–16].
Although there are no definitive markers to completely separate these vesicle populations,
apoptotic bodies are known to contain apoptotic material, such as cleaved caspase 9. It is
currently impossible to separate microvesicles and exosomes. However, microvesicles are
enriched in the cell surface tetraspanin CD9, while exosomes are enriched in CD81 [17–19].

The released EVs carry functional factors, such as lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids,
to recipient cells, which highlights their importance as mediators of cell-to-cell commu-
nication [15,20,21]. Vesicles secreted into the extracellular fluid can be taken up by target
cells via direct fusion with the plasma membrane or by endocytosis. This transfer of their
bioactive content can then regulate intracellular signaling pathways or gene expression in
the recipient cells [22]. On the other hand, this EV cargo can also be utilized a biomarker of
disease [23].

Pleural effusions contain different cells, including macrophages, lymphocytes, neu-
trophils, mesothelial cells, as well as, in malignant conditions, tumor cells of various
origin [24,25]. All these cells may secrete EVs into the pleura, and bear heterogenous
molecular surface markers, such as CD81, CD63, and CD9, proteins, RNAs, or DNA, which
can be used as biomarkers [26–28]. We have previously shown the diagnostic applicability
of a series of biomarkers and optimized a Luminex based multiparameter battery to assess
them [29]. Some of these factors are biologically active, regulating cell growth and angio-
genesis. Their appearance in the effusion fluid may reflect the tumor promoting effects of
the tumor cells themselves or the reaction of the surrounding benign tissues. Since these
factors are potential targets for individualized treatment, it is interesting to understand
how the expression of such factors varies from case to case and if the factors are transported
in association with different vesicles or released directly into the effusion supernatant.

The aim of the present investigation is to study the nature and variability of these fac-
tors in effusion caused by adenocarcinoma, malignant mesothelioma, and benign reactivity.
To achieve this, we have used differential centrifugation to separate the cells and different
classes of EVs from the soluble components within pleural effusion. We then analyze these
components using Western blotting, nanoparticle tracking (NTA), multiplex bead-based
flow cytometric EV surface protein profiling, and Luminex antigen detection. A better
understanding of the factors related to vesicle mediated intercellular communication may
give us tools to monitor cancer progression and identify novel therapeutic targets.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Collection and Study Design

Pleural effusions from patients with malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM; n = 9),
metastatic lung adenocarcinoma (AD; n = 12), and benign reactive mesothelial proliferations
(BE; n = 6) were evaluated. Pleural effusions were collected at different time point at the
Department of Pathology and Cytology, Karolinska University Hospital by thoracocentesis
under ethical permit number 2009/1138-31/3. After initial centrifugation, the cell pellets
were taken for diagnostic cytology (Figure S1) and clinically established biomarker analysis,
while the remaining effusions were kept at 4 ◦C until processing.

2.2. Fractionation of Extracellular Vesicles

All samples were centrifuged at 300× g for 10 min to collect any remaining cells.
Supernatants were centrifuged further at 2000× g for 10 min to isolate apoptotic bodies
(ABs) and 10,000× g for 10 min to isolate microvesicles. Further centrifugation at 100,000× g
for 90 min sedimented exosomes, while dissolved free proteins remained in the supernatant.
The exosome pellets were resuspended in filtered PBS and kept at −80 ◦C for further
analysis. All ultracentrifugation steps were performed using the Beckman Coulter (Brea,
CA, USA) Type 70 Ti rotor at 4 ◦C. Furthermore, supernatant free soluble proteins were
concentrated by centrifugal filters (Amicon Ultra-15, REF UFC901024) (Figure 1A).

Figure 1. (A) Schematic of differential centrifugation protocol. (B) Western blot analysis of differential
centrifugation fractions. The abundance of common markers (Histone H3 (H3), cleaved caspase-9
(cl-CASP9), CD9 and CD81) in different fractions was determined using Western blot. The molecular
weight of each protein is shown on the right.
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2.3. NTA Analysis

To ascertain the average concentrations and sizes of exosomes in the samples, nanopar-
ticle tracking analysis (NanoSight Techniques, LM, Malvern, UK) was used according to
manufacturer’s instructions characterizing nanoparticles from 10–1000 nm in solution. The
exosomes were diluted in PBS (1:2500) and applied directly to the NanoSight LM 10.

2.4. Luminex Assay with Human Premixed Multi-Analyte Kit

Two human premixed multi-analyte kits from R&D system were used to assess the
levels of 10 different biomarkers in exosomes and soluble protein derived from pleural
effusion. The first kit (cat: LXSAHM-09, Minneapolis, MN, USA) was used for analyzing
Angiopoietin-1, HGF, MMP-7, Osteopontin, TIMP-1, Galectin, Mesothelin, NRG1-b1, and
Syndecan-1 simultaneously. The second kit (cat: LXSAHM-01, Minneapolis, MN, USA)
was used for analyzing VEGF. In total, we analyzed 27 pleural effusions, of which 9 were
from MPM patients, 12 from AD patients, and 6 were benign effusions. Effusions were
diluted 5-fold using the dilution buffer included in the kit. All standards and samples were
assayed in duplicate according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.5. Multiplex Bead-Based EV Flow Cytometry Assay

Different fractions of pleural effusion from MPM, AD, and BE patients (centrifuged
at 2000× g, 10,000× g, and 120,000× g) were analyzed by bead-based multiplex EV flow
cytometry assays (MACSPlex Exosome Kit, human, Miltenyi Biotec Corston, UK), following
the manufacturer’s instructions with slight modifications [30]. The MACSPlex Exosome
Kit allows detection of 37 surface epitopes (CD1c, CD2, CD3, CD4, CD8, CD9, CD11c,
CD14, CD19, CD20, CD24, CD25, CD29, CD31, CD40, CD41b, CD42a, CD44, CD45, CD49e,
CD56, CD62P, CD63, CD69, CD81, CD86, CD105, CD133/1, CD142, CD146, CD209, CD326,
HLA-ABC, HLA-DRDPDQ, MCSP, ROR1, and SSEA-4), plus two internal isotype controls
(mIgG1 and REA). Briefly, samples were incubated with the antibody coated MACSPlex
Exosome Capture Beads. Subsequently, EVs bound to the MACSPlex Exosome Capture
Beads were labeled with the MACSPlex Pan-Exosome Detection Reagents (APC-conjugated
antiCD9, anti-CD63, and anti-CD81 detection antibody). Consequently, these complexes
were analyzed by flow cytometry (MACSPlex Analyzer 10 Bergisch Gladbach, Germany)
based on the fluorescence characteristics of both beads and the detection reagent, as
described previously [30]. Positive signals indicate the abundance of the respective surface
epitope on EVs within the sample.

2.6. Western Blot Analysis

To verify the content of the differential centrifugation fractions, Western blotting was
performed with antibodies directed against well described cellular components. Albu-
min and IgG were removed using SpinTrap columns (28-9480-20, GE Healthcare, Buck-
inghamshire, UK) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sample fractions were
prepared in 0.5M DTT, 8% SDS, 0.4 M Sodium carbonate, and 10% Glycerol and boiled for
5 min at 95 ◦C. Then, 20 μL of the samples were loaded on a NuPAGE Novex 4–12% (w/v)
Bis-Tris pre-cast SDS-PAGE gel (NP0321BOX, Invitrogen, New York, NY, USA). Gels were
run for 90 min at 120 V. Gels were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane using the iBlot
system (LC2009, Invitrogen, New York, NY, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions and then incubated at room temperature for 60 min in blocking buffer (927-70001,
Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE, USA). After this point, the membrane was incubated overnight at 4 ◦C
with primary anti-bodies in 1:1 blocking buffer: PBST. We used the following antibodies:
CD9 (Abcam ab-92726, 1:2000, Cambridge, UK), cleaved-caspase 9 (Cell Signaling 9505S,
1:1000, Stockholm, Sweden), CD81 (Santa Cruz sc-9158, 1:200, Danvers, MA, USA), and
histone H3 (Santa Cruz FL-136, 1:250, Danvers, MA, USA). After washing 3 × 15 min
in PBST, freshly prepared secondary antibody in PBST (Li-Cor 926-68020, 926-152 68071,
926-68079, 1:15,000) was added to the membrane and incubated for 60 min at room temper-
ature followed by 3 × 15 min washes with PBST. Membranes were developed using both
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700- and 800-nm channels on the LI-COR Odyssey Imager and exported from the Li-Cor
Image Studio 5.2 software.

3. Results

In order to comprehensively separate the vesicles and soluble proteins associated with
BE, MPM, and AD pleural effusion, we collected samples from 27 patients and subjected
them to differential centrifugation [31]. Due to the distinct sizes and densities of these
components, this allowed us to separate the cells, apoptotic bodies, microvesicles, and
exosomes from the soluble proteins within the effusion.

3.1. Validation of Differential Centrifugation Fraction of Pleural Effusion

To verify that the fractions isolated from pleural effusions contained the relevant
hypothesized components, we performed Western blot against proteins known to be
enriched in each. Although we detected Histone H3 specifically in the cell fraction, cleaved
Caspase-9 was found in cells, apoptotic bodies, and soluble protein. As a primarily cell
surface tetraspanin, CD9 was detected in cells, apoptotic bodies, microvesicles, and soluble
protein. In contrast, CD81 was primarily found in association with the microvesicle and
exosome fractions (Figure 1B). These results validated that differential centrifugation was
successful in separating the hypothesized components within pleural effusion.

3.2. Measurement of Exosome Particle Size and Concentration

The concentration and size distribution of particles in the exosome fraction were
assessed by NTA in 14 patients: five benign, five AD, and four MPM. The size distribution
ranged from 30 to 600 nm in diameter and the vesicular concentration varied between
individuals (0.6 × 106 to 8.74 × 106 particles/mL) (Figure 2A–C). The mean exosome
concentration was 3.8 × 106, 3.1 × 106, and 3.5 × 106 particles/mL for MPM, AD, and
benign patients, respectively.

Figure 2. Exosome’s size and concentration measured by NTA. Size distribution plots from five
benign pleural effusions (0.7 × 106 to 8.7 × 106 particles/mL) (A), five adenocarcinoma patients
(0.7 × 106 to 7.4 × 106 particles/mL) (B) and four malignant mesothelioma patients (0.6 × 106 to
8.7 × 106 particles/mL) (C).
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3.3. Detection of Surface Protein Markers

To characterize the surface markers present on EVs within the different fractions
derived from MPM, AD, and benign patient pleural effusions, we performed a multiplex
bead-based flow cytometry assay which was extensively optimized previously [30]. When
comparing EV surface protein profiles derived from the different EV subtypes to one
another, the highest median fluorescence intensity values were consistently found in the
exosome fraction, with the tetraspanins CD63 and CD81 showing the greatest levels. In
general, the ratio of CD9 to CD81, as well as the levels of all non-tetraspanin markers
decreased during differential centrifugation (Figures 3–5). Although there were still signif-
icant CD9, CD63, and CD81 signals in terms of their abundance on EVs, this was not as
high as implied by our Western blotting results (Figures 1, 3D, 4D and 5D).

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Median fluorescence intensity EV surface protein profiles of benign (BE) pleural effusion
differential centrifugation fractions: apoptotic bodies (AB) (A), microvesicles (MV) (B), exosomes
(EX) (C) and soluble protein in supernatant (SP) (D). mIgG1 and REA indicate isotype control and
represent negative markers. Each bar corresponds to one surface epitope measurement, as indicated
on the x-axis.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Median fluorescence intensity EV surface protein profiles of adenocarcinoma (AD) pleural
effusion differential centrifugation fractions: apoptotic bodies (AB) (A), microvesicles (MV) (B),
exosomes (EX) (C) and soluble protein in supernatant (SP) (D). mIgG1 and REA indicate isotype
control and represent negative markers. Each bar corresponds to one surface epitope measurement,
as indicated on the x-axis.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Median fluorescence intensity EV surface protein profiles of malignant pleural mesothe-
lioma (MPM) effusion differential centrifugation fractions: apoptotic bodies (AB) (A), microvesicles
(MV) (B), exosomes (EX) (C) and soluble protein in supernatant (SP) (D). mIgG1 and REA indi-
cate isotype control and represent negative markers. Each bar corresponds to one surface epitope
measurement, as indicated on the x-axis.

There were also large differences between the EV surface profiles detected in benign,
AD, and MPM pleural effusions. The most notable trend was that the benign effusion was
much less complex than those of AD or MPM, such that only the classic EV tetraspanins,
CD9, CD63, CD81, as well as HLA-DRDPDQ, were detected above MFI 15 (Figure 3). The
AD effusion showed the next most complex profile in addition to the highest absolute
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levels of EV tetraspanins, and particularly CD9, of any sample. In addition to these, this
sample showed very high levels of CD29 and CD326. Although lower, the AD effusion
also contained CD14, CD42a, CD44, CD49e, HLA-ABC, and HLA-DRDPDQ above MFI
5 in multiple EV populations (Figure 4). By direct comparison, MPM effusion contained
all of the proteins expressed in AD, except CD42a, in addition to CD4, CD40, CD45, and
CD105 (Figure 5). Thus, the MPM effusion was the most complex of the samples studied,
though it showed the lowest levels of the EV tetraspanins.

3.4. Quantification of Biomarkers in Different Pleural Effusion Fractions

Our previous study showed the diagnostic and prognostic value of 10 different angio-
genesis proteins in pleural effusion from MPM, AD, and benign patients. Using Luminex
assays, we checked the expression levels of these angiogenesis proteins in microvesicles
and exosomes derived from pleural effusion from these three patient groups. We detected
that the expression level of Galectin-1, Mesothelin, Osteopontin, VEGF, MMP-7, and HGF
were significantly lower in exosomes compared with the supernatant of MPM, AD, and
benign conditions. Additionally, there were no significant differences in the expression
levels of NRG1-β1, Angiopoietin-1, TIMP-1, and Syndecan-1 in the exosomes compared to
supernatant (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Level of angiogenesis proteins in differential centrifugation fractions of pleural effusion.
Levels of Galectin-1, Mesothelin, Osteopontin, VEGF, MMP-7 and HGF were significantly higher
in soluble protein when compared with their levels in exosomes. Significance was assessed by
two-tailed t-test at p ≤ 0.05.

3.5. Presence of Proteins in Exosomes vs. Supernatant

Next, we focused on whether angiogenesis proteins show different vesicular asso-
ciations dependent on the disease studied. The results showed that Angiopoietin-1 and
TIMP-1 are preferentially transported in exosomes, whereas other proteins occur mainly
dissolved in the supernatant with very little in vesicular structures. Osteopontin, Galectin-1,
Mesothelin, and VEGF were higher, whereas HGF and SDC-1 were lower in exosomes
derived from MPM patients compared to AD and benign patients (Table 1). Interestingly,
SDC-1 was represented more in exosomes from AD effusions compared to MPM, while
VEGF was represented more in exosomes derived from MPM effusion compared to that
from AD patients.

Table 1. Comparison of protein concentration in exosomes and supernatant of specific diseases.

Angiopoietin-1 HGF Osteopontin TIMP-1 Galectin-1

Patient
Group Exosomes Supernatant Exosomes Supernatant Exosomes Supernatant Exosomes Supernatant Exosomes Supernatant

AD 49.60% 50.40% 32.50% 67.50% 1.70% 98.30% 48.20% 51.80% 6.70% 93.30%
MPM 33.50% 66.50% 17.20% 82.80% 5.50% 94.50% 49.50% 50.50% 9.30% 90.70%

Benign 81% 19% 32.60% 67.40% 2.10% 97.90% 41.90% 58.10% 5.10% 94.90%

Mesothelin NRG1-b1 SDC-1 VEGF MMP-7

Patient
Group Exosomes Supernatant Exosomes Supernatant Exosomes Supernatant Exosomes Supernatant Exosomes Supernatant

AD 7.50% 92.50% 6.50% 93.50% 12.20% 87.80% 0.00% 100% 2.90% 96.90%
MPM 25.40% 74.60% 10.50% 89.50% 0.00% 100% 12.30% 87.70% 2.90% 93.10%

Benign 10.30% 89.70% 8.10% 91.90% 0.00% 100% 0.00% 100% 8.90% 91%
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4. Discussion

Malignant mesothelioma is an aggressive malignancy with limited therapeutic options.
In this research project, we studied exosomes isolated from fresh pleural effusion from
patients with malignant pleural mesothelioma, metastatic adenocarcinoma, and benign
mesothelial proliferations.

Pleural effusion contains a variety of cells among them mesothelial cells, macrophages,
lymphocytes, leukocytes, as well as malignant cells when caused by cancer. Cell-to cell
communication between malignant cells and malignant to non-malignant cells in effusion
may play critical role for cancer progression.

We show that the obtained size and concentration of the exosomes were in accordance
with previous studies [32–34]. There were differences in their total concentration. The
concentrations of exosomes varied among individuals. In the malignant mesothelioma
group, three of the effusions came from the same patient but at different time points. The
first effusion showed a higher exosomes concentration, and in the subsequent effusions the
amount of the exosomes gradually declined. This can depend on many factors, including
tumor burden in the pleural cavity and the rate at which vesicles are formed and the fluid
volume is replaced after thoracocentesis. The cellular origin of the extracellular vesicles,
including the exosomes, can be identified by the surface proteins that reflect the membrane
proteins in the original cells [9]. In this study, we demonstrated that the presence of
15 surface proteins (CD9, CD63, CD81, CD2, CD8, CD14, CD29, CD44, CD49e, CD62p,
CD105, CD146, CD326, HLA-ABC, and MCSP) were higher, whereas HLA-DRDPDQ and
ROR1 were lower on the exosome fraction derived from metastatic adenocarcinoma patient
compared to MPM patient suggesting that these markers can be associated with MPM
(Table S1).

These extracellular vesicles carried molecules that regulate a variety of cellular pro-
cesses, including cell–cell adhesion (CD2, CD8, CD9, and CD146), immune regulation
(CD24, CD40), extracellular matrix regulation (CD44), TGF-β receptor activation (CD105),
as well as cell growth, differentiation, and migration. The results indicate that all cells
present communicate with the pleura as vesicles. The content of these vesicles thus reflects
the different regulatory signals present in the effusion.

Additionally, we performed Luminex analysis on differential centrifugation fractions
including, apoptotic bodies, microvesicles, exosomes, and supernatant, to measure the con-
centration of 10 different proteins (among which some were angiogenic-related proteins).
In our analysis of extracellular vesicular proteins, Osteopontin, Galectin-1, Mesothelin, and
VEGF had higher concentrations in exosomes isolated from MPM patients. In our previous
study, we showed that Galectin-1, Mesothelin, Osteopontin, and VEGF have higher levels
in malignant pleural mesothelioma compared with the benign patients and Galectin-1
and Mesothelin have higher levels in malignant pleural mesothelioma compared with the
metastatic adenocarcinoma patients [29]. These results may explain the higher level of
Osteopontin, Galectin-1, Mesothelin, and VEGF in exosomes derived from pleural effusion
from MPM patients.

These proteins are biologically active and can regulate signaling pathways in the
recipient cells which leads to alteration of their phenotype [35]. For example, mesothelin
can inhibit apoptosis by activating PI3K/Akt and MAPK/ERK signaling pathways or
increase cell proliferation by activating the Stat3 signaling pathway. The interaction of
mesothelin with CA125 (cell surface glycoprotein) facilitates tumor invasion and metasta-
sis. Osteopontin, Galectin-1, and VEGF regulate many cellular processes, including cell
proliferation, adhesion, tumor formation, migration, and angiogenesis [36–40].

In addition to this, we showed that SDC-1 and HGF had higher concentrations in exo-
somes derived from pleural effusion from metastatic adenocarcinoma patients. Exosomes
are rich in proteins and previous studies have shown that enzymatic activities and pro-
teins regulate exosomes secretion and mechanisms of proteins loading in exosomes. High
heparanase expression influences exosome secretion and regulates their protein contents,
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among others. SDC-1 and VEGF increase its concentration in exosomes upon heparanase
overexpression [41].

The presence of these biologically active proteins may be more stable in exosomes and
can actively participate in cell–cell communication by transferring their cargo to recipient
cells, eliciting effects related to angiogenesis and therapy resistance. This makes exosomes
suitable candidates for future targeting and carriers of precise drug delivery systems. In
case these biologically active proteins will be objects for future targeted therapies, it may
be important to clarify their possible presence inside vesicles.

5. Conclusions

Exosomes derived from pleural effusion from different patient groups represent
different proteins according to their different cell types. Exosomes isolated from pleural
effusion from MPM patients have lower levels of CD9, CD63, CD81, CD2, CD8, CD14,
CD29, CD44, CD49e, CD62p, CD105, CD146, CD326, HLA-ABC, and MCSP and higher
levels of HLA-DRDPDQ and ROR1 surface proteins compared to AD patients. Additionally,
Galectin-1, Mesothelin, Osteopontin, and VEGF have higher levels, whereas Angiopoitien-1
has a lower level in exosomes derived from MPM patients compared to the benign patients.
Therefore, these proteins can be diagnostic markers for MPM patients.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/biom11111606/s1, Figure S1: The diagnostic picture in MPM (a–e), lung adenocarcinoma
(f–j) and reactive, but benign, mesothelium (k–n). Immunohistochemical stainings used are Pa-
panicolaou (a,f,k), May Grünewald Giemsa (b,g,l), Calretinin (red)/BerEp4 (brown) (c,h,m), EMA
(red)/Desmin (brown) (d,i,n), Mesothelin (e) and TFF-1 (j). In addition to the tumor cells there is
benign mesothelium, white blood cells and plenty of macrophages. The mor tumor specific markers
(d,e,i,j) show that the tumor cells only make out part of the cell populations. Diagnoses are based on
standardized immunocytochemical reaction patterns [42], Table S1: Median Fluorescence Intensity
(MFI) values of EV’s surface proteins.
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